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Background: Prostate cancer is the most common cancer among men in the UK. Prostate-specific antigen
testing followed by biopsy leads to overdetection, overtreatment as well as undertreatment of the disease.
Evidence of treatment effectiveness has lacked because of the paucity of randomised controlled trials
comparing conventional treatments.
Objectives: To evaluate the effectiveness of conventional treatments for localised prostate cancer
(active monitoring, radical prostatectomy and radical radiotherapy) in men aged 50–69 years.
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Design: A prospective, multicentre prostate-specific antigen testing programme followed by a randomised
trial of treatment, with a comprehensive cohort follow-up.
Setting: Prostate-specific antigen testing in primary care and treatment in nine urology departments in
the UK.
Participants: Between 2001 and 2009, 228,966 men aged 50–69 years received an invitation to attend
an appointment for information about the Prostate testing for cancer and Treatment (ProtecT) study and
a prostate-specific antigen test; 82,429 men were tested, 2664 were diagnosed with localised prostate
cancer, 1643 agreed to randomisation to active monitoring (n = 545), radical prostatectomy (n = 553) or
radical radiotherapy (n = 545) and 997 chose a treatment.
Interventions: The interventions were active monitoring, radical prostatectomy and radical radiotherapy.
Trial primary outcome measure: Definite or probable disease-specific mortality at the 10-year median
follow-up in randomised participants.
Secondary outcome measures: Overall mortality, metastases, disease progression, treatment
complications, resource utilisation and patient-reported outcomes.
Results: There were no statistically significant differences between the groups for 17 prostate cancer-specific
(p = 0.48) and 169 all-cause (p = 0.87) deaths. Eight men died of prostate cancer in the active monitoring
group (1.5 per 1000 person-years, 95% confidence interval 0.7 to 3.0); five died of prostate cancer in the
radical prostatectomy group (0.9 per 1000 person-years, 95% confidence interval 0.4 to 2.2 per 1000 person
years) and four died of prostate cancer in the radical radiotherapy group (0.7 per 1000 person-years, 95%
confidence interval 0.3 to 2.0 per 1000 person years). More men developed metastases in the active
monitoring group than in the radical prostatectomy and radical radiotherapy groups: active monitoring, n = 33
(6.3 per 1000 person-years, 95% confidence interval 4.5 to 8.8); radical prostatectomy, n = 13 (2.4 per 1000
person-years, 95% confidence interval 1.4 to 4.2 per 1000 person years); and radical radiotherapy, n = 16
(3.0 per 1000 person-years, 95% confidence interval 1.9 to 4.9 per 1000 person-years; p = 0.004). There were
higher rates of disease progression in the active monitoring group than in the radical prostatectomy and
radical radiotherapy groups: active monitoring (n = 112; 22.9 per 1000 person-years, 95% confidence
interval 19.0 to 27.5 per 1000 person years); radical prostatectomy (n = 46; 8.9 per 1000 person-years,
95% confidence interval 6.7 to 11.9 per 1000 person-years); and radical radiotherapy (n = 46; 9.0 per 1000
person-years, 95% confidence interval 6.7 to 12.0 per 1000 person years; p < 0.001). Radical prostatectomy
had the greatest impact on sexual function/urinary continence and remained worse than radical radiotherapy
and active monitoring. Radical radiotherapy’s impact on sexual function was greatest at 6 months, but
recovered somewhat in the majority of participants. Sexual and urinary function gradually declined in the
active monitoring group. Bowel function was worse with radical radiotherapy at 6 months, but it recovered
with the exception of bloody stools. Urinary voiding and nocturia worsened in the radical radiotherapy group
at 6 months but recovered. Condition-specific quality-of-life effects mirrored functional changes. No
differences in anxiety/depression or generic or cancer-related quality of life were found. At the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence threshold of £20,000 per quality-adjusted life-year, the probabilities
that each arm was the most cost-effective option were 58% (radical radiotherapy), 32% (active monitoring)
and 10% (radical prostatectomy).
Limitations: A single prostate-specific antigen test and transrectal ultrasound biopsies were used. There
were very few non-white men in the trial. The majority of men had low- and intermediate-risk disease.
Longer follow-up is needed.
Conclusions: At a median follow-up point of 10 years, prostate cancer-specific mortality was low,
irrespective of the assigned treatment. Radical prostatectomy and radical radiotherapy reduced disease
progression and metastases, but with side effects. Further work is needed to follow up participants at a
median of 15 years.
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Trial registration: Current Controlled Trials ISRCTN20141297.
Funding: This project was funded by the National Institute for Health Research Health Technology
Assessment programme and will be published in full in Health Technology Assessment; Vol. 24, No. 37.
See the National Institute for Health Research Journals Library website for further project information.
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Glossary
Active monitoring/active surveillance Protocols involving regular clinical examination, imaging in the
form of multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging, prostate-specific antigen measurements and repeat
biopsies. If these parameters suggest the risk of progression, men are offered radical treatment.
Focal therapy A general term for a variety of non-invasive techniques for destroying small tumours inside
the prostate while leaving the remaining gland intact and sparing most of its normal tissue.
Gleason grade When cells are seen under the microscope, they have different glandular patterns,
depending on how quickly they are likely to grow. The pattern is given a grade (called the Gleason grade)
from 1 to 5. The higher the grade, the more likely the cancer is to spread outside the prostate.
Gleason score There may be more than one grade of cancer in biopsy samples. An overall Gleason score
is worked out by adding together two Gleason grades. One is the most common grade in all of the
samples. The other is the second most common grade seen in the tissue examined.
Minimally invasive technique The use of a variety of energy sources to ablate prostate tissue using
advanced imaging technology and protective devices to reduce treatment-related morbidity.
Watchful waiting This term is sometimes used to describe a less intensive type of follow-up than active
surveillance/active monitoring, which may involve fewer tests and rely more on changes in symptoms to
decide whether or not treatment is needed.
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Plain English summary
P rostate cancer is the most common cancer in men and is often found through a blood test called aprostate-specific antigen test and through biopsies of the prostate. Over the years, these tests led to
the detection of many small cancers that do not cause harm. Some prostate cancers are harmful, but it is
difficult to recognise them early. When cancer is still inside the prostate, the conventional treatments are
surgery or radiotherapy, which carry side effects including leaking urine and difficulty getting an erection,
so another option is repeat investigations at regular intervals (active monitoring), with treatments given
if the cancer progresses. These options needed to be compared in a study called a ‘randomised trial’ in
which men agree to be allocated to one of the three treatments.
In the Prostate testing for cancer and Treatment (ProtecT) study, 200,000 men aged 50–69 years were
invited to have a prostate-specific antigen test. Of the 82,849 men who agreed to be tested, 1643 of
whom had prostate cancer that was still contained in the prostate agreed to be allocated to one of the
three treatments. After an average of 10 years of follow-up, 99% of men were alive in each of the
treatment groups. However, when compared with active monitoring, surgery and radiotherapy reduced
the risk of disease spreading outside the prostate by half. Patients reported that urinary leakage and sexual
function were worst with surgery, and sexual and bowel functions were affected by radiotherapy. Men on
active monitoring had a gradual decline in their urinary and sexual function, particularly as around half of
them later had surgery or radiotherapy. Radiotherapy was the treatment that seemed to be the best value
for money. The findings from the Prostate testing for cancer and Treatment (ProtecT) study can help men
make decisions about being tested and which treatment to have if they are found to have cancer within
the prostate. We now need to find out the longer-term effects of these treatments on how long men live
and their quality of life.
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Scientific summary
Background
Prostate cancer is the most common cancer among men in the UK. In 2014, there were 46,610 new cases of
prostate cancer and 11,287 men died from the disease. Incidence rates are projected to rise by 12% between
2014 and 2035, to 233 cases per 100,000 males by 2035. Men’s lifetime risk of prostate cancer is one in
eight, and, although it is often overtreated, many men are undertreated. It is estimated that there were
330,000 men living with prostate cancer in the UK in 2015, expected to rise to around 830,000 by 2040.
Although prostate cancer can be lethal, the majority of men diagnosed through prostate-specific antigen
testing will not suffer significant consequences during their lifetime, and evidence that treating such men
improves survival or quality of life is weak. Consequently, there are concerns that increasing prostate-
specific antigen testing results in overdetection, overtreatment and an increasing burden on the NHS.
Prostate cancer continues to be under-researched and a limited number of studies are addressing the
issues of screening and long-term comparison of treatment modalities. There have been few studies of the
longer-term impact on quality of life of the major treatments for localised prostate cancer.
Conventional treatment options are available for clinically localised prostate cancer, including active
monitoring/active surveillance, radical prostatectomy, radical radiotherapy and brachytherapy. A man trying
to decide whether or not to be tested for prostate cancer needs information to answer the following
critical questions:
l Is he at risk of harbouring aggressive prostate cancer, and will the prostate-specific antigen test help
him to find out?
l Does he need immediate radical treatment, or can he receive active monitoring safely?
l If he needs radical treatment, what is the most suitable intervention, and what is the impact of each
treatment on immediate and long-term quality of life?
l If he develops progressive disease, what is the long-term ‘trade-off’ between the benefits of treatments
in preventing progression but greater short- and medium-term side effects of the radical interventions
compared with active monitoring, and the longer-term impact on quality of life of treatments for
progressing disease, or freedom from treatment?
The Prostate testing for cancer and Treatment (ProtecT) study has set out to address these questions.
Objectives
l To evaluate the comparative treatment effectiveness of the three conventional options for men with
clinically localised prostate cancer (i.e. active monitoring, radical prostatectomy and radical radiotherapy).
l To assess quality-of-life measures and patient-reported outcomes related to the three treatment
options.
l To inform patients, clinicians and policy-makers about the optimal management of patients with
clinically localised prostate cancer.
l To develop a comprehensive biorepository of biobanked material donated by patients, associated with
an electronic clinic-pathological database for conducting effective translational prostate cancer research.
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Design
This research involved a prospective programme of prostate-specific antigen testing in primary care, with
prostate check clinics run by research nurses. Men with a raised prostate-specific antigen level of ≥ 3 ng/ml
were invited to secondary care and offered a transrectal ultrasound-guided biopsy protocol. Men with
clinically localised prostate cancer were offered randomisation to active monitoring, radical prostatectomy
or radical radiotherapy. Patient-reported outcomes were measured at baseline and follow-up. End points at
the 10-year median follow-up were reported as clinical outcomes and 6-year full patient-reported outcome
measures. All men diagnosed with prostate cancer were followed up in an extended comprehensive
cohort design.
Setting
A total of 337 primary care centres were randomised to the Prostate testing for cancer and Treatment
(ProtecT) trial in nine major cities in the UK; urology departments managed men with the diagnosis of
prostate cancer, offered randomisation to those eligible with clinically localised disease and provided their
allocated or selected treatment.
Participants
The participants were men aged 50–69 years: 228,966 were invited, 82,849 were recruited, 8846 received
biopsies, 2896 were diagnosed with prostate cancer, 2664 were eligible and 1643 with clinically localised
prostate cancer were randomised.
Clinical outcome measures and statistical analysis
The primary outcome measure was definite or probable prostate cancer mortality, including intervention-
related deaths, at a median follow-up point of 10 years.
Secondary outcomes included all-cause mortality, metastases (by imaging or prostate-specific antigen levels
of > 100 µg/l), clinical disease progression (metastases, T3/T4 disease, initiation of long-term androgen
deprivation therapy, ureteric obstruction, rectal fistulae and the need for a urinary catheter owing to
local tumour growth), primary treatment failure and treatment complications. Primary treatment failure
following radical prostatectomy was defined as a prostate-specific antigen level of ≥ 0.2 µg/l 3 months
post surgery; following radical radiotherapy, radical radiotherapy OG-ASTRO (Radiation Therapy Oncology
Group – American Society for Radiation Oncology) Phoenix Consensus Conference recommendations
were used.
A prespecified statistical analysis plan was developed. The primary outcome of mortality due to prostate
cancer or its treatment was compared between the three allocated treatment groups on an intention-to-treat
basis using Cox’s proportional hazards regression adjusted for study centre, age at baseline, Gleason score
and prostate-specific antigen level at baseline. The prostate cancer-specific mortality rate was presented with
95% confidence intervals for each allocated treatment group, and pairwise significance tests were planned
if a test of an equal 10-year disease-specific mortality risk across all three groups yielded a p-value of < 0.05.
This conditional approach keeps the overall false positive rate at 5%.
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Patient-reported outcome measures and statistical analysis
Patient-reported outcome measures were prespecified secondary outcomes, collected by validated patient-
reported outcome measures in four key domains:
1. urinary function and quality-of-life impact, including urinary incontinence and lower urinary tract
symptoms, measured using the International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire, International
Continence Society male Short-Form and Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite
2. sexual function and quality-of-life impact, including erectile function, measured using the Expanded
Prostate Cancer Index Composite
3. bowel function and quality-of-life impact, including loose/bloody stools and incontinence, measured
using the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite
4. health-related quality of life, comprising –
i. generic health status, measured using the Short Form questionnaire-12 items
ii. anxiety/depression, measured using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
iii. cancer-related quality of life, measured using the EORTC-QLQ Q30 (European Organization for
Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality-of-Life Questionnaire–Core 30 module).
Study questionnaires were completed at baseline (at biopsy, before knowledge of diagnosis), at 6 and
12 months after randomisation and annually thereafter. The International Continence Society male
Short-Form, Short Form questionnaire-12 items and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale were included
throughout; the International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire was added from 2001 and the
Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite was added from 2005. As it concerned cancer-related quality
of life, the EORTC-QLQ Q30 (European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality-of-Life
Questionnaire–Core 30 module) was included at year 5 only. Patient-reported outcome measures were
scored and analysed as recommended by the authors of the assessments, with key items identified to aid
interpretation of clinical relevance.
Analyses were by intention to treat, with summary statistics and 95% confidence intervals by randomised
group. Multilevel models were employed to accommodate correlations between repeated measurements
and to test for treatment differences in follow-up assessments, and included covariates for the variables
stratified by or minimised in the random allocation: age at baseline, prostate-specific antigen level at
baseline, Gleason score and study centre. Baseline patient-reported outcome measures were not
included as a covariate as Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite and International Consultation on
Incontinence Questionnaire scores were not available for all men at baseline. Patient-reported outcome
measure data indicated that the allocated groups were comparable at baseline.
Results
Of 1643 men randomised, 545 were allocated to active monitoring, 553 were allocated to radical
prostatectomy and 545 were allocated to radical radiotherapy. Following randomisation, 482 men (88%)
assigned to active monitoring, 391 (71%) to radical prostatectomy and 405 (74%) to radical radiotherapy
received the allocated treatment within 9 months. Over 85% of men assigned to radical radiotherapy
or radical prostatectomy received a radical intervention. Of the 545 men assigned to active monitoring,
290 received a radical treatment by the end of November 2015 (Kaplan–Meier estimate 54.6%, 95%
confidence interval 50.2% to 59.2%). Of those 290 men, 142 (49%) received radical prostatectomy
(37 within 9 months of allocation), 97 (33%) received radiotherapy as per protocol (17 within 9 months
of allocation), 22 (8%) received brachytherapy (two within 9 months of allocation), 26 (9%) received
non-protocol radiotherapy and three (1%) received high-intensity focused ultrasound beyond 9 months
from allocation.
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Of the 391 men who underwent radical prostatectomy within 9 months of allocation, nine (2%) had a
prostate-specific antigen level of 0.2 µg/l or higher between 31 and 183 days following surgery; five of
those men received salvage radical radiotherapy and one received long-term androgen deprivation therapy
within 1 year of surgery. A further nine men received adjuvant radical radiotherapy within 1 year of surgery
because of pT3 disease (n = 8) or positive surgical margins (n = 7). pT3 disease was present in 114 of the
391 men (29%), and 93 (24%) had a positive surgical margin. Four of 280 patients (1%) who received
lymphadenectomy had lymph node involvement. Of the 405 men who started radical radiotherapy within
9 months of allocation, 55 (14%) had a prostate-specific antigen level increase of ≥ 2 ng/ml above the nadir
following radical radiotherapy. Of those 55 men, three received salvage radical prostatectomy, 14 started
long-term androgen deprivation therapy and one underwent high-intensity focused ultrasound.
Prostate cancer and all-cause mortality
There were seven definite prostate cancer-specific deaths and one probable prostate cancer-specific death
in the active monitoring group, three definite and two probable prostate cancer-specific deaths in the
radical prostatectomy group and four definite prostate cancer-specific deaths in the radical radiotherapy
group. Prostate cancer-specific survival was > 98.8% in all groups, and there was no difference between
the three randomised groups (log-rank test p = 0.48). The hazard ratio of prostate cancer-specific mortality
for the radical radiotherapy group was 0.45 (95% confidence interval 0.14 to 1.47) compared with the
active monitoring group and 0.80 (95% confidence interval 0.22 to 2.99) compared with the radical
prostatectomy group; the hazard ratio of prostate cancer-specific mortality for the radical prostatectomy
group compared with active monitoring was 0.56 (95% confidence interval 0.19 to 1.67). Subgroup
analyses showed no evidence of any subgroup modifying the relative effectiveness of the three treatments
in terms of prostate cancer mortality. All-cause deaths were evenly distributed across the treatment groups
(likelihood ratio test p = 0.87).
Disease progression
A total of 204 men showed progression including distant metastases, which was higher in the active
monitoring group than in the radical prostatectomy and radical radiotherapy groups (active monitoring = 112,
radical prostatectomy = 46 and radical radiotherapy = 46; p < 0.001). Evidence of disease progression included
the presence of metastases (active monitoring = 33, radical prostatectomy = 13 and radical radiotherapy = 16;
p = 0.004), or clinical T3 or T4 disease (active monitoring = 79, radical prostatectomy = 24 and radical
radiotherapy = 21), or initiation of long-term androgen deprivation therapy (active monitoring = 47, radical
prostatectomy = 26 and radical radiotherapy = 30), with evidence of more than one criterion for some men.
Treatment complications
There were no deaths related to radical prostatectomy; nine men suffered thromboembolic or
cardiovascular events, 14 required more than 3 units of blood transfused, one suffered a rectal injury and
nine required intervention for anastomotic problems. There were three deaths unrelated to prostate cancer
within 90 days of completing radical radiotherapy and no cases of radiation toxicity requiring major
intervention.
Numbers needed to treat
From these data, compared with active monitoring, 178 and 137 men would need to be treated with
radical prostatectomy and radical radiotherapy, respectively, in order to avoid one prostate cancer death;
27 and 33 men would need to be treated with radical prostatectomy and radical radiotherapy, respectively,
to avoid one patient progressing to metastases; and nine men would need to be treated by either radical
prostatectomy or radical radiotherapy to avoid one patient developing clinical disease progression.
Patient-reported outcomes
Follow-up response rates were > 80% for all patient-reported outcome measures, without decline
over time.
SCIENTIFIC SUMMARY
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Domain A: urinary function and quality-of-life impact
All measures of urinary incontinence showed the greatest impact in the radical prostatectomy group at
6 months, with some recovery, although urinary incontinence remained worse in the radical prostatectomy
group than in the radical radiotherapy and active monitoring groups at all time points. Urinary incontinence
rates were similar and little affected in the radical radiotherapy and active monitoring groups, with a
worsening in the active monitoring group over time. Pad use increased from 1% at baseline to 47% in the
radical prostatectomy group, compared with 4% in the active monitoring group and 5% in the radical
radiotherapy group at 6 months. By year 6, 18% of men in the radical prostatectomy group used pads,
compared with 10% in the active monitoring group and 3% in the radical radiotherapy group. There was a
greater impact on quality of life in the radical prostatectomy group for 2 years, but this improved to become
similar to active monitoring and radical radiotherapy. Levels of voiding lower urinary tract symptoms were
a little worse in the radical radiotherapy group at 6 months, but then returned to be close to baseline
levels and became similar to levels in the radical prostatectomy and active monitoring groups. Urinary
frequency remained similar across the groups, with nocturia increasing in all groups at 6 months, particularly
in the radical radiotherapy group, but recovering and returning closest to baseline in the radical
prostatectomy group.
Domain B: sexual function and quality-of-life impact (including
erectile function)
Erectile function reduced for all men at 6 months, with clear differences between the groups (p < 0.001).
At baseline, 67% of participants reported erections firm enough for intercourse, but by 6 months this
reduced to 50% in the active monitoring group, 24% in the radical radiotherapy group and 11% in the
radical prostatectomy group. Erectile function remained worse in the radical prostatectomy group at all
time points, with some recovery over 2 years but further decline to 15% at 6 years, compared with
recovery followed by decline to 29% in the radical radiotherapy group and a gradual year-on-year decline
in the active monitoring group.
Domain C: bowel function and quality-of-life impact
Bowel function and bother and the impact of bowel habits on quality of life were unchanged in the radical
prostatectomy and active monitoring groups, but were worse in the radical radiotherapy group, particularly
at 6 months (see Figure 15, parts a, b and f, and Table 23). Rates of faecal incontinence and loose stools
were similar across the groups, but bloody stools were experienced more in the radical radiotherapy group
from year 2 onwards (see Figure 15, part e) (p < 0.001). Bowel bother and quality-of-life impact scores
were a little worse in the radical radiotherapy group.
Domain D: health-related quality of life
There were no differences between the groups in physical and mental health subscores in the generic
health measure Short Form questionnaire-12 items, in anxiety or depression according to the Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale or on any of the symptom or function scales of the EORTC-QLQ Q30
(European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality-of-Life Questionnaire–Core 30 module)
at year 5.
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Economic evaluation
The economic evaluation showed that from a NHS perspective active monitoring was less costly than
the radical treatments. At the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence threshold of £20,000
per quality-adjusted life-year, the probabilities that each arm was the cost-effective option were 58%
(radical radiotherapy), 32% (active monitoring) and 10% (radical prostatectomy).
Conclusions
To our knowledge, Prostate testing for cancer and Treatment (ProtecT) is to date the only randomised
controlled trial comparing treatment effectiveness of radical prostatectomy, radical radiotherapy and active
monitoring in clinically localised prostate cancer. At a median follow-up point of 10 years, there were no
differences in disease-specific and all-cause mortality between the groups. Radical treatment reduced
disease progression by approximately 50% compared with active monitoring; 55% of men receiving active
monitoring moved to a radical treatment and 44% remained disease free and avoided the side effects of
treatments. Patient-reported outcome measure analysis at the full 6-year follow-up demonstrated side-effect
profiles of individual treatments, with surgery causing urinary incontinence and erectile symptoms, some
of which persisted throughout the 6 years, and radiotherapy causing some erectile and bowel symptoms.
Most symptoms did not return to baseline levels. Men receiving active monitoring had general decline in
their urinary and sexual function with age and increased number of radical treatments. Quality of life,
anxiety and depression were not different between the groups.
Longer follow-up is under way to investigate whether or not survival and disease progression will be
affected in the longer term (15 years).
Implications for health care
l At an average follow-up point of 10 years, radical treatment of prostate-specific antigen-detected
prostate cancer does not improve disease-specific or overall survival in men aged 50–69 years with
clinically localised disease.
l Radical treatment reduces the risk of metastases and local progression by half compared with
active monitoring.
l Radical treatments have a distinct side-effect profile.
l Men with clinically localised prostate cancer need to weigh the trade-off between possible oncological
benefits and side effects of radical treatments compared with additional risk of metastases but fewer
side effects with active monitoring.
Recommendations for further research
l Longer follow-up is essential to investigate the potential benefits of radical treatments for survival as
well as the impact of the initial treatments and development of metastatic disease on men’s quality
of life.
l Translational research is essential to distinguish between lethal and non-lethal prostate cancer
at diagnosis.
l The diagnostic pathway for prostate cancer needs to be developed further to avoid overdetection
of low-risk disease as well as to optimise the diagnosis of lethal cancers.
SCIENTIFIC SUMMARY
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Trial registration
This trial is registered as ISRCTN20141297.
Funding
This project was funded by the National Institute for Health Research Health Technology Assessment
programme and will be published in full in Health Technology Assessment; Vol. 24, No. 37. See the
National Institute for Health Research Journals Library website for further project information.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Scientific background
Prostate cancer is the most common cancer among men in the UK. In 2014, there were 46,610 new cases
of diagnosed prostate cancer, and 11,287 men died from the disease that year. Incidence rates for prostate
cancer are projected to rise by 12% in the UK between 2014 and 2035, to 233 cases per 100,000 males
by 2035.1 The lifetime risk of being diagnosed with prostate cancer is one in eight for men in the UK,
and, although it is often overtreated, many men are undertreated. In the USA alone, 26,730 deaths from
the disease were expected in 2017.2 It is estimated that there were approximately 330,000 men living
with prostate cancer in the UK in 2015, and this number is expected to rise to around 830,000 by 2040.3
The incidence of prostate cancer is increasing, with wider use of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing in
asymptomatic men and with the population ageing, and has tripled over the past 35 years in many
countries in Europe.4 Although prostate cancer can be lethal, the majority of men who are diagnosed
through PSA testing will not suffer clinically significant consequences from the disease during their lifetime,
and evidence that treating such men improves survival or quality of life (QoL) is weak. Consequently, there
are concerns that increasing PSA testing in the community is resulting in overdiagnosis, overtreatment,
and an increasing burden on the NHS in the UK and other health providers elsewhere. Despite its high
incidence and social and economic impact, prostate cancer continues to be under-researched, and only
a limited number of studies are addressing the issues of screening and long-term comparison of
treatment modalities.
In particular, there have been very few studies of the longer-term impact on QoL of the major initial
treatments for localised prostate cancer. Only one trial has reported on this: the Scandinavian Prostate
Cancer Group-4 (SPCG-4) trial5 from the pre-PSA era comparing passive ‘watchful waiting’ with open
prostatectomy for clinically detected prostate cancer. This trial’s follow-up, 12 years after randomisation,
showed that urinary incontinence was persistently worse among those who had undergone prostatectomy
rather than watchful waiting and sexual dysfunction was similarly poor in both groups. In addition, rates of
sexual dysfunction, urinary leakage and anxiety were found to be much higher in SPCG-4 trial participants
than in an age-matched cohort, with decreasing QoL reported from the increasing use of hormone therapy
for progressing prostate cancer.5,6 However, the SPCG-4 trial did not collect these data with a validated
patient-reported outcome measure (PROM), the trial compared only surgery and passive ‘watchful waiting’
[not radiotherapy or active monitoring (AM)], participants had clinically detected not PSA-detected disease
at diagnosis and treatments for advancing prostate cancer during their follow-up were very different from
current options.
Most comparative cohort studies have analysed PROMs in only the short term,7 with only a small number
extending this to the medium term of 5–6 years.8–10 These cohort studies have produced somewhat
contradictory findings, most likely because of baseline differences in PROMs between men receiving
different treatments. Miller et al.8 found that sexual, urinary and bowel dysfunction remained more
prevalent and bothersome in men receiving surgery or radiotherapy than in an age-matched control group,
and that sexual function remained stable after radical prostatectomy (RP) but continued to decline over
time after radical radiotherapy (RT), whereas general QoL remained stable. They commented that they
had found ‘evolving and potentially unexpected changes in long-term, patient-reported QoL as patients
proceed from earlier to later phases of survivorship’ that required further research.8 Potosky et al.9 also
reported large declines in sexual function following RT but Fransson and Widmark10 found no such
worsening. There have been even fewer studies in the longer term, and these have also produced
conflicting results. Resnick et al.11 reported that differences in levels of urinary incontinence and erectile
dysfunction for RT and RP at 5 years reduced to become similar by 15 years, but noted that the specific
contribution of prostate cancer treatments could not be distinguished from age-dependent changes in
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the longer term. In contrast, a population-based study12 comparing prostate cancer survivors with an
age-matched control group found similar levels of global QoL in the longer term, but with prostate cancer
survivors reporting severe and persistent urinary, bowel and sexual adverse effects, particularly if they had
received combined treatments.
There is a paucity of research on the QoL impacts of progressing prostate cancer. Recent large trials have
focused on mortality and clinical outcomes without parallel reporting of QoL impacts [e.g. CHAARTED
(ChemoHormonal Therapy Versus Androgen Ablation Randomized Trial for Extensive Disease in Prostate
Cancer)13]. This hinders men when making informed choices between treatments because there is a lack of
information about the potential magnitude of QoL benefits or the likelihood of a man realising those benefits.
A small number of older trials have included PROMs, and their results have been helpful. For example, the
Medical Research Council RT01 trial14 found that sexual functioning deteriorated, urinary function did not
change and there was a slight decline in physical well-being, although not in overall QoL, after androgen
deprivation therapy (ADT) was received in advance of high- or standard-dose RT. A pooled analysis showed
that denosumab prevented progression of pain severity and pain interference more effectively than zoledronic
acid in patients with advanced solid tumours (including some with prostate cancer) and bone metastases.15
A systematic review concluded that effects on QoL of prostate cancer and its treatments varied across
treatments and disease stage, and that there was a ‘pressing need for more research in men with advanced
disease’.16 There is some evidence that better information can improve patient satisfaction and even QoL.17
A more recent review by the American Cancer Society18 noted that there remains very limited evidence to
underpin guidelines for the long-term care of men with prostate cancer. The majority of articles found up to
2014 were case–control studies with fewer than 500 participants or reviews without PROMs, and there
were only a small number of higher-quality studies using population-based data. In particular, the review
stated that ‘the lack of clinical trials is a limitation of the current state of the science for survivorship’.18
Diagnosis of prostate cancer
When the Prostate testing for cancer and Treatment (ProtecT) trial was designed in the late nineties,
prostate cancer was diagnosed following serum PSA testing, with transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided
biopsies in most cases. Although this allowed many early cancers to be detected, the majority represented
low-risk disease, which does not tend to progress. Intermediate-risk, high-risk and locally advanced
cancers were also detected, but in smaller numbers, and lethal cancers could be missed. More recently,
multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) technology and dissemination has been reaching a
level at which accurate assessment of the location and grade of prostate cancer using imaging and biopsies
is possible, as demonstrated in the recently published National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health
Technology Assessment (HTA) PROstate Magnetic resonance Imaging Study (PROMIS);19 this was a definitive
validating cohort study evaluating mpMRI as a triage test. PROMIS demonstrated higher levels of accuracy in
the detection of clinically important disease, and found that ‘TRUS-biopsy performs poorly as a diagnostic
test for clinically significant prostate cancer. mpMRI, used as a triage test before first prostate biopsy, could
identify a quarter of men who might safely avoid an unnecessary biopsy and might improve the detection of
clinically significant cancer’.20 This is transforming the diagnostic pathway for prostate cancer, and it is likely
that if it were available during the conduct of ProtecT, it would have had an impact on the disease-risk
composition of our cohorts.
Screening and the linked CAP (Cluster randomised trial of PSA testing for
Prostate cancer) trial
Evidence from randomised controlled trials (RCTs) in Europe [European Randomized Study of Screening
for Prostate Cancer (ERSPC), n = 162,24321] and the USA [Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, and Ovarian (PLCO),
n = 76,69322] has not resolved the controversies surrounding PSA-based prostate cancer screening,
resulting in different recommendations worldwide.23,24 The prognosis for low- and intermediate-risk
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localised prostate cancer is excellent,25 and although there is fair-quality evidence that screening by PSA
testing reduces prostate cancer deaths,26 debate continues about the trade-off between the mortality
benefit and risks of harm from overdetection and overtreatment.22–24
Current UK policy does not advocate screening.27 The proposed 2017 update from the US Preventative
Services Task Force recommends individualised decision-making for men between the ages of 55 and
69 years after a discussion of risks and harms with their physician.26 This latest guidance comes amid
concerns about the quality of previous evidence,24 favourable modelling projections,28 new secondary
analyses,28 greater absolute risk (but not rate) benefits with long-term follow-up,29 the use of active
surveillance (AS) to avoid radical treatment unless cancer is progressing30 and long-term data on the effects
of different treatment options for localised prostate cancer.25,30 The PLCO22 and ERSPC21 trials undertook
repeated PSA testing at intervals of 1, 2 or 4 years. Less intensive strategies, such as longer screening
intervals or one-off screens, have been predicted to reduce overdetection, overtreatment and costs relative
to more frequent screening.31,32 However, opportunistic screening may increase overdetection without
reducing prostate cancer mortality.33
We undertook the primary-care-based Cluster randomised trial of PSA testing for Prostate cancer (CAP),34
within which the ProtecT trial of treatments for localised prostate cancer was embedded. CAP was designed
to determine the effects of a low-intensity, single-invitation PSA test and standardised diagnostic pathway
on prostate cancer-specific and all-cause mortality while minimising overdetection and overtreatment.
Between 2001 and 2009, general practices (the clusters) around eight hospital centres in England and Wales
were randomised before recruitment (‘Zelen’ design) to intervention or control groups and approached for
consent to participate. In the intervention group, men aged 50–69 years received a single invitation to a
nurse-led clinic appointment (the intervention) at which they were provided with information about PSA
testing and the treatment trial. Screened men with a PSA level of ≥ 3.0 ng/ml were offered a standardised
10-core TRUS-guided biopsy. Those diagnosed with clinically localised prostate cancer were offered
recruitment to the ProtecT treatment trial comparing RP, radical conformal radiotherapy with neoadjuvant
ADT and AM.25 Control practices provided standard NHS management, with information about PSA testing
provided to only men who requested it.35
The primary outcome was prostate cancer mortality at a median of 10 years of follow-up (reached by
March 2016), analysed by intention to screen. Prespecified secondary outcomes were diagnostic stage and
grade of prostate cancers identified, all-cause mortality at 10 and 15 years, prostate cancer mortality at
15 years, health-related QoL, cost-effectiveness and instrumental variable analysis estimating the causal
effect of attending PSA screening.
Study population
Parts of this section have been reproduced with permission from Martin et al.36 JAMA 2018;319(9):883–95.
Copyright © 2018 American Medical Association. All rights reserved.
In total, 911 general practices were randomised in 99 geographical areas. Of these, 126 were subsequently
excluded as ineligible.34 Consent rates among the remaining eligible intervention (n = 398) and control
(n = 387) group general practices were 68% (n = 271) and 78% (n = 302), respectively; 195,912 and
219,445 men registered with these 573 practices were eligible for the intervention and control groups,
respectively. After exclusions, the main analysis was based on 189,386 men in the intervention group and
219,439 men in the control group. There were some differences between numbers of participants in the
intervention group of this trial and the published ProtecT study population.25 There were no important
differences between the measured characteristics of practices that did agree to participate and those that
did not agree to participate.34 There were also no important differences in measured baseline characteristics
between intervention group and control group practices or men, indicating that post-randomisation
exclusions did not introduce detectable selection biases.
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Among 189,386 intervention group men in the CAP study, 75,707 (40%) attended the PSA testing clinic,
67,313 (36%) had a blood sample taken and 64,436 had a valid test result. Of these 64,436 men, 6857
(11%) had a PSA level of between 3 ng/ml and 20 ng/ml (eligible for ProtecT), of whom 5850 (85%) had
a prostate biopsy. Intervention group men who attended PSA testing clinics were sociodemographically
similar to non-attenders.37 Cumulative contamination (PSA testing in the control group) was indirectly
estimated at ≈10–15% over 10 years, based on previously reported diagnostic referral rates and ≈20%
of follow-up being subsequent to a PSA test undertaken for screening.38–40
The results of the primary analysis have been published.36 After an average of 10 years of follow-up, there
were 8054 (4.3%) cases of cancer in the screened group and 7853 (3.6%) cases in the control group.
Crucially, both groups had the same percentage of deaths (0.29%). This demonstrated that the single PSA
test followed by TRUS-guided biopsy diagnostic pathway does not appear to improve disease-specific
survival at a median follow-up of 10 years, but longer follow-up is needed. Critically, the testing missed
the diagnosis of an important number of lethal cancers, confirming the necessity to improve our diagnostic
pathway, perhaps by incorporating imaging in the form of mpMRI upstream of biopsies, in order to triage
men at risk of significant disease, and targeting significant cancers.
Treatment options for localised prostate cancer
Parts of this section are reproduced from Hamdy et al.41 Reproduced with permission from JAMA
2017;317:1121–3. Copyright © 2017 American Medical Association. All rights reserved.
Conventional treatment options for men with clinically localised prostate cancer include AM/AS, RP, now
most commonly carried out as robot-assisted laparoscopic procedures, intensity-modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) and brachytherapy, which appear to have similar short- to medium-term oncological outcomes in
non-randomised studies.
Active monitoring/surveillance protocols involve regular clinical examination, PSA measurements, mpMRI
and repeat biopsies. If these parameters suggest the risk of progression, men are offered radical treatment.
A number of Phase II studies have shown that delayed intervention due to signs of progression takes place
in approximately one-third of AS groups within 5 years of diagnosis.42,43 For those with intermediate
disease, AM has been reported as conferring an 84% 5-year metastasis-free survival rate.44 However,
observational strategies can lead to significant anxiety.45
Active monitoring has been tested in clinically-localised prostate cancer in the context of the ProtecT
study,46 which reported that although RP and radiotherapy were associated with lower rates of disease
progression, 44% of men assigned to AM did not receive radical treatment and, thus, avoided side effects.
Men with newly diagnosed, localised prostate cancer therefore need to consider the critical trade-off
between the short-term and long-term effects of radical treatments on urinary, bowel and sexual function
and the higher risks of disease progression with AM, as well as the effects of each of these options on QoL.
Radical prostatectomy involves total open, laparoscopic or robot-assisted surgery to remove the entire
prostate gland and seminal vesicles. The proportion of prostate cancer patients receiving surgery varies
with age: 8% of prostate cancer patients receive a major surgical resection as part of their cancer
treatment, with fewer resections in the oldest age group (0% in those aged ≥ 85 years) than in the
youngest age group (29% in those aged 15–54 years).1 Until recent years, most RPs were carried out using
conventional open surgery. Laparoscopic RP was developed in the nineties, and evolved to robot-assisted
techniques, which are now used almost exclusively. A recent RCT compared open with robotic techniques
and showed no differences in short-term oncological and functional outcomes.47
Radical radiotherapy in the form of external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) is a common treatment in the UK
for men diagnosed with localised prostate cancer. It is usually preceded by 3–6 months of neoadjuvant
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androgen suppression, and is given in daily fractions over 4–8 weeks as an outpatient. In large reported
series, EBRT conferred a 5-year disease-free survival of between 78% and 80%, or 88% and 94% in
combination with hormone therapy.48–51 IMRT, an optimised form of EBRT, is delivered in some centres.52
Brachytherapy can be given either as permanent radioactive seed implantation or as high-dose brachytherapy
using a temporary source. For localised prostate cancer, the 5-year biochemical failure rates are similar for
permanent seed implantation, high-dose (> 72 Gy) external radiation, combination seed/external irradiation
and RP.53
Radical, extensive treatments carry the potential for significant short-, medium- and long-term morbidity,
such as urinary leakage, erectile dysfunction and radiotherapy toxicity. At present, there is little difference
between RP and RT in terms of cancer control in the short to medium term; much of the decision-making
process that governs treatment allocation is based on the differences in the side effect profiles associated
with the various interventions.52 The recently published clinical and patient-reported outcomes from the
ProtecT study30,41 demonstrated that each treatment option has a particular pattern of adverse effects on
QoL in the short term. Urinary incontinence and sexual dysfunction were worst after surgery, followed by
recovery but persistent difficulties for some men; bowel problems were worst after radiation, with sexual
dysfunction mostly related to neoadjuvant ADT. Although adverse effects of interventions can be avoided
initially with AS, there is a natural decline in urinary and sexual function symptoms over time, and the
adverse impacts of radical treatments will be experienced when those treatments are received.30,41 Findings
from the ProtecT trial described in this report have therefore established the true side effect profiles of the
various treatment options.54 These side effect profiles have been consistently described even with more
modern and contemporary radical treatment options, such as robot-assisted surgery, and different forms
of radiation, including brachytherapy. It is therefore true to state that contemporaneous men who are
treated with current forms of radical therapy will continue to suffer from the now well-described and
well-documented side effect profile patterns related to these treatments, substantiated by more recent PROMs
reported by two large prospective observational cohorts from the USA.55,56
Alternatives to conventional therapies
Alternative, targeted focal ablative therapies are being developed in an attempt to reduce treatment
burden, improve QoL and reduce adverse events associated with radical treatment, while retaining at least
equivalent cancer control. Focal therapies should minimise morbidity by lowering the chance of damage to
the neurovascular bundles responsible for erectile function, and the urinary continence mechanism, and
may help to avoid the psychological morbidity associated with surveillance, but their long-term oncological
effectiveness remains untested.
These alternative technologies are being used as primary ablative therapy in a number of centres worldwide,
but have been introduced without robust Phase III RCT validation. Examples include high-intensity focused
ultrasound (HIFU), cryotherapy, vascular-targeted photodynamic therapy (VTP), radiofrequency interstitial
tumour ablation (RITA), laser photocoagulation and irreversible electroporation. Each one is at a different
stage in its evaluation and application to clinical practice. The current evidence for focal therapy for prostate
cancer is mostly provided from non-randomised Phase I and II trials in single centres and from case series
with small numbers of patients.57 A previous Phase I/II study has demonstrated that as few as 5% of men
suffered from genitourinary side effects after focal therapy, with absence of clinically significant cancer in all
treated patients. A manufacturer-sponsored Phase III RCT of VTP versus AS in 413 men with very low-risk
disease has been recently published with 2-year follow-up data; this is discussed later in this section.58
High-intensity focused ultrasound uses ultrasound energy focused by an acoustic lens to cause tissue
damage as a result of thermal coagulative necrosis and acoustic cavitation. The procedure is undertaken
using a transrectal approach and may be carried out under general or spinal anaesthesia as a day-case
procedure.
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Cryotherapy is the localised destruction of tissue by extremely low temperatures followed by thawing,
and may be undertaken under general or regional anaesthesia. Cryoneedles or probes are inserted into the
prostate via the perineum, using image guidance.
Vascular-targeted photodynamic therapy uses light to activate an intravenously administered photosensitising
drug to produce instantaneous vessel occlusion and subsequent tissue necrosis. The light is delivered by
optical fibres placed transperineally under transrectal ultrasound guidance. VTP is given under general
anaesthesia and can be undertaken as a day-case procedure.
A manufacturer-sponsored Phase III RCT of VTP versus AS in 413 men with very low-risk disease has been
recently published, with 2-year follow-up data.59 It found VTP to be safe and effective, with a 66% reduced
risk of treatment failure [adjusted hazard ratio (HR) 0.34, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.24 to 0.46]
compared with AS; however, the VTP group experienced more frequent and severe side effects, although
these were mostly mild and of short duration.
Other ablative technologies are currently under evaluation but without sufficient evidence to be used
within the context of a RCT. Examples include radiofrequency ablation, which acts by converting
radiofrequency waves to heat, resulting in thermal damage. RITA has recently been proposed for the
treatment of prostate cancer.60–63 Interstitial laser photocoagulation was reported by Amin et al.,64 who
described a percutaneous technique for local ablation. Irreversible electroporation is a new non-thermal
ablation modality that uses short pulses of DC (direct current) electric current to create irreversible pores
in the cell membrane, thus causing cell death.65,66
These newer techniques have been evaluated in a systematic review by Ramsay et al.,67 who conclude that
they have not been evaluated with sufficient reliability to inform their utilisation in the NHS.
Ongoing and recently completed studies clearly indicate that the evidence base for partial ablation
therapies is increasing, particularly the evidence for focal ablative therapies. However, the quality of
the evidence base will not improve substantially given that the majority of these studies are case series.
Research efforts in the use of ablative therapies in the management of prostate cancer should focus on
conducting more rigorous, high-quality studies. A NIHR HTA feasibility trial was completed successfully by
the authors of this report to assess rates of recruitment and randomisation to a trial comparing radical
treatments with partial ablation of the prostate,68 and a full RCT application is currently being reviewed by
the NIHR HTA programme.
Implications for research
The lack of RCT-based evidence for the treatment effectiveness of radical therapeutic options with
AM for PSA-detected clinically localised prostate was the main driver for the inception and conduct of
policy-makers to develop optimal guidelines and recommendations for the management of this common
and ubiquitous disease.
At the same time, NIHR supported a feasibility study of creating an overarching screening trial to provide
the recruitment framework for ProtecT. A previous trial, ERSPC,21 had shown a 20% reduction in mortality
after 13 years with repeated PSA testing, but with unacceptable levels of overdetection and overtreatment.
In 2003, Cancer Research UK agreed to support the CAP trial. The goal of CAP, with its low-intensity,
one-off PSA testing, was to try to avoid unnecessary detection of low-risk cancers while still identifying
men with dangerous disease for whom screening and early treatment could be beneficial. The trial’s
median 10-year outcomes have been summarised earlier in this section.36
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the ProtecT trial. The overarching aim was to provide robust evidence to inform patients, clinicians and
A further important strategy, which remains untested, is to use novel technologies to target and treat all
clinically significant cancers in the gland focally, with careful follow-up and repeat treatments as necessary,
particularly of emerging new lesions detected by biopsy. The strategy may obviate the need for any
radical therapies.
Identifying men at high risk of harbouring significant prostate cancer is essential to achieve a reduction in
overdetection, subsequent overtreatment as well as improving undertreatment of aggressive cancers. This
requires comprehensive high-throughput platform investigation of large, well-phenotyped cohorts of men
and their biobanked material with accurate and long-term follow-up, which the ProtecT cohort offers, and
the investigators are poised to undertake this next critical step in patient stratification pending appropriate
funding for the research.
Rationale for the ProtecT trial and summary of the feasibility study
Rationale for the ProtecT trial
The discovery and wide clinical use of serum PSA for over three decades to detect asymptomatic cancers in
fit men, combined with the continuous refinement of curative radical treatments including anatomical RP,
has led to a substantial increase in the detection and treatment of early prostate cancer. In countries where
PSA testing has been encouraged, overdetection and overtreatment of prostate cancer has prevailed, with
unnecessary adverse events caused by treatments and cost pressures for health-care providers. Unlike most
developed countries, the UK’s policy on screening for prostate cancer has been not to recommend its use.
The ERSPC21 investigated the effects of screening versus no screening in a large multicentre European
cohort. The study reported an advantage in favour of screening, which improved survival and reduced
disease progression, but at a substantial cost of overdetection and overtreatment.31,69 In contrast, the US
screening study (PLCO22) showed no beneficial effect of screening for prostate cancer, but suffered serious
limitations because of contamination in both groups.70
In large reported series, RP conferred a 5-year disease-free survival of between 69% and 84%.71–75 The
Scandinavian SPCG-4 RCT comparing surgery and watchful waiting showed an absolute risk reduction in
preventing cancer mortality within 8 years of 5% (from 14% to 9%).76 An update has shown that this
absolute difference remains unchanged with longer follow-up of 14 years.77,78 However, the Prostate
Intervention versus Observational Treatment (PIVOT) study in the USA compared RP with watchful waiting
in over 700 men with localised PSA-detected prostate cancers,79 concluding that RP did not significantly
reduce all-cause or prostate cancer mortality, compared with observation, through at least 12 years of
follow-up. There were fewer prostate cancer deaths with RP (21/364 for RP vs. 31/367 for watchful
waiting, HR 0.63, 95% CI 0.36 to 1.09; p = 0.09). In other large reported series, radiotherapy conferred a
5-year disease-free survival of 78–94% in combination with hormone therapy.48–51
Although prostate cancer can be lethal, the majority of men who are diagnosed through PSA testing will
not suffer clinically significant consequences from the disease during their lifetime, and evidence that
treating such men improves survival or QoL is weak. Consequently, there have been serious concerns that
increasing PSA testing in the community is resulting in overdiagnosis, overtreatment and an increasing
burden to the NHS. Despite its high incidence and social and economic impact, prostate cancer continues
to be under-researched and only a limited number of studies are addressing the issues of screening and
long-term comparison of treatment modalities. Following a successful feasibility study, described in the
following section, the NIHR HTA ProtecT study conducted by the authors of this report aimed to test the
value of a single round of PSA testing in the community, and compared the effectiveness of the three
conventional treatment options of AM, RP and EBRT in clinically localised disease at all risk levels. A large
prostate cancer detection programme was essential to conduct the main RCT of treatment, in order to
diagnose men and counsel them in advance of the diagnostic pathway, which allowed them to become
well-informed participants to the treatment trial.
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The ProtecT feasibility study
The ProtecT feasibility study, conducted between 1999 and 2001, was undertaken in three clinical centres
to provide evidence to underpin the design and conduct of the main ProtecT trial. The methods of the
study and its findings have been published in detail.80 In brief, the feasibility study showed that men
aged 50–69 years could be identified in primary care practices, invited to attend a prostate check clinic
appointment to discuss having a PSA test and potentially participating in a RCT of treatment, and that
sufficient numbers would attend and follow the diagnostic pathway to feed into the proposed treatment
trial. By the end of the feasibility study, 8505 men from 18 primary care centres attended clinics (56% of
those invited) and 7383 had a PSA test. Of these men, 861 (12%) had a raised PSA level and, after biopsy,
224 were found to have prostate cancer, with 165 clinically localised and eligible for the treatment RCT.
These response rates were largely reflected in the main trial. The feasibility study also showed that men
were willing to complete detailed questionnaires before the PSA test and biopsy. These questionnaires
comprised patient-reported outcomes that were then used in the main trial.
As it was expected that recruitment to the trial would be extremely difficult, the feasibility study was
innovatively embedded in a qualitative research study to explore a wide range of issues with the urologists
and nurses undertaking recruitment and among men participating in the study.81 In addition, the feasibility
study included a RCT comparing the effectiveness and efficiency of recruiting with nurses or urologists.
In total, 167 men with localised prostate cancer were identified and 150 (90%) took part. There was a
4.0% difference between nurses and surgeons in recruitment rates (67% nurses, 71% urologists, 95% CI
−10.8% to +18.8%; p = 0.60). Cost minimisation analysis showed that nurses spent longer with patients
but surgeon costs were higher and nurses often supported surgeon-led clinics. We concluded that nurses
were as effective and more cost-effective recruiters than surgeons, and so nurses became the major
recruiters in the main RCT.
The qualitative research involved in-depth interviews with 39 men before and after the PSA result,
case studies of four men interviewed several times after the PSA result as they progressed through the study,
20 audio-recorded recruitment appointments and subsequent interviews, and 15 other audio-recordings of
recruitment appointments with nurses or urologists attempting to recruit men to the treatment trial.
Findings from these data included:
l Men perceived the offer of PSA testing as an opportunity to discover cancer early, most did not want
to consider the implications of a positive result and most expected to receive a negative test result.82
l Although most men could recall and understand the reason for the treatment RCT, they did not always
find it acceptable, and most found the concept of randomisation difficult to accept. However, those
who understood and were able to believe in clinical equipoise were most likely to consent to
randomisation.83 These findings formed a detailed basis for developing suitable and effective trial
information in relation to clinical equipoise in the main RCT.
l In recruitment appointments, surgeon and nurse recruiters initially found it difficult to present the treatment
options equivalently and many were not in equipoise, particularly in relation to the non-radical treatment
group. These findings were documented and fed back to recruiters. A plan to improve recruitment was
designed by Jenny L Donovan and implemented by Freddie C Hamdy: to change the order of presenting
treatments to encourage greater emphasis on equivalence, avoiding terms commonly misinterpreted by
patients (such as ‘trial’ and ‘watchful waiting’) and describing a redefined and reconceptualised ‘active
monitoring’ group. Presentations about the plan and workshops on recruitment practice were followed
by the randomisation rate increasing from 40% to 70%. In further analyses of appointments, treatments
were described more clearly and with greater balance, patients became better informed and the three-
group trial (including AM) became the preferred design. Embedding the trial recruitment process within
this innovative and detailed qualitative research study enabled efficient recruitment that was acceptable
to patients and clinicians in the three feasibility study centres.81
The feasibility study thus showed that, against all expectations, it was possible to introduce PSA testing in
primary care practices, implement a standardised diagnostic pathway, identify sufficient numbers of men
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with clinically localised prostate cancer and mount a full-scale three-group RCT to evaluate the major
treatment options: radical surgery, radiotherapy and a reconfigured ‘active monitoring’.
Aim and objectives of the main ProtecT trial
Aim
The overarching aim of the main ProtecT trial was to provide robust evidence of the comparative treatment
effectiveness of the three conventional treatment options in the management of clinically localised
prostate cancer.
Objectives
l To evaluate the comparative treatment effectiveness of the three conventional options (AM, RP and RT)
for men with clinically localised prostate cancer, with a first analysis at the 10-year median follow-up.
l To assess QoL measures and patient-reported outcomes related to the three treatment options.
l To inform patients, clinicians and policy-makers about the optimal management of patients with
clinically localised prostate cancer.
l To develop a comprehensive biorepository of biobanked material donated by patients, associated with
an electronic clinicopathological database for conducting effective translational prostate
cancer research.
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Chapter 2 Methods
Study design, ethics approvals and management
Trial design
ProtecT is a multicentre, pragmatic, parallel-group RCT that compared RP, external beam three-dimensional
(3D)-conformal radiotherapy and AM for clinically localised prostate cancer detected through population-based
PSA testing in primary care. The trial was conducted in nine UK centres based at hospitals. A feasibility trial
conducted at three centres between June 1999 and September 2001 preceded the main trial, which recruited
until January 2009, with follow-up for the primary analysis completed in November 2015. The primary
outcome of prostate cancer-specific mortality was evaluated at a median of 10 years’ follow-up. Secondary
outcomes analysed included disease progression and patient-reported outcomes, as well as cost-effectiveness.
Ethics approvals and research governance
The trial was approved by the NHS Multicentre Research Ethics Committee (Trent Multicentre Research
Ethics Committee reference number 01/04/025). An independent Data Monitoring Committee (DMC)
oversaw the trial to the primary outcome analysis and met annually. The Trial Steering Committee (TSC),
with an independent chairman and seven independent members, monitored the conduct and progress of
the trial annually. The DMC would have recommended changes to the TSC if clear evidence (of the order
of p < 0.001) of a positive or negative balance of risks and benefits emerged for one intervention in
comparison with the others. Study training programmes (described in Research nurses’ role in recruitment,
randomisation and follow-up and The ProtecT recruitment story) and on-site monitoring visits were used
to standardise trial conduct.84 The main trial is registered with Controlled Clinical Trials ISRCTN20141297
(feasibility trial: ISRCTN08435261). The protocol is available at www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/programmes/
hta/962099/#/.
Study setting and participants
The feasibility study recruitment was conducted in three English cities (in 24 primary care centres linked to
three hospitals) from June 1999 to September 2001. The main phase of recruitment was conducted from
October 2001 to January 2009 in nine cities (seven in England, one in Scotland and one in Wales) where
around 100,000 men were recruited in primary care.
The CAP trial (ISRCTN92187251)34 commenced in 2001; it randomly assigned 911 primary care centres
in eight UK centres to undertake either the ProtecT trial or standard UK NHS management to assess
population-based screening for prostate cancer (Figure 1).
A written invitation was sent by 337 primary care centres participating in the ProtecT trial to registered men
aged 50–69 years (inclusion criterion). Trial exclusion criteria were a previous malignancy (apart from skin
cancer), renal transplant or current renal dialysis, major cardiovascular or respiratory comorbidities, bilateral hip
replacement or an estimated life expectancy of < 10 years. Men who responded received a ProtecT patient
information sheet and an appointment with a specialist research nurse, who explained the complexities of PSA
testing, assessed trial eligibility and sought written informed consent. Previous PSA test results were checked in
the medical records (not an exclusion criterion). On postal receipt of a second consent form, total PSA level was
analysed at hospital laboratories audited by the NHS External Quality Assessment Service.
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Diagnosis of prostate cancer
Participants with a PSA concentration of ≥ 3.0 µg/l were invited to attend secondary care centres within the
nine participating cities for a physical and digital rectal examination and standardised 10-core TRUS-guided
prostate biopsies. Participants with an initial PSA concentration of ≥ 20.0 µg/l at diagnosis were excluded
because of the high likelihood that they had more advanced cancer. Patients were staged using a
combination of digital rectal examination, PSA concentration, TRUS-guided biopsies and isotope bone
scanning (if their PSA level was ≥ 10 µg/l). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was used for staging at
the discretion of individual investigators because this imaging technique was not available in all centres
during recruitment. Men diagnosed with clinically localised prostate cancer and deemed fit for radical
treatment received a ProtecT treatment patient information sheet and were subsequently invited to discuss
randomisation with the specialist nurses. Men with a PSA concentration of ≥ 10µg/l or a Gleason score of
≥ 7 points underwent an isotope bone scan to exclude metastatic disease. Men who initially had benign
biopsy samples or who were diagnosed with locally advanced or advanced prostate cancer were managed
in the NHS and excluded from the trial. Men with a benign first biopsy sample and a free-to-total PSA
ratio of < 11%, or atypical small acinar proliferation or high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia, were
offered further biopsies; if these repeat biopsy samples were benign, these men were managed in primary
care and excluded from the trial. No further trial follow-up took place after the one round of PSA testing or
identification of cancers after referral to the NHS. Histopathologists at each site reported pathology findings
on standardised forms and participated in trial quality-control processes and those of the NHS Uropathology
External Quality Assessment Scheme. At baseline, height and weight were measured and blood samples
were taken (whole blood, plasma and serum). Biopsy and prostatectomy tissue, if relevant, were biobanked
for participants who also entered the ongoing linked translational Prostate Mechanisms of Progression and
Treatment study (see Chapter 7).
Interventions
Participants were randomised to one of three treatments: AM, radiotherapy or RP.
In the AM group, the aim was to avoid immediate radical treatment while assessing the disease over time,
with radical treatment offered if disease progression was evident. PSA concentrations were reviewed every
3 months in the first year and twice yearly thereafter (frequency was changed as indicated). The specialist
nurses also met with participants yearly to assess their overall health and discuss graphical displays of PSA
results and any concerns raised, overseen by each centre’s local clinical investigator. Changes in PSA
concentrations were assessed at each visit, and a rise of ≥ 50% during the previous 12 months triggered
repeat testing within 6–9 weeks. If the PSA concentrations were persistently raised, or the patient had any
Primary care centres
Randomisation
PSA testing intervention group
Men (aged 50 – 69 years)
Comparison group
Men (aged 50 – 69 years)
Follow-up for 10 years Follow-up for 10 years
NHS carePSA testing
Non-attendeesProtecT
NHS care
FIGURE 1 Flow chart of the ProtecT and CAP trials.
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other concerns, a review appointment was made with the centre urologist for discussion of further tests
including re-biopsy and all relevant management options. A site monitoring and review team comprising
trial research nurses and the trial manager visited sites annually; these visits included observation of the
nurse-led AM appointments as per the protocol.85
In radiotherapy, neoadjuvant androgen suppression was given for 3–6 months before and concomitantly
with 3D-conformal radiotherapy delivered at 74 Gy in 37 fractions at each of the nine centres. Quality
assurance followed RT01 trial procedures. PSA concentrations were measured every 6 months for the
first year and then yearly. The study oncologist held a review appointment with participants if the PSA
concentrations rose by ≥ 2.0 µg/l post nadir or if concerns were raised about disease progression.
Management options were discussed, including monitoring, tests and salvage, radical or palliative
treatments as indicated.34
The predominant approach for RP was open retropubic with individual-level quality assurance to published
standards at each of the nine centres.86 Participants with a baseline PSA concentration of ≥ 10 µg/l or a
biopsy Gleason score of at least 7 points received bilateral lymphadenectomy. Postoperatively, PSA
concentrations were measured every 3 months for the first year, every 6 months for the subsequent
2 years and then yearly. Adjuvant radiotherapy was discussed and offered to patients with positive surgical
margins or extracapsular disease. The centre urologist held a review appointment with participants if their
postoperative PSA concentrations reached ≥ 0.2 µg/l to discuss adjuvant radiotherapy.
In all treatment groups, ADT was offered when serum PSA reached a concentration of 20.0 µg/l, or less
if indicated. Imaging of the skeleton was recommended if the serum PSA level reached 10.0 µg/l, using
isotope bone scintigraphy, plain radiographs and MRI as necessary.
Primary and secondary outcomes
Primary outcome
The primary outcome was definite or probable prostate cancer mortality, including intervention-related
deaths, evaluated at a median of 10 years’ follow-up. Participants were linked to the NHS national registry
for vital status information, which was updated quarterly. The process used to assess cause of death was
adapted from the PLCO algorithm,70,87 used in the CAP and ProtecT trials. In brief, hospital medical records
were summarised by trained CAP researchers onto vignettes, anonymised and reviewed by an independent
endpoint committee masked to the ProtecT and CAP trials.34
Secondary outcomes
These outcomes were analysed at a median of 10 years and included overall mortality (from death certificates),
metastases, disease progression, treatment complications (including adverse events) and resource use for the
cost-effectiveness analysis (described in Chapter 5). Outcomes were collected on case report forms (CRFs) by
research nurses annually, based on medical record reviews and participant information gained at an
appointment.
Patient-reported QoL outcomes were focused on symptoms, condition-specific and overall QoL and
psychological status. The measures and their foci are summarised in Table 1 and included the Expanded
Prostate Index Composite (added in 2005 for rectal complications), the International Consultation
on Incontinence Questionnaire (ICIQ), the International Continence Society (ICS) urinary ICSmaleSF
(International Continence Society male Short-Form) and sexual function ICSsex measures, the EORTC-QLQ
Q30 (European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality-of-Life Questionnaire–Core 30
module) (added in 2007 for cancer-specific effects), the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) for
psychosocial effects and the Short Form questionnaire-12 items (SF-12) and EuroQol-5 Dimensions generic
health status measures.88–94 These validated questionnaires were completed at recruitment and at first
biopsy appointments then at 6 months after randomisation and yearly thereafter for at least 10 years
(see Table 1).
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Questionnaires in the follow-up period were posted with a Freepost envelope, with a reminder questionnaire
sent after 3 weeks, a telephone call from research nurses after another 3 weeks and a short version of the
questionnaire sent at around 8 weeks if there was no reply. Qualitative interviews investigated participants’
experiences of treatments and outcomes over time and are described fully in Chapter 3.
Data-collection schedule
The data-collection schedule related to trial outcomes is summarised in Appendix 1, Table 23.
TABLE 1 Patient-reported outcome measures and their completion rates at baseline
Outcome
PROM and its focus
(time frame)a
PROM scales/items presented in main analysis
(range/categories) [domain MID utilised or
calculated]
Completion rate
(n completed/n
given the PROM)b
Urinary ICIQ-UI: incontinence
(4 weeks)
l Incontinence score (0–21) [1.2]
l Number of continent men (score of 0, 0–100%)
l QoL impact (0–10, moderate = 2–6, large = 7–10)
82% (1244/1508)
EPIC: prostate cancer
treatment (4 weeks)
l Summary, function and bother scores (0–100)
[4.6, 4.2, 5.9]
l Incontinence and irritative/obstruction scales
(0–100) [5.7, 4.6]
l Pad use (≥ 1/day)
88% (745/849)
ICSmaleSF: LUTS
(4 weeks)
l Incontinence score (0–24) [1.0]
l Voiding score (0–20) [1.5]
l Daytime frequency (≤ 2 hours/void), nocturia
(> 1/night), QoL impact (little, somewhat/a lot)
86% (1413/1643)
Bowel EPIC: prostate cancer
treatment (4 weeks)
l Summary, function and bother scores (0–100)
[4.2, 4.4, 5.0]
l Bloody stools (ever), loose stools (≥ 50% of time),
faecal incontinence (≥ 1/week), QoL impact
(very small/small, moderate/big)
88% (748/849)
Sexual EPIC: prostate cancer
treatment (4 weeks)
l Summary, function and bother scores (0–100)
[11.6, 11.5, 14.8]
l Erectile function (not firm enough for intercourse),
QoL impact (very small/small, moderate/big)
85% (719/849)
Psychological HADS: anxiety and
depression (1 week)
l Anxiety and depression scores (0–21) [1.8, 1.3]
l Potential clinical cases of anxiety or
depression (≥ 8)
85% (1399/1643)
SF-12: overall mental
health (4 weeks)
Mental component subscore (0–100) [3.8] 77% (1260/1643)
Physical SF-12: overall physical
health (4 weeks)
Physical component subscore (0–100) [4.0] 77% (1260/1643)
Generic health EQ-5D-3L: health
utility (today)
Health utility score (–0.594 to 1.0 scored as perfect
health) [0.09]
86% (1413/1643)
Cancer-related
QoL
EORTC-QLQ Q304,126
(1 week)
Global health, five functional and three symptom
scales, five single items, completed after
randomisation
EORTC-QLQ Q30, European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality-of-Life Questionnaire–Core 30
module; EPIC, Expanded Prostate cancer Index Composite; EQ-5D-3L, EuroQol-5 Dimensions, three-level version (Group E);
HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; ICIQ-UI, International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire Urinary
Incontinence; LUTS, lower urinary tract symptoms; MID, minimum important difference; SD, standard deviation.
a Questionnaire-specific recall period.
b Excludes men with insufficient items to calculate scales.
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Sample size
Before the start of the trial, a sample size target of 1434 randomly assigned men (478 in each group) was
identified as sufficient to estimate the absolute difference in mortality probability between two treatment
groups with a 95% CI of ±0.045, on the basis of an assumed prostate cancer mortality risk of 15% at
10 years, consistent with prostate cancer-specific mortality in men aged 55–69 years, with clinically
detected disease managed conservatively at that time and a difference that would be deemed clinically
significant by the NHS. The pilot study recruitment data were used to calculate the number of sites and
duration of recruitment needed to meet the sample size target. However, more-recent data suggested that
disease-specific mortality with non-radical treatment was likely to be closer to 10% at 10 years because of
improvements in disease management.34 As a result, the DMC advised in 2008 that recruitment should
continue to the planned end date, with 1590 men (530 per group) expected to be randomly allocated by
that point. This sample size would enable a 46% relative reduction in prostate cancer mortality to be
detected with 80% power at a 5% significance level for a pairwise comparison of a radical treatment with
AM. This calculation assumes a 10% prostate cancer-specific mortality at 10 years with AM, and hence a
5.4% risk with radical treatment (an absolute difference very similar to the margin of error specified in the
first calculation). These sample size targets are based on differences in and ratios of risk rather than the
HRs planned for the primary analysis, because the resulting calculations are simpler and more flexible.
When a high survival rate is expected, calculations based on risk ratios will be a close approximation to
those based on HRs.
Randomisation
Patients were randomised on an equal basis (1 : 1 : 1) to AM, surgery or radiotherapy by a remote
randomisation service. Allocation concealment was assured by the treatment being assigned only after the
nurse telephoned the research centre and participant identifiers and key baseline data were logged on the
computerised randomisation system held at the University of Bristol. Allocations were computer generated
as required for each participant, originally using Microsoft Excel® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA,
USA) functions and subsequently in C++ by an independent programmer, stratified by site with stochastic
minimisation (maintaining a random element to the allocation) to improve the balance across the groups in
relation to age at primary care patient-identification date, Gleason sum score (< 7, 7 or 8–10 points) and
mean of baseline and first biopsy PSA results (< 6.0, 6.0–9.9 or > 9.9 µg/l). The allocation was revealed
after the entry of participant details and given to the participant by the nurse. Men who declined
randomisation were offered trial follow-up and formed a comprehensive cohort.95
Blinding
Clinicians, participants and researchers were not masked to group assignment. All investigators remained
blinded to outcomes by group throughout recruitment and analysis. The statistical analysis plan was
written by the senior statistician and was agreed by the trial team post recruitment end but prior to any
statistical analysis.96 The primary outcome was assessed by a committee independent of the trial team.97
Statistical methods and analysis plan
The primary analyses utilised an intention-to-treat (ITT) approach comparing three treatment groups as
allocated. At a median of 10 years of follow-up (November 2015), the primary outcome measure of prostate
cancer mortality was compared between treatment groups using a survival analysis (Cox proportional
hazards regression model) adjusted for stratification and minimisation variables. The estimated relative
treatment effect for each pairwise comparison of treatments was captured as a HR, and presented with a
95% CI. Pairwise significance tests were planned if a test of an equal 10-year disease-specific mortality risk
across all three groups yielded a p-value of < 0.05.98 This was used for event-based secondary outcomes
(i.e. grouped analyses of definite, probable or possible prostate cancer, all-cause mortality and metastatic
disease).
Pairwise comparisons of symptom burden utilised multilevel models for repeated measures to estimate the
average treatment effect over the median 10-year follow-up. Further analyses will investigate the relative
burden between treatment groups over time. Prespecified subgroup analyses will investigate whether
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treatment effectiveness in the reduction of prostate cancer-specific mortality is modified by clinical stage,
Gleason score, age or PSA concentration using stratified analyses for descriptive statistics and by formally
including interaction terms in the relevant regression models. Secondary analyses will estimate the efficacy
of radical treatment versus AM in the reduction of prostate cancer mortality in individuals who complied
with their allocated treatment, by using a method to derive an unbiased estimate in parallel with the
per-protocol analysis originally specified in the trial protocol.99,100
Data from the recruitment, diagnostic and randomisation phases are summarised, and categorisation of
continuous variables was based on either clinical thresholds (e.g. for PSA) or the aim of equal group sizes
(other measures). Resident area-based material and social deprivation scores (the proportion of people
living in an area of material deprivation) were derived using lower super output areas, each equating to
around 1500 residents, for England, Scotland and Wales separately. Analyses were carried out in Stata®
version 10 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA).
Summary of changes to the protocol
The main changes in chronological order were:
l An alternative two-group randomisation between RP and radiotherapy was stopped in 2003 by the TSC
because of limited uptake (24 participants in total).
l An additional exclusion criterion of bilateral hip replacement (precluded radiotherapy) was added in 2003.
l A pilot study of men aged 45–49 years in one centre that recruited around 1300 participants between
2003 and 2005 was discontinued because of lower recruitment and identification of mostly low-risk
disease.101
l There was a recruitment extension from June 2006 to June 2008 resulting from contractual delays in
opening centres in the main trial.
l Additional PROMs were added for bowel effects [Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite
(EPIC) added in 2005] and cancer-specific QoL (EORTC-QLQ Q30 in 2007).
l Sample size calculation changed on the advice of the DMC and TSC, as described earlier in 2008.
l The 5-year survival analysis was removed in 2009 on DMC advice.
l The chief investigator (and trial sponsorship) moved from the University of Sheffield to the University
of Oxford in 2010.
The role of research nurses in recruitment, randomisation and follow-up
Establishment, development and preservation of the local ProtecT teams
The results of the feasibility study102 provided an opportunity for nurses, with the support of secretaries, to
be involved in all aspects of the trial: initial recruitment of general practitioner (GP) surgeries (later taken on
by the CAP study34), recruitment of participants, assisting with the diagnostic/eligibility phase, randomisation
and follow-up. Although commonplace now, at the time this level of involvement by nurses was unusual.
Each centre had a senior ProtecT ‘lead nurse’, research nurses (during recruitment) and a trial secretary.
The feasibility study showed that nurses were as effective as urologists in randomising participants and
they became central to the success of the main trial. The nurses helped recruit general practices, enrolled
participants in primary care, assisted with the cancer diagnosis phase, offered randomisation to participants
and conducted AM follow-up and research follow-up. At the start of the trial in the early 2000s, nurses
rarely took consent, which was questioned by at least one local ethics review board when opening the
centres and also by the sponsors. Recruitment took place mainly at GP surgeries, but on occasions at other
venues such as sports centres or church halls, requiring the nurses to be adaptable and autonomous.
In addition, the nurses sometimes travelled widely during recruitment, particularly where there were few
surgeries near the hospital or if they had taken part early on in recruitment.
In order to increase trial activity, particularly recruitment, six additional clinical centres were added at the
start of the main trial in two separate three-centre ‘waves’. Practical on-site support was provided to these
clinical centres by two of the lead nurses who had gained experience of the trial during the feasibility phase.
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These ‘co-ordinating’ lead nurses assisted with the initial office set-up, appointment of new staff and
on-site staff training: at times this included recruitment of the first participants at a fledgling centre while
the team settled into their new role. Each centre first employed a dedicated lead nurse and lead secretary
and then new team members were added as trial workload increased. Although each centre was different
and had its own challenges, once established these new teams became integrated within the urology
department. In order to keep recruitment on schedule and to deal with increasing numbers of men in
follow-up, each centre had a team of four or five nurses and two or three secretaries; numbers in centres
varied depending on the ratio of full- and part-time staff and the number of participants in follow-up. At the
height of recruitment, there were around 45 nurses working across the UK. In total, more than 80 nurses
were involved in the trial at some point. Some staff stayed for only a few weeks, leaving once they realised
that the repetition of recruitment was not for them; others stayed for many years, often citing the annual
nurse-led follow-up clinics and the strong bonds that they subsequently established with the participants as
a major factor in their decision to continue working on the trial.
Many of the nurses had previous urology experience when they started on the trial; few had previous
research experience. National training meetings were provided by the research hub at the University of
Bristol for new and existing staff, with an initial focus on recruitment/randomisation, standard operating
procedure (SOP) development, data collection and research methods. As the trial matured, the training
increasingly focused on the treatment pathways and research/clinical follow-up issues. The training
meetings were an opportunity for nurses and secretaries from across the UK to meet and share experiences
and ideas.
Two trial-specific ‘jamborees’ brought together staff from all disciplines and further engendered a national
and team approach. Centralised training for nurses was also delivered on an individualised basis as the
appointments with participants who had been newly diagnosed with prostate cancer and considering
entry into the main treatment trial (‘information appointment’) were, with the participant’s consent,
audio-recorded. This material provided a platform for individual and group feedback to improve
randomisation.102
A small peer-review team was established to visit clinical centres and provide on-site support and training,
audit, increase protocol/good clinical practice adherence, maintain ‘target’ recruitment/follow-up and
to help with any centre-specific issues.85 The training and on-site review meetings were on a rolling
programme to accommodate changes in staff and different phases of the trial. Lead nurse meetings were
chaired by the trial co-ordinator and hosted by the University of Bristol (three per year) to encourage
cross-centre support, provide feedback on performance, assist with trial development/protocol changes
and to work through current issues of concern. In addition, each centre had a nurse attend the national
trial meetings, for instance the investigator and radiotherapy meetings. During the follow-up phase, a third
co-ordinating lead nurse was added to help develop the trial in the light of new challenges, for instance
national changes to trial governance, the move from paper to electronic records across NHS trusts and the
complexities of maintaining high follow-up rates in an ageing population. A summary of current ‘nursing
issues’ was presented annually at the TSC meetings, at which the emphasis of discussion moved from
recruitment to follow-up as the trial matured.
Many teams remained quite constant over time, often citing the trial follow-up clinics and strong bonds
that they established with participants as major factors in continuing to work on the trial. ProtecT staff
were respected within urology departments for their research and clinical experience, and they advised on
other trials and helped to train staff. Several nurses undertook additional qualifications, such as nursing
diplomas, Bachelor of Science degrees and one Master of Science degree.
Recruitment/randomisation
Drawing on the experience of the feasibility study, recruitment was carried out by qualified nurses and took
place mainly in primary care/community settings, such as GP surgeries, sports centres and church halls.
Recruitment centred on the main ProtecT research office/urology department, graduating outwards to
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ensure that recruitment targets were met. Towards the end of the recruitment phase, many of the nurses
regularly had a daily commute of up to 80 miles, particularly to reach centres with a smaller core population,
such as Cambridge. The timing and content of appointments were as described in the feasibility report.
Methods to ensure standardisation across centres are described previously. Additional support was provided
to centres that were underperforming in relation to recruitment and/or randomisation. One centre was
withdrawn from recruitment 2 years ahead of the other centres owing to futility despite intensive support,
but then became, by default, a pilot for the follow-up phase.
Follow-up
Annual nurse-led follow-up clinics were driven by the trial protocol and were developed using the ‘treatment
pathways’ and SOPs as the focus of activity. Each centre ensured that clinics were compliant with local
hospital and urology/oncology policies. Follow-up included face-to-face (including ‘outreach’) and telephone
appointments and were tailored to the circumstances and wishes of participants. The individualised approach
to follow-up facilitated continued participant contact even in the event of participants moving ‘out of area’,
helping to reduce levels of trial attrition. In addition to the annual research follow-up, the nurses were
responsible for the ‘clinical’ follow-up of the AM cohort, with accountability/oversight provided by the local
investigator. In some centres, the nurses provided ongoing clinical support to participants following primary
surgery and radiotherapy treatments. The clinical component was perhaps the most important factor in
ensuring job satisfaction of the nurses working on the trial. ProtecT nurse-led clinics were demonstrated as
being acceptable to patients, nurses and investigators owing to the perceived quality and continuity of service
provided.103 If trial participants moved away, the nurses tried to conduct research follow-up remotely; with
participants who lived overseas, this was when they returned to visit the area. Several urology nurse-led
clinics have been established at these hospitals using the ‘ProtecT model’. In some centres, nurses who left
the trial have drawn on experiences from the ProtecT study and there are examples of departmental-led,
nurse-led clinics run on the ‘ProtecT model’. At the time of the primary analysis, plans were being made
for a ‘transition’ phase whereby participants would be referred back to usual NHS follow-up – this will be
described in the next HTA report.
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Chapter 3 Trial results at baseline
and randomisation
Participant flow
The CONSORT flow chart is presented in Figure 2. All participants were included in the primary outcome
analysis, which was based on follow-up from June 1999 to November 2015.
Enrolment
Allocation
Follow-up and
analysis
Invited
(O = 228,966)
Recruited
(O = 82,849)
Diagnosis 
(eligible PSA level)
(O = 8846)
Prostate cancer
(O = 2896)
Eligible
(O = 2664)
Treatment chosen
(O = 997)
• Advanced, O = 267
• Health/other, O = 209
• Received,a O = 482
• RP, O = 37
• RT, O = 17
• Brachytherapy, O = 2
• Received,a O = 391
• AM, O = 95
• RT, O = 33
• Other treatment, O = 11
• Received,a O = 405
• AM, O = 75
• RP, O = 33
• Other treatment, O = 11
Excluded
Randomised
(O = 1643)
Allocated to AM
(O = 545)
Allocated to RP
(O = 553)
Analysed (O = 1643), 10-year median prostate cancer-specific mortality
Excluded or loss to follow-up for primary outcome (O = 0)
Allocated to RT
(O = 545)
FIGURE 2 The ProtecT CONSORT flow chart. a, Within 9 months of randomisation.
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The ProtecT recruitment story
Recruitment in the feasibility study
Figure 2 shows the flow of participants through the ProtecT study. The recruitment process through the
prospective cohort of PSA testing and prostate cancer diagnosis has been described elsewhere.95,104 This
section details the process and outcome of recruitment to the ProtecT trial from the feasibility study until
completion in January 2009.
The ProtecT feasibility study was undertaken in three clinical centres from 1999 to 2001 to explore the
issues that were expected to make recruitment challenging, if not impossible. The feasibility study was
innovatively embedded in a qualitative (ethnographic) study of the perspectives of recruiters and potential
participants, identifying obstacles and challenges to successful recruitment. Recruitment in the feasibility
study was not easy, but it was eventually successful. The findings produced several recommendations for
the main trial: that research nurses should undertake most recruitment activities, supported by urologists
who would conduct the ‘eligibility’ assessment appointments; that the comparison should be between
three treatments – surgery, radiotherapy and ‘active monitoring’ (as reconceptualised by the qualitative
research); that AM should be presented first in the list of treatments; and that nurses would be trained to
present the study in a carefully balanced way, avoiding terms such as ‘trial’ and ‘random’ and attempting
to explain equipoise and randomisation clearly.80,83,105 At the beginning of the feasibility study, recruitment
struggled, with only 30–40% of eligible patients consenting to randomisation, and 60–70% accepting
the allocation, but this rose to a randomisation rate of 70% (95% CI 62% to 77%) by the end of the
feasibility study in May 2001, with around 70% accepting the allocation (Table 2).
Recruitment to the main ProtecT trial: 2001–9
The feasibility study had been undertaken in three clinical centres; the main trial required the addition of six
further clinical centres. The target for accrual was to randomise 1590 men with localised prostate cancer
(including the 146 recruited in the feasibility study). The clinical centres were set two simultaneous targets:
1. Achieve randomisation of at least 60% of eligible patients.
2. Ensure that participants were well informed so that at least 70% would accept the random allocation.
The recruitment intervention that had been successful in the feasibility study was further developed and
extended into a complex intervention in the main trial.102 Initially, the following actions were proposed as
part of the intervention, building on the findings from the feasibility study:
l regular training for nurses
l centre reviews if study targets were not met
l provision of documents to support recruitment
l individual feedback to recruiters as required.
TABLE 2 Randomisation and acceptance of allocation: 1999–2001
Dates
Number of
eligible patients
Eligible patients
consenting to
randomisation, n (%)
Randomised patients
immediately accepting
the allocation, n (%)
October 1999–May 2000 30 9–12 (30–40) 18–21 (60–70)
June 2000–August 2000 45 23 (51) 18 (78)
September 2000–November 2000 67 39 (58) 30 (77)
December 2000–January 2001 83 51 (61) 38 (75)
February 2001–May 2001 155 108 (70)a 76 (70)
a 95% CI 62% to 77% with exact binomial method.
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In addition, the lead investigators in the clinical centres were interviewed to capture their views about
participating in the trial and confidence with eligibility assessments and recruitment, and their ‘eligibility’
appointments were audio-recorded if recruitment rates fell below the target rate. Nurses were asked to
audio-record all of their recruitment appointments. Patient consent for audio-recording was almost
universal. Recordings were selected for scrutiny when staff commenced recruitment or when rates of
randomisation or acceptance of allocation fell below study targets. Some recordings were selected at
random for trial monitoring, or consecutively for analysis in particular studies. Audio-recordings and
interviews were analysed in accordance with methods of constant comparison based on grounded theory,
with thematic methods used for interviews and a mixture of content, thematic and targeted conversation
analysis methods used for audio-recordings. Centres failing to reach both study targets were selected for
review, in which J Athene Lane undertook an audit of consent procedures and Jenny L Donovan
completed a focused qualitative analysis of recruitment practice.
Figure 3 shows numbers of patients agreeing to randomisation over time and Table 3 shows recruitment
over time according to the rates of randomisation and immediate acceptance of allocation. By the end of
2001, although the randomisation rate was ahead of the target of 60%, the rate of acceptance of allocation
had slipped to 64%. The TSC advised that all efforts should be devoted to improving the acceptance rate, and
suggested the need to aim to reach a rate of 75–80%. This was investigated in detail through reviews of two
recruiting centres with recruitment considerably lower than the targets: centre A with 45% randomisation
and 55% acceptance rates, and centre B at 50% and 65%, respectively. Details of the reviews have been
reported elsewhere.102 In brief, after these reviews, rates of randomisation and acceptance of allocation
increased markedly to 86% and 78% for randomisation and 67% and 87% for acceptance, with evidence
of improvement beyond chance after 12 months. These changes were sustained at 24 months, although
numbers were small. In one of the centres, most of those declining randomisation chose surgery, and so
training and feedback were targeted towards clearer explanation of all treatments. In the other centre, the
nurse recruiters referred to prostate cancer as ‘early’, leading to men expressing a preference for AM (radical
treatment was seen as using ‘a sledgehammer to crack a nut’), with nurses then accepting their preference
without further discussion. These issues were dealt with by avoiding the term ‘early’ and referring instead
to mostly ‘small’ or ‘slow-growing’ cancers, asking patients to keep an ‘open mind’ while they listened to
information about treatments, and by acknowledging the need for nurses to explore the reasons for
patients’ preferences.
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FIGURE 3 Numbers of patients agreeing to randomisation over time. Q, quarter.
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Information about these issues was then included in nurse training sessions that were held in March 2002,
February and June 2003, January and October 2004 and annually thereafter. In October 2002, the training
was supplemented with a document of ‘tips’ for recruitment, which was sent to all nurse recruiters and
urologists carrying out eligibility appointments. This document advised:
1. mentioning the purpose of the study and randomisation early in the appointment
2. avoiding the use of terms such as ‘early’ to avoid misunderstanding
3. describing the treatments succinctly and with balance, including potential advantages as well as
adverse effects
4. eliciting and exploring participants’ treatment preferences, particularly if based on incorrect information
(such as radiotherapy resulting in hair loss)
5. providing details about what would happen next after advising the participant of the treatment
allocation.
A further document (‘Tips 2’) was produced in December 2004, focusing more on the structure and
content of appointments, with the following advice:
l Explain the purpose and rationale of the study, inform patients about advantages and disadvantages
of treatments so that they could perceive them as equivalent in terms of outcomes in the long term,
obtain consent from randomisation only after checking that the participant was likely to accept all three
treatments and ensure that they were comfortable with the conduct and outcome of the appointment.
l Conduct appointments in three basic stages: opening (points 1–3 above, and empathising with the
patient’s situation), process (point 4 above) and ending (ensure that all preferences are addressed,
explain purpose and advantages of randomisation, only gain consent if patient indicates willingness to
accept all options – or arrange preferred treatment).
l Examples of difficult situations were given.
l Essential things to do and avoid were given.
As can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 4, the rate of acceptance of allocation increased sharply in 2002
and continued to increase, reaching 70% in 2003 and rising to 80% in 2005, before stabilising at that level
to the end of recruitment. The rate of randomisation began to decline gradually from its high point of 69%
in 2003 as the acceptance of allocation increased. Both original targets were thus met from 2003 onwards,
as was the revised TSC target for acceptance of allocation from 2005 onwards.
TABLE 3 Rates of immediate acceptance of allocation after randomisation: 2001–9
Year(s) of recruitment
Cumulative number of
eligible men with clinically
localised prostate cancer
Cumulative number (%)
of eligible men agreeing
to randomisation
Cumulative number (%)
of randomised men
accepting allocation
1999–2001 (includes feasibility) 200 137 (69) 88 (64)
2002 381 263 (69) 173 (66)
2003 622 430 (69) 303 (71)
2004 914 621 (68) 455 (76)
2005 1319 889 (67) 702 (79)
2006 1762 1153 (65) 918 (80)
2007–9 2664 1643 (62) 1336 (81)
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Years
We also investigated acceptance of allocation by group. Figure 5 shows how the low level of acceptance
in 2001 was related to the radical treatments, particularly radiotherapy. Nurses were encouraged to visit
oncology units and improve information provision about radiotherapy in addition to providing more balanced
information about all three treatments. As can be seen in Figure 5, the acceptability of allocation to both
radical treatments became similar to but remained somewhat lower than the rate for AM, reflecting the
differences in the immediate consequences of these options.
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Development and refinement of the ProtecT recruitment intervention
The centre reviews, nurse training, provision of ‘tips’ documents and individual confidential feedback
constituted the ProtecT trial recruitment intervention. The intervention was further developed through
two qualitative research studies undertaken alongside the recruitment:
1. A qualitative analysis of audio-recordings of recruitment appointments revealed that their structure was
mostly either recruiter led or participant led. Recruiter-led appointments followed a more typical script
of issues to be covered, whereas the participant-led appointments were driven by the questions that
the participant wanted to raise. The structure was associated with how well it was possible to judge
whether or not participants understood the information provided by the recruiters and whether or not
they reached equipoise. In the recruiter-led appointments, patients tended to spend most of the time
listening and making only occasional utterances, whereas they were able to contribute much more in
participant-led appointments. The qualitative analysis suggested that informed consent was enhanced
by tailored information provision including strategic use of open questions, pauses and ceding the floor
to participants in the interaction. These techniques facilitated detailed and systematic exploration of
each participant’s concerns and facilitated truly informed consent. In contrast, interruptions and failing
to address participants’ questions were unhelpful.106 These techniques were presented to recruiters
during training and were taken up by many recruiters over time.
2. A qualitative analysis of audio-recordings of 93 consecutive recruitment appointments explored treatment
preferences expressed by men, reactions to these expressed preferences by recruiters and what the
outcome of the appointment was (i.e. consent to participate in the trial or selection of a treatment).
This study showed that treatment preferences were more complex and dynamic than previously assumed.
Most participants expressed views about treatments early in appointments, ranging on a continuum from
hesitant to well-formed opinions. As recruiters explored men’s views and provided detailed evidence-based
treatment and study information, some men opted for their preference, but many became uncertain and
open to RCT recruitment, often accepting a different treatment from their original ‘preference’. It was
clear that expressed preferences were not as strong as they originally seemed, and could be explored.
Unexpectedly, we concluded that the discussion of treatment preferences did not act as a barrier to
recruitment but actively enabled many men to express their concerns and reach an informed decision that
often included RCT participation and acceptance of allocation, even if this was not to their originally
expressed preference.107 This nuanced understanding of expressed preferences was used in training in role
plays, and there were detailed discussions about the importance of gently exploring preferences to ensure
that participants were fully informed about the treatment options and could then make an informed
decision about trial participation or choosing a treatment. Discussions about appropriately exploring and
addressing treatment preferences took up a large proportion of training sessions, and advice on this issue
formed a substantial element in the ‘tips’ documents.
ProtecT trial recruitment outcome and completion
The original projection of recruitment for ProtecT assumed that the six centres added after the feasibility study
would come on stream promptly and recruit at the same level as the three feasibility centres. Unfortunately,
2001/2 was when new rules came into operation in relation to research governance in NHS organisations, and
this severely delayed the opening of the new centres. At this point, recruitment fell behind target. A revised
projection was made in 2005, when an extension was also applied for. Once all centres were operating,
recruitment increased significantly and met and then exceeded the target (see Appendix 1, Figure 28).
By the end of the recruitment period in early 2009, there were 2664 men with clinically localised prostate
cancer who were eligible for the trial and who were informed about it by ProtecT study research nurses.
Of these, 1643 (62%) agreed to be randomised and 997 selected a treatment of their choice (24 had opted
for the discontinued two-group trial). Among the 1643 patients who agreed to be randomised, 1336 (81%)
accepted their allocation immediately. The vast majority of these men then went on to have the treatment
as allocated: 1278 (78% of those randomised) commenced the allocated treatment within 9 months.
The original targets of randomising at least 60% of eligible patients and for at least 70% to accept the
allocation were thus achieved.
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Subsequent development of the recruitment intervention for use in other randomised
controlled trials
As the ProtecT recruitment intervention showed promise, its methods were codified and the transferability
of the intervention was assessed in four further RCTs in the Medical Research Council Quartet (Qualitative
Research to Improve Recruitment to RCTs) study54 and many more independent RCTs. Collaborations were
often initiated by trial investigators who anticipated that they would encounter recruitment obstacles in
the RCTs because comparisons were controversial and/or included very different treatments (e.g. current
standard treatment vs. ‘less’ or ‘no’ treatment, or radiotherapy vs. surgery). These collaborations usually
included some aspects of the intervention from the outset of the RCT’s recruitment, often during feasibility
or pilot phases. Other collaborations began part way through the RCT recruitment period by the trial
investigators or following encouragement by the funder in response to recruitment falling short of targets.
Some of these RCTs were at risk of early closure, and most had already applied for funded extensions and/or
revised their target sample sizes. These different contexts – the intervention integrated from the outset or
inserted into the recruitment at a later stage – provided interesting and sometimes different challenges that
further encouraged the development of aspects of the intervention.
The four RCTs in the Quartet study showed that the intervention could be transferred in some circumstances,
particularly where aspects were integrated with the main RCT, as had been possible in ProtecT.108–110
At this stage in the development of the intervention, involvement seemed to lead to improvements in
recruitment in most RCTs.111–114 However, there were also some RCTs in which insurmountable issues were
found, leading to the early closure of the RCT.109,115,116 These were difficult for the researchers and chief
investigators, although the intervention did clearly identify the source of the insurmountable difficulties:
a lack of equipoise was evident among clinicians involved in all of these trials, and there were also insufficient
numbers of eligible patients or problems with the timing of intervention delivery.109,115,116 These collaborations
were certainly instrumental in refining the content of the intervention. Some collaborations at this stage
also enabled further methodological development, alongside that being undertaken in ProtecT (as described
previously), for example measurements of timing of recruitment appointments and content related to
particular interventions or the study itself, and the identification of methods of communication.117,118
There were considerable challenges in integrating the intervention part way through recruitment, especially
in relation to research governance approvals, and opportunities to optimise recruitment were often
constrained by delays and difficulties in data collection, most notably in obtaining audio-recorded
recruitment appointments.108 These audio-recorded appointments underpinned the understanding of and
then feedback and training delivered in ProtecT, but a routine audio-recording process proved difficult to
operationalise in other RCTs. Interviews with recruiters, scrutiny of trial documentation, focus groups and
informal discussions with the TMGs were the key sources of data collection in most of these trials, and it
became clear that this was limited compared with the ProtecT responsive and tailored support.
The emergence of the Quintet Recruitment Intervention
A large number of data were collected and analysed during the application of the ProtecT intervention
and its translation in five further RCTs. These data were synthesised in two papers published in 2014.119,120
The first paper showed how RCT recruiters readily identified organisational difficulties, fewer than expected
eligible patients and patients’ treatment preferences as the key barriers to recruitment.119 These were
‘clear obstacles’. As recruiters described their experiences of recruitment and data from appointments
were synthesised, several otherwise ‘hidden challenges’ related to their roles as researchers and clinicians
emerged, imbued with discomfort and emotion. The synthesis went on to show that doctors were most
uncomfortable about aspects of patient eligibility and the effectiveness of interventions, whereas nurses
were more anxious about approaching potential RCT participants and conflicts between their research and
clinical responsibilities. It was notable that recruiters were unaware that their views could have an impact
on recruitment. These hidden challenges were not shared with RCT chief investigators. The synthesis also
showed how the feedback and training developed in the intervention could enable most recruiters to
become more comfortable with key RCT concepts including equipoise, uncertainty, patient eligibility and
randomisation.119 In the second paper, the discomfort and emotion in relation to community equipoise
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and ‘hunches’ about particular treatments and patients was explored in greater detail.119 Both papers
concluded that recruitment to RCTs is a fragile process that is difficult for doctors and nurses intellectually
and emotionally, and that they required support.
The synthesis, including and initiated by ProtecT, led directly to the formalisation of the intervention as
the Qualitative Research Integrated in Trials (Quintet) Recruitment Intervention (QRI).54 By this time, the
intervention had been developed further in 13 RCTs in addition to ProtecT. The final version of the QRI
uses mixed research methods in two major phases: phase I is to understand recruitment as it happens and
then phase II is for developing and implementing a plan of actions to address identified difficulties and
optimise informed consent and recruitment in collaboration with the RCT chief investigator and clinical
trials unit. The QRI can be integrated into the feasibility/pilot or main phase of a RCT to prevent difficulties
developing and to optimise recruitment from the start, or applied in a RCT experiencing shortfalls with a
view to rapidly improve recruitment and informed consent or to gather evidence to justify RCT closure.
The QRIs (or their developmental precursor) have now been used in 30 RCTs and have produced a number
of insights into recruitment. These include how recruiters can be trained to explore patients’ treatment
preferences;121 how equipoise is conveyed during recruitment and how it can facilitate or hinder
recruitment;122 the development of a measure of informed consent;123 how training can increase recruiter
confidence;124 and the value of collecting data logging patients at the various stages of screening,
eligibility, approach and recruitment.125
Baseline data
Baseline characteristics of ineligible and eligible participants
There were over 10,000 ProtecT participants with a raised PSA level (around 11% of recruited participants),
of whom 8566 in the main trial had at least one biopsy and about 3000 were diagnosed with prostate
cancer; of these 3000, around 400 had advanced disease (12%) (see Figure 2). The characteristics of men
with prostate cancer were similar to the characteristics of those without diagnosed cancer, except for the
expected greater frequency of a family history of prostate cancer and higher initial PSA levels (Table 4).
TABLE 4 Baseline characteristics of participants with and without prostate cancer
Characteristics
Ineligible participants:
no prostate cancer
(N= 79,208)a
All participants with prostate
cancer (localised, advanced
and ineligible) (N= 2896) p-value
Age (years), mean (SD) 58.3 (5.4) 61.4 (5.0) < 0.001
Ethnicity,b n (%)
White 77,486 (97.8) 2839 (98.0) 0.10
African Caribbean 215 (0.3) 11 (0.4)
Married/living with partner, n (%) 66,178 (83.5) 2420 (83.6) 0.88
Living in an area of social deprivation,c n (%) 10,706 (13.5) 407 (14.1) 0.34
Family history of prostate cancer, n (%) 4082 (5.2) 220 (7.6) < 0.001
PSA level (ng/ml), mean (SD) 1.3 (1.3) 6.0 (3.3) < 0.001
SD, standard deviation.
a Ineligible participants excluded (46 for whom a PSA result was not given and 279 for whom the PSA level was
≥ 20 ng/ml).
b Other ethnicities not shown owing to small numbers.
c Resident area-based material and social deprivation scores (e.g. percentage of social housing).
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Eligible participants with localised prostate cancer who selected their treatment had similar measured
clinical and sociodemographic characteristics to the characteristics of those who accepted randomisation,
except that they were less likely to reside in an area of material deprivation [odds ratio (OR) of increased
deprivation in randomised vs. non-randomised participants 0.74, 95% CI 0.58 to 0.94] and may have
differed in unmeasured characteristics (Table 5). These characteristics have been reported previously,
including the PROMs for men with advanced prostate cancer or health-related exclusions.95
Demographic and clinical features of randomised participants
The median age of randomly assigned participants was 62 years (range 50–69 years), and the median
PSA level was 4.6 µg/l. Most randomised participants had clinical T1c disease and a Gleason score of
6 points. The distributions of age, PSA levels, Gleason scores and disease stage were well balanced across
the randomised groups (Table 6).
Baseline levels of patient-reported outcomes for randomised participants
Urinary, bowel and sexual dysfunction and their impact on quality of life
Levels of incontinence were low: fewer than 1% of men reported incontinence as a large problem (4/1259;
Table 7) and fewer than 1% of men reported using at least one pad per day. Seventy per cent of participants
reported being incontinence-free (873/1244). Urinary function was good (95.1% of participants), and bother
related to urinary symptoms was low (91.0% of participants), with few irritative/obstructive symptoms (93.0%
of participants did not report these) as measured by the EPIC summary scores. Nocturia was more frequent,
TABLE 5 Comparison of randomised and non-randomised participants
Characteristics
Participants
p-value
Randomised
(N= 1643)
Non-randomiseda
(N= 997)
Age (years), mean (SD) 61.2 (5.0) 61.1 (5.0) 0.60
Material and social deprivation,b n (%) 239 (14.6) 111 (11.1) 0.02
Ethnicity,c n (%)
White 1606 (98.7) 984 (99.1) 0.31
African Caribbean 10 (0.6) 2 (0.2)
Married/living with partner, n (%) 1375 (84.3) 841 (84.8) 0.72
Family history of prostate cancer, n (%) 119 (7.2) 83 (8.3) 0.28
PSA level (ng/ml), mean (SD) 5.8 (3.0) 5.8 (3.1) 0.67
Gleason score (points),d n (%)
6 1266 (77.1) 755 (75.7) 0.42
7 339 (20.6) 218 (21.9)
8–10 37 (2.3) 24 (2.4)
Clinical stage, n (%)
T1c 1249 (76.0) 758 (76.0) 0.96
T2 394 (24.0) 239 (24.0)
SD, standard deviation.
a Two group-randomised participants were excluded (n = 24).
b Resident area-based material and social deprivation scores were based on multiple indicators of income and living
conditions (e.g. percentage of social housing).
c Other ethnicities not shown owing to small numbers.
d One missing result.
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TABLE 6 Baseline characteristics by randomised allocation
Characteristics
Treatment group
RP (N= 553)AM (N= 545) RT (N= 545)
Age band at invitation (years), n (%)
49–54 58 (10.6) 62 (11.4) 69 (12.5)
55–59 140 (25.7) 141 (25.9) 137 (24.8)
60–64 184 (33.8) 176 (32.3) 172 (31.1)
65–69 163 (29.9) 166 (30.5) 175 (31.6)
Age (years), mean (SD) 61.3 (5.0) 61.3 (5.0) 61.2 (5.1)
PSA level (ng/ml), n (%)
3.0–5.9 373 (68.4) 373 (68.4) 371 (67.1)
6.0–9.9 116 (21.3) 121 (22.0) 123 (22.2)
≥ 10.0 56 (10.3) 51 (9.4) 59 (10.7)
PSA level (ng/ml), mean (SD) 5.7 (3.0) 5.7 (2.9) 5.7 (3.0)
Gleason score (points), n (%)
6 421 (77.3) 423 (77.6) 422 (76.3)a
7 111 (20.4) 108 (19.8) 120 (23.5)
8–10 13 (2.4) 14 (2.6) 10 (1.8)
Clinical stage, n (%)
T1c 410 (75.2) 429 (78.7) 410 (74.1)
T2 135 (24.8) 116 (21.3) 143 (25.9)
SD, standard deviation.
a One missing result.
TABLE 7 Health-related QoL and psychological status in randomised participants
Summary scores
Treatment group
RP (N= 553) Total (N= 1643)AM (N= 545) RT (N= 545)
SF-12 minimum analysed, n (%) 418 (77) 410 (75) 432 (78) 1260 (77)
Mental health score, mean (SD) 53. 4 (8.2) 54.5 (6.3) 53.9 (7.9) 53.9 (7.5)
Physical health score, mean (SD) 50.4 (8.7) 51.7 (7.0) 51.4 (7.9) 51.2 (7.9)
HADS minimum analysed, n (%) 469 (86) 454 (83) 472 (85) 1399 (85)
Anxiety score, mean (SD) 5.1 (3.6) 4.5 (3.2) 5.0 (3.6) 4.9 (3.5)
Depression score, mean (SD) 2.7 (2.7) 2.3 (2.4) 2.4 (2.5) 2.5 (2.5)
Anxiety possible case, n/N (%) 107/472 (23) 74/454 (16) 97/477 (20) 278/1403 (20)
Depression possible case, n/N (%) 37/469 (8) 17/458 (4) 26/472 (6) 80/1399 (6)
EQ-5D-3L minimum analysed, n (%) 474 (87) 458 (84) 481 (87) 1413 (86)
Health utility, mean (SD) 0.87 (0.19) 0.90 (0.16) 0.88 (0.17) 0.89 (0.17)
SD, standard deviation.
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affecting around one-fifth of men (312/1423, measured using the ICSmaleSF), and around one-third also
reported a regular daytime frequency (460/1410), although only 3% of men (44/1427) reported these lower
urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) as being a moderate or severe problem (measured using the ICSmaleSF). Bowel
EPIC symptom scores indicated few problems, and only 3% of men (20/751) reported a moderate or large
problem due to bowel symptoms (see Appendix 1, Table 25). The frequency of faecal incontinence or bloody
stools was also very low, although 16% of participants reported having loose stools at least half of the time
(118/754). Around one-third of men (241/735) reported erectile dysfunction and for some of the participants
this was a moderate or large problem (118/731). Sexual function and bother EPIC summary scores were much
lower than those for urinary and bowel symptoms (see Appendix 1, Tables 24 and 25).126
Overall health status, anxiety and depression
Overall physical and mental health scores were comparable with UK normative data (SF-12 subscores of 50)93
(see Table 7). The EuroQol-5 Dimensions, three-level version (EQ-5D-3L) health utility scale also indicated
good overall health (mean 0.89). Mean anxiety and depression scores were low, although one-fifth of men
(278/1403) could be classed as having possible clinical levels of anxiety and around 6% of men could be
classed as having depression (80/1399) (see Table 7).126
Numbers analysed and return of data-collection forms
Primary outcome
As there were no missing data for the primary outcome analysis, we did not compare the analysable
sample with those who withdrew or were lost to follow-up.
Secondary outcomes
Response rates for annual follow-up questionnaires and completion of the CRFs by research nurses
remained at around 90% for men still in follow-up over 10 years (see Appendix 1, Figure 29). CRFs
(see Appendix 1, Figure 29a) and questionnaires (see Appendix 1, Figure 29b) were completed annually
(also at 6 months for questionnaires). Results are presented for participants still agreeing to data collection
for secondary outcomes. The rates of completion of exemplar outcome measures at 6 years (time point
of analysis for PROMs) were 87% for the ICIQ (1369/1572), 86% for EPIC sexual function (1352/1572)
and 88% (1388/1572) for men alive at completion.
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Chapter 4 Trial results at the 10-year median
follow-up
Primary and secondary clinical outcomes
The primary outcome measure was defined as definite or probable prostate cancer mortality, including
intervention-related deaths, at a median follow-up point of 10 years. To ascertain cause of death,
summaries of anonymised medical records were reviewed by members of the independent Cause of Death
Evaluation (CoDE) Committee, who were blinded to treatment assignment. The process was adapted
from the PLCO Cancer Screening Trial22 and the ERSPC.21 Deaths were categorised as definitely, probably,
possibly, probably not or definitely not attributable to prostate cancer.97,127
Secondary outcomes included all-cause mortality, metastases, clinical disease progression, primary
treatment failure and treatment complications. Metastatic disease was defined as imaging showing bony,
visceral or lymph node metastases, or PSA levels of > 100 µg/l. Clinical disease progression was defined by
any of the following:
l clinical and/or imaging evidence of soft tissue or skeletal metastases
l diagnosis of clinical T3 or T4 disease (locally advanced prostate cancer outside the confines of the
prostate)
l initiation of long-term ADT
l ureteric obstruction due to tumour growth along the ureteric orifices
l rectal fistula due to overgrowth of the tumour
l the need for urinary catheterisation due to local tumour growth causing bladder outflow obstruction.
Primary treatment failure following RP was defined as a PSA level of ≥ 0.2 µg/l at 3 months post surgery.
Following RT, the RTOG-ASTRO (Radiation Therapy Oncology Group – American Society for Radiation
Oncology) Phoenix Consensus Conference recommendations were used.128 Change of management to
ADT, RT or RP in the AM group was recorded. Serious intervention-related complications occurring within
90 days were recorded following completion of RP or RT.
Following RP, the complications recorded were:
l death
l more than 3 units of blood transfused
l thromboembolic-cardiovascular event
l rectal injury
l anastomotic problems requiring intervention.
Following RT, the complications recorded were:
l death
l any treatment toxicity resulting in major surgical intervention.
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Quality assurance
Radical prostatectomy was carried out using the open retropubic technique, and pelvic lymphadenectomy
was undertaken at the discretion of individual urologists. A quality-assurance exercise was undertaken at
the beginning of the trial to ascertain the competency levels of urologists involved in delivering surgical
treatments. Twenty consecutive procedures undertaken by each trial urological surgeon and the outcomes
were reviewed independently using standardised published criteria.86 The Data Monitoring and Safety
Committee reviewed all outcomes regularly to identify ‘outliers’ if outcomes throughout the trial appeared
negative and outside the norm. No surgeons were stopped from offering the procedure throughout the
duration of the trial.
Radical radiotherapy included neoadjuvant ADT for 3–6 months before and concomitantly with 3D-conformal
RT delivered at 74 Gy in 37 fractions. Quality assurance followed the RT01 trial procedures.129–131 There has
been an increasingly sophisticated quality assurance programme in prostate radiotherapy trials over the last
15 years, reflecting dose escalation and treatment complexity. In ProtecT, machine dosimetry results were
comparable between trial centres and with the UK RT01 trial.129–131 The outlining review showed that most
deviations were clinically acceptable, although three (1.4%) may have been of clinical significance and were
related to outlining of the prostate. Seminal vesicle outlining varied, possibly due to several prostate trials
running concurrently with different protocols. Adherence to dose constraints in ProtecT was considered
acceptable, with 80% of randomised participants having two or fewer deviations, and planning target
volume coverage was excellent. The ProtecT trial quality assurance results were satisfactory and comparable
with trials of its era.131
Results
Of the 1643 men randomised, 545 were allocated to AM, 553 were allocated to RP and 545 were allocated
to RT. Contact was lost with 14 men (0.9%), but mortality data were captured for all participants. Following
randomisation, 482 men (88%) who were assigned to AM, 391 (71%) who were assigned to RP and
405 (74%) who were assigned to RT received the allocated treatment within 9 months of randomisation,
as illustrated in the CONSORT flow diagram (see Figure 2).
By the end of our reported follow-up, over 85% of men assigned to RT or RP received a radical
intervention (Figure 6). Of the 545 men assigned to AM, 290 received a radical treatment by the end of
November 2015 (Kaplan–Meier estimate 54.6%, 95% CI 50.2% to 59.2%). Of those 290 men, 142 (49%)
received RP (37 within 9 months of allocation), 97 (33%) received radiotherapy per protocol (17 within
9 months of allocation), 22 (8%) received brachytherapy (two within 9 months of allocation), 26 (9%)
received non-protocol radiotherapy and three (1%) received HIFU beyond 9 months from allocation.
Of the 391 men who underwent RP within 9 months of allocation, nine (2%) had a PSA level of ≥ 0.2 µg/l
between 31 and 183 days following surgery; five of those men received salvage RT and one received
long-term ADT within 1 year of surgery. A further nine men received adjuvant RT within 1 year of surgery
because of pT3 disease (n = 8) or positive surgical margins (n = 7). pT3 disease was present in 114 of the
391 men (29%), and 93 (24%) had a positive surgical margin. Four out of 280 patients (1%) who received
lymphadenectomy had lymph node involvement. Of the 405 men who started RT within 9 months of allocation,
55 (14%) had a PSA increase of ≥ 2 ng/ml above the nadir following RT. Of those 55 men, three received
salvage RP, 14 started long-term ADT and one underwent HIFU.
Prostate cancer-specific and all-cause mortality
The independent CoDE Committee ascertained seven definite prostate cancer-specific deaths and one
probable prostate cancer-specific death in the AM group, three definite and two probable prostate
cancer-specific deaths in the RP group and four definite prostate cancer-specific deaths in the RT group
(Table 8 and Figure 7). Prostate cancer-specific survival was > 98.8% in all groups, and there was no
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evidence of difference between the three randomised groups (log-rank test p = 0.48). The HR of prostate
cancer-specific mortality for the RT group was 0.45 (95% CI 0.14 to 1.47) compared with AM and 0.80
(95% CI 0.22 to 2.99) compared with RP; for RP compared with AM, it was 0.56 (95% CI 0.19 to 1.67)
(Figure 8). Subgroup analyses showed no evidence of any subgroup modifying the relative effectiveness
of the three treatments in terms of prostate cancer mortality (see Table 2). All-cause deaths were evenly
distributed across the treatment groups (likelihood ratio test p = 0.87). Of the patients with ascertained
prostate cancer-specific deaths, 7 out of 17 had baseline features whereby most international guidelines
would recommend AS, and 12 out of 17 had received AM (three out of five had been randomised to RP
and two out of 45 had been randomised to RT), as shown in Table 9.
TABLE 8 Prostate cancer-specific mortality, by treatment group
Characteristics
Treatment group, number of deaths attributable to prostate cancer
p-valueAM (n= 545) RP (n= 553) RT (n= 545)
Age (years) at randomisation
< 65 1 3 1 0.095
≥ 65 7 2 3
PSA level (µg/l) at diagnosis
< 6 5 3 4 0.72
≥ 6 3 2 0
Gleason score (points) at diagnosis
6 3 3 2 0.69
≥ 7 5 2 2
Clinical stage at diagnosis
T1c 5 3 3 0.95
T2 3 2 1
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FIGURE 6 Cumulative probability of receiving radical treatment in the three allocation groups: AM (n = 545),
RP (n= 553) and RT (n= 545).
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Causes of death unrelated to prostate cancer over a 10-year median follow-up, ascertained by the CoDE
Committee, are listed by allocation group in Appendix 1, Table 26.
Disease progression
A total of 204 men showed progression including distant metastases (Table 10 and Figure 9), which was
higher in the AM group than in the RP and RT groups (AM, n = 112; RP, n = 46; and RT, n = 46; p < 0.001).
Evidence of disease progression included the presence of metastases (AM, n = 33; RP, n = 13; and RT, n = 16;
p = 0.004), clinical T3 or T4 disease (AM, n = 79; RP, n = 24; and RT, n = 21) or initiation of long-term ADT
(AM, n = 47; RP, n = 26; and RT, n = 30), with evidence of more than one criterion for some men.
Treatment complications
There were no deaths related to RP; nine men suffered thrombo-embolic or cardiovascular events, 14
required more than 3 units of blood transfused, one suffered a rectal injury and nine required intervention for
anastomotic problems. There were three deaths unrelated to prostate cancer within 90 days of completing
RT, and no cases of radiation toxicity requiring major intervention.
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FIGURE 7 Kaplan–Meier estimates of deaths from prostate cancer in the AM, RP and RT treatment groups.
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FIGURE 8 Kaplan–Meier estimates of death from any cause in the AM, RP and RT treatment groups.
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TABLE 9 Individual data for men who died of prostate cancer, ascertained by the CoDE Committee
Allocation
Age
(years) at
diagnosis
Gleason
score
(points) at
diagnosis
PSA level
(µg/l) at
diagnosis
Number of
biopsy cores
with tumour
Stage at
diagnosis
Date of
allocation
First
treatment
received
Date
of first
treatment
Second
treatment
received
Date
of second
treatment
Date PSA
level was
≥ 10 ng/ml
Date
of death
AM 60–64 6 6–9.99 3 T2 March
2004
AM April 2004 RT October
2004
June 2004 October
2009
AM 65–69 6 < 6 1 T1c September
2003
AM September
2003
ADT September
2005
August
2005
December
2006
AM 65–69 6 < 6 1 T1c December
2003
AM December
2003
– – November
2009
August
2014
AM 65–69 7 < 6 6 T2 October
2004
AM October
2004
ADT June 2007 March
2007
December
2012
AM 65–69 7 < 6 2 T1c March
2004
AM March
2004
RT February
2007
March
2005
December
2014
AM 65–69 7 < 6 5 T1c June 2005 AM June 2005 RT November
2010
April 2010 February
2013
AM 65–69 7 6–9.99 6 T2 October
2006
AM October
2006
ADT April 2009 March
2009
March
2010
AM 65–69 7 6–9.99 7 T1c July 2008 AM July 2008 ADT May 2009 October
2008
December
2009
RP 55–59 6 < 6 3 T1c January
2001
AM January
2001
ADT March
2008
January
2008
July 2010
RP 60–64 6 6–9.99 1 T1c August
2000
AM August
2000
RT May 2001 January
2001
June 2014
RP 60–64 7 < 6 3 T2 August
2003
RP October
2003
SRT June 2005 October
2007
October
2009
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TABLE 9 Individual data for men who died of prostate cancer, ascertained by the CoDE Committee (continued )
Allocation
Age
(years) at
diagnosis
Gleason
score
(points) at
diagnosis
PSA level
(µg/l) at
diagnosis
Number of
biopsy cores
with tumour
Stage at
diagnosis
Date of
allocation
First
treatment
received
Date
of first
treatment
Second
treatment
received
Date
of second
treatment
Date PSA
level was
≥ 10 ng/ml
Date
of death
RP 65–69 6 6–9.99 1 T1c September
2001
AM September
2001
– – August
2007
October
2007
RP 65–69 7 < 6 4 T2 August
2004
RP August
2004
SRT January
2006
March
2010
October
2013
RT 55–59 6 < 6 3 T2 July 2005 RT August
2005
ADT July 2009 January
2009
February
2013
RT 65–69 6 < 6 2 T1c June 2001 AM June 2001 ADT August
2005
May 2012 October
2013
RT 65–69 7 < 6 2 T1c June 2006 AM June 2006 RP July 2008 February
2008
July 2013
RT 65–69 7 < 6 2 T1c November
2001
RT January
2002
ADT January
2012
February
2009
April 2014
SRT, salvage radiotherapy.
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TABLE 10 Prostate cancer mortality, clinical progression, metastatic disease and all-cause mortality, by treatment
group
Parameter
Treatment group
RT (N= 545) p-valueAM (N= 545) RP (N= 553)
Total number of person-years in follow-up 5393 5422 5339
Number of deaths due to prostate cancera 8 5 4
Prostate cancer survivala at 5 years (%)
(95% CI)
99.4
(98.3 to 99.8)
100 100
Prostate cancer survivala at 10 years (%)
(95% CI)
98.8
(97.4 to 99.5)
99.0
(97.2 to 99.6)
99.6
(98.4 to 99.9)
Number of prostate cancer deathsa per
1000 person-years (95% CI)
1.5
(0.7 to 3.0)
0.9
(0.4 to 2.2)
0.7
(0.3 to 2.0)
0.48
Number of person-years of follow-up free
of clinical progressionb
4893 5174 5138
Number of men with clinical progressionb 112 46 46
Number of men with clinical progressionb
per 1000 person-years (95% CI)
22.9
(19.0 to 27.5)
8.9
(6.7 to 11.9)
9.0
(6.7 to 12.0)
< 0.001
Number of person-years of follow-up free
of metastatic disease
5268 5377 5286
Number of men with metastatic disease 33 13 16
Number of men with metastatic disease per
1000 person-years (95% CI)
6.3
(4.5 to 8.8)
2.4
(1.4 to 4.2)
3.0
(1.9 to 4.9)
0.004
Total number of person-years in follow-up 5393 5422 5339
Number of deaths attributable to any cause 59 55 55
Number of all-cause deaths per 1000
person-years (95% CI)
10.9
(8.5 to 14.1)
10.1
(7.8 to 13.2)
10.3
(7.9 to 13.4)
0.87
a Definitely or probably due to prostate cancer or its treatment, as established by the Independent CoDE Committee.
b Signs of disease progression will include death due to prostate cancer or its treatment, evidence of metastatic disease;
hormone therapy; clinical T3 or T4 disease; or ureteric obstruction, rectal fistula, or the need for a permanent catheter
when these are not considered to be a complication of treatment.
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FIGURE 9 Cumulative proportion of participants free of disease progression in the AM, RP and RT treatment
groups.
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Numbers needed to treat
From these data, compared with AM, 178 and 137 men would need to be treated with RP and RT,
respectively, to avoid one prostate cancer death; 27 and 33 men would need to be treated with RP and
RT, respectively, to avoid one patient progressing to metastases; and nine men would need to be treated
with either RP or RT to avoid one patient developing clinical disease progression.
Analysis of disease characteristics in progressing and non-progressing patients
We have reviewed the baseline risk classification of all ProtecT participants using the D’Amico criteria132–134
and other clinicopathological features, and compared men who developed disease progression with those
whose disease remained stable to determine if there were any features associated with clinical outcomes.
Furthermore, we report detailed pathological information for men who received surgery and the impact of
these features on outcome. The results of these recent analyses are presented in Baseline clinicopathological
features of participants with disease progression.
Men who had started a protocol treatment within 12 months were included in this analysis (n = 1585 of
1643 men). Patients were categorised as receiving AM if they had started formal treatment under this
name and had at least two PSA tests within 1 year of eligibility (diagnosis). Patients were categorised as
receiving RP or RT if they started treatment within 12 months and, for RT, completed it within 15 months.
Risk status
D’Amico scoring was defined as low risk if the Gleason score was ≤ 3+ 3 points, the PSA level was < 10 ng/ml
and there was stage T1c/T2a disease, intermediate risk if the Gleason score was 7 points or the PSA level was
≥ 10 ng/ml and < 20 ng/ml or there was stage T2b disease, and high risk if the Gleason score was ≥ 8 points
or the PSA level was ≥ 20 ng/ml or there was stage T2c disease. Twenty-five men were classed as having cT2
disease according to a previous TNM staging system and so could not be given a D’Amico score.
Pathology
Expert histopathologists at each centre reported prostate biopsy and RP pathology findings on standardised
pro formas.135 RP specimens were whole embedded and the volume of the tumour was calculated.135,136
Surgical margins were recorded as positive if the tumour was seen at an inked margin and classified as
apical, basal, intraprostatic or extraprostatic. The ProtecT pathology group conducted internal audits of both
biopsy cores and RP specimens to minimise variation in assessment.
Progression and metastasis
Metastatic prostate cancer was defined as the presence of bony, visceral, or lymph node metastases on
imaging, or a PSA level of > 100 ng/ml. Clinical progression was defined as the presence of any of (1) evidence
of metastases, (2) progression to clinical T3 or T4 disease, (3) long-term ADT, (4) ureteric obstruction, (5) rectal
fistula or (6) need for a urinary catheter owing to local tumour growth. Primary treatment failure after RP was
defined as a PSA level of ≥ 0.2 ng/ml 3 months after surgery, and primary treatment failure after RT was
defined in accordance with the Phoenix Consensus Conference recommendations.128
Statistical analysis
All analyses were carried out using Stata version 14.2. Logistic regression was used to estimate the odds
of progression for baseline characteristics, adjusting for age and treatment received when appropriate.
When model assumptions could not be met, the log of the exposure was used. The odds of progression
were calculated for participants with baseline Gleason scores of ≤ 3 + 3 points. Gleason score values for
the prostate biopsy cores were derived using the sum of the primary Gleason grade and the greater of the
secondary or tertiary Gleason grades in order to reflect current practice. Aggregate and maximum lengths of
tumours were measured in millimetres. The aggregate length of tumours was calculated as the summation
of the lengths on the right, left and unknown sides and targeted biopsy, adding 0.5 mm for each small
additional tumour (up to four). The Cox proportional hazards model and likelihood ratio test were used to test
the interaction between treatment and each of baseline Gleason score (≤ 3 + 3, 3 + 4, 4+ 3 or ≥ 8 points),
length of tumour (≤ 4 mm or > 4mm) and age (< 65 or ≥ 65 years), and their impact on time to progression.
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The odds of progression were compared across RP pathological features adjusted for participant age at
recruitment. Logistic, ordinal logistic and linear regression were used to test the association between
treatment pathway and binary, ordered categorical and continuous surgical characteristics, respectively.
Upgrading was defined as an increase from a Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points at baseline to > 3 + 3 points
at treatment with RP, or moving from a Gleason score of 3 + 4 at baseline to ≥ 4 + 3 points at treatment
with RP. Upstaging was defined as moving from T1/T2 disease at baseline to T3/T4 at RP. A positive
surgical margin was categorised if any of the basal, apical, intraprostatic or extraprostatic margins were
positive, and as negative if all four margins were negative or not applicable. A full statistical analysis plan is
included in the protocol (see www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/programmes/hta/962099/#/).
Risk categorisation
On average, randomised participants (n = 1643) were 62 years old, of white ethnicity, with a median
PSA level of 4.6 ng/ml, and their clinicopathological characteristics were reported previously.104 These
were reviewed and this showed that 1192 men (75%) had Gleason score ≤ 3 + 3 points disease and
1203 (76%) had clinical stage T1c disease. Using the D’Amico classification, 1031 participants (66%)
were defined as being at low risk, 490 (31%) were defined as being at intermediate risk and 40 (3%)
had features of high-risk disease (see Table 10).
Baseline clinicopathological features of participants with disease progression
A total of 199 out of 1585 (12.5%) randomised participants who commenced prostate cancer
management within 12 months developed prostate cancer progression during a median follow-up of 10
years (see Table 1). There were 17 prostate cancer-specific deaths, a further 44 men developed metastatic
disease and 138 men developed other clinical evidence of disease progression (see Tables 1 and 10). Older
age (≥ 65 vs. < 65 years), baseline PSA level, Gleason score, cT stage, number of prostate cancer-involved
biopsy cores, length of prostate cancer in any core (median 4.5 mm vs. 2.0 mm), aggregate length of
tumour (median 8.0 mm vs. 4.0 mm) and presence of perineural invasion were each associated with an
increased risk of subsequent disease progression (p < 0.001 for each) (see Figure 1). Thirty-nine per cent of
men (n = 74) with disease progression were initially categorised with D’Amico low-risk disease, whereas
54% (n = 104) had intermediate-risk and 7% (n = 13) had high-risk disease, compared with respective
values of 70% (n = 957), 28% (n = 386) and 2% (n = 27) for men without progression (p < 0.001).
Disease progression of participants with a baseline Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points
A total of 101 out of 1192 men (8.5%) with a Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points at baseline developed
disease progression during follow-up; eight of these men died of prostate cancer, a further 20 developed
metastases and 73 developed clinical progression (see Table 10). The odds of disease progression were
higher among men who initially received AM than in men who initially received radical treatment (RP or RT)
(p < 0.001) (Figure 10). For men with a Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points at baseline, higher median PSA
level (5.7 vs. 4.3 ng/ml), higher cT stage, higher D’Amico risk group, increased number of prostate cancer-
involved biopsy cores, increased maximum length of prostate cancer in any core (median 3.0 vs. 2.0 mm)
and increased aggregate length of tumour (median 5.5 vs. 3.0 mm) were each associated with disease
progression (at least p < 0.05 for each comparison) (Figure 11).
Radical prostatectomy pathology characteristics
A total of 396 out of 553 men randomised to receive RP underwent this allocated treatment within
12 months. Of the 19 men who subsequently developed prostate cancer progression following surgery,
none had a Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points on examination of the resected prostate, whereas eight had
a Gleason score of 3 + 4 points, seven had a Gleason score of 4 + 3 prostate cancer and four had a Gleason
score of ≥ 8 points, which differed from men without disease progression (p < 0.001) (see Table 3).
RP pathology features associated with subsequent disease progression included pathological Gleason
score, pathological tumour stage, largest tumour volume, lymph node involvement, perineural and/or
vascular invasion and apical or any margin positive status (p < 0.05 for each comparison). There was no
evidence to suggest that the number of tumours was related to disease progression. Prostate cancer
upstaging, but not upgrading, at surgery was associated with subsequent disease progression (p < 0.001).
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FIGURE 10 Cumulative risk of progression, by treatment group and age group. (a) Age < 65 years; and
(b) age ≥ 65 years. a, n (n censored by time point).
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FIGURE 11 Cumulative risk of progression, by treatment group, Gleason scores and PSA levels. (a) Gleason score
of < 7 points; (b) Gleason score of ≥ 7 points; (c) PSA level of < 10 ng/ml; and (d) PSA level of ≥ 10 ng/ml.
a, n (n censored by time point). (continued )
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FIGURE 11 Cumulative risk of progression, by treatment group, Gleason scores and PSA levels. (a) Gleason score
of < 7 points; (b) Gleason score of ≥ 7 points; (c) PSA level of < 10 ng/ml; and (d) PSA level of ≥ 10 ng/ml.
a, n (n censored by time point).
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Discussion
According to the D’Amico risk stratification criteria, 66% of ProtecT participants had low-risk prostate
cancer and 34% had intermediate- or high-risk disease. The reported analysis of baseline clinical and
demographic characteristics of randomised ProtecT participants demonstrates several baseline features
associated with disease progression, including increased age, PSA level, Gleason score, cT stage, number
of prostate cancer-involved biopsy cores, length of prostate cancer in any core, aggregate length of tumour
(Figure 12) and perineural invasion.
The observation that baseline Gleason score is associated with post-treatment recurrence/progression
concurs with previously reported evidence,137–140 but 51% of participants with prostate cancer progression
in ProtecT had a Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points at baseline. It is unclear if this represents inadequate
sampling or that this disease may progress over time. It is well recognised that low-risk, Gleason score
≤ 3 + 3 prostate cancer does not behave aggressively. However, the data supporting this are largely based
on men who receive RP as their primary treatment, and it may mean that men with a Gleason score of
≤ 3 + 3 points are therefore cured by radical intervention even though their disease is very unlikely to
progress, and thus they may not have needed radical treatment. It has been suggested that Gleason score
≤ 3 + 3 prostate tumours may no longer need to be called cancerous, but there is evidence suggesting that
relatively low-grade prostate cancer foci can progress to lethal disease.141,142 It is possible that Gleason score
≤ 3 + 3 lesions may comprise a spectrum of phenotypes and genotypes, indicating the need to delineate
molecular features associated with prostate cancer progression rather than relying on conventional
histological evaluation of biopsy alone.
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FIGURE 12 Cumulative risk of progression, by treatment group and length of tumour. (a) Length of tumour
< 4mm; and (b) length of tumour ≥ 4mm. a, n (n censored by time point). (continued )
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The protocol for prostate cancer detection in ProtecT was designed in the late 1990s, before the routine
use of imaging and refinement of mpMRI. Results of the recent PROMIS study suggest that mpMRI can
aid prostate cancer diagnosis,20 albeit with an associated false negative rate. It is unclear whether or not
new diagnostic pathways including pre-biopsy imaging and targeted biopsies, as well as existing genomic
assays, will improve the prediction of outcomes in newly diagnosed patients.20,143,144 Molecular-based risk
stratification based on diagnostic samples aims to improve on the performance of current risk stratification
tools.145 Incorporation of molecular tumour profiling at baseline may possibly lead to more accurate and
personalised risk stratification than is currently achievable using relatively limited clinicopathological
features, but these remain to be tested prospectively in well-conducted evaluation studies.
In ProtecT, men with cT2 disease were more likely to progress than those with cT1 tumours, and a proportion
of patients (29%) with cT2b tumours were found to have extraprostatic extension when operated on. The
observation that an increased number of positive cores in the diagnostic biopsies and an increased maximum
tumour length were associated with an increased risk of progression is also consistent with evidence from AS
cohorts.146,147 Baseline PSA levels were higher in men with disease progression in ProtecT than in men who
had stable disease, consistent with studies suggesting PSA as a prognostic factor for lethal or recurrent
prostate cancer following radical treatment.73,148–150
Of the men who progressed, 101 had a Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points at baseline, and eight of
these participants died of prostate cancer, suggesting that transrectal 10-core prostate biopsy probably
undersampled and/or underdetected high-grade prostate cancer in some patients. Among ProtecT
participants with a Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points at diagnosis, 87% were in the low-risk category at
baseline using the D’Amico risk classification, and 13% had intermediate- or higher-risk disease.
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FIGURE 12 Cumulative risk of progression, by treatment group and length of tumour. (a) Length of tumour
< 4mm; and (b) length of tumour ≥ 4mm. a, n (n censored by time point).
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There are limitations to our analysis and interpretation of these results. The ProtecT trial was designed in
the late nineties, when the standard diagnostic pathway was a combination of digital rectal examination,
serum PSA testing and TRUS-guided biopsies. It is now known that these methods lead to overdetection of
indolent prostate cancer and underdetection of significant disease compared with more modern imaging
techniques, such as mpMRI and targeted biopsies. The AM protocol in ProtecT has been less intensive than
most contemporary AS regimes, although none of the current methods have been validated to demonstrate
an improvement in outcomes. Finally, there were very few patients with high-risk disease at baseline (3%),
and men from diverse ethnic origins, in particular African Caribbean men, were under-represented.
The main strengths of ProtecT are threefold: (1) its size, with over 82,000 men tested in the community,
(2) the standardised diagnostic approach to detect clinically localised disease using a minimum of 10-core
biopsies and (3) the high randomisation rate of men enrolled to evaluate the treatment effectiveness of RP,
RT and AM. Although a reduction in the rate of metastasis and disease progression in men receiving radical
treatment was demonstrated compared with AM, there was no evidence of a difference in mortality, and
longer-term follow-up is needed to investigate whether or not this will change at the median 15-year
follow-up.
Although the majority of ProtecT participants had a Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points at diagnosis, when
PSA levels and tumour volume were also taken into consideration it has become apparent that the actual
prevalence of low-risk prostate cancer in the ProtecT randomised cohort was 66%, with 34% of participants
having at least intermediate-risk disease.
None of the 19 ProtecT participants with a pathological Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points following RP
showed disease progression, suggesting that surgery cures definite low-risk Gleason score ≤ 3 + 3 disease
using current criteria. These patients, if accurately identified, may benefit from AM by avoiding treatment
side effects without deleterious oncological outcomes, as currently advocated in AS protocols.151,152 The
clinical dilemma is that we do not know whether or not men receiving AM or RT who subsequently
developed disease progression actually had a true Gleason score of ≤ 3 + 3 points at baseline. It is
recognised that around half of men with PSA-detected prostate cancer may be undergraded or overgraded
by TRUS-guided needle biopsy. Although recent data evaluating pre-biopsy mpMRI suggests that this
appears to improve the detection of high-grade disease compared with the diagnostic pathway used in
ProtecT,20 it remains to be shown whether or not mpMRI is sufficiently reliable to avoid the overdetection
of pathological Gleason score ≤ 3 + 3 prostate cancer.
The absence of any association between the number of tumour foci in the RP specimen and disease
progression contrasts with published data suggesting that multifocal prostate cancer is associated with an
increased risk of recurrence, although previous evidence from ProtecT suggests that solitary tumours were
found in only one-fifth of RP specimens with PSA-detected localised prostate cancer.
In conclusion, baseline clinicopathological features of men with localised prostate cancer in ProtecT differed
in men who developed disease progression compared with those with stable disease, but associations
were not strong enough to reliably predict progression in individuals. As our understanding of the biology
of prostate cancer behaviour improves, and its genomic diversity is elucidated, it is becoming clear that
current methods of stratification need refinement with pre-biopsy imaging and targeted sampling, as well
as through utilisation of validated genomic and other emerging biomarkers. This will need to be assessed
in new, large-scale, prospective early-detection programmes. Only then will clinicians and patients be
able to improve and refine the complex decision-making processes needed for the management of this
ubiquitous malignancy.
General conclusions from clinical outcomes
The ProtecT trial has demonstrated no differences in survival at an average of 10 years from randomisation
in clinically localised prostate cancer, irrespective of treatment allocation, in an ITT analysis. Baseline
characteristics were insufficient to stratify patients and to predict outcomes of their disease. Radical
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treatments provided an oncological benefit compared with AM by reducing the incidence of metastases
and disease progression by approximately 50%. At a median of 3 years’ follow-up, approximately 25% of
men had moved out of AM to receive radical treatments, and, by 10 years, 55% of AM participants had
received a radical intervention. Further analysis is under way to investigate the reasons for that change in
management, and will be published and reported in due course. Over 80% of men receiving AM have
no evidence of prostate cancer progression and thus have avoided side effects of radical treatments for
prostate cancer.
Main ProtecT trial patient-reported outcome results
This section of the report focuses on the comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness and acceptability
of treatments through the prospective assessment by men of the impacts of treatments on urinary, sexual
and bowel function, and specific and general aspects of QoL in regularly completed PROMs. The main
outcome findings after 6 full years of follow-up were published in 2016, with considerable details in the
online supplement.30 Additional analyses have also been subsequently undertaken and are reported in
Methods: patient-reported outcome measures and statistical approaches and Quality of life associated with
the experience of urinary incontinence after treatment for prostate cancer.
Main patient-reported outcome measure analysis after 6 years of follow-up
Systematic reviews153–156 and large prospective cohorts7 have identified particular impacts on urinary, bowel
and sexual function and little impact on generic QoL following radical treatments, but clear comparisons
between contemporary treatments have been hindered by differences in outcome definitions, limited use
of validated PROMs, short-term follow-up and sparse data on RT or AM/AS programmes.157 RCT data
have also been limited. The SPCG-4 trial showed greater impact on sexual and urinary function and QoL
following RP than the impact following watchful waiting using the trial’s study questionnaire, and limited
impact of RP on anxiety and depression.158 PIVOT,79 comparing RP with watchful waiting for men with
PSA-detected prostate cancer but with only three symptom items, reported similar results. These RCTs did
not collect the full range of validated PROMs.
Methods: patient-reported outcome measures and statistical approaches
The Consolidated Standards of Reporting of Trials (CONSORT) guidelines for PROMs was used.159 PROMs
were prespecified secondary outcomes in the statistical analysis plan (see www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/
programmes/hta/962099/#/), collected by validated questionnaires in four key domains:
1. urinary function and QoL impact – including urinary incontinence and LUTS (ICIQ,88 ICSmaleSF89 and EPIC160)
2. sexual function and QoL impact – including erectile function (EPIC160)
3. bowel function and QoL impact – including loose/bloody stools and incontinence (EPIC160)
4. health-related QoL – comprising generic health status (SF-1293), anxiety/depression (HADS92) and
cancer-related QoL (EORTC-QLQ Q3091).
As indicated previously, study questionnaires were completed at baseline (at biopsy, before knowledge of
diagnosis), at 6 and 12 months after randomisation and annually thereafter. The ICSmaleSF,89 SF-1293 and
HADS92 were always included in study questionnaires, the ICIQ88 was added from 2001 and EPIC160 was
added from 2005. As it concerned cancer-related QoL, EORTC-QLQ C3091 was included at year 5 only.
PROMs from baseline to the complete 6 years’ follow-up were scored and analysed as recommended,
with key items identified to aid interpretation of clinical relevance. Analyses were by ITT, with summary
statistics and 95% CIs presented by randomised group. Multilevel models were employed to accommodate
correlations between repeated measurements and test for treatment differences in follow-up assessments,
and included covariates for the variables stratified by or minimised in the random allocation: age and PSA
level at baseline (continuous variables), and Gleason score and study centre (dummy variables). Baseline
PROMs were not included as a covariate as EPIC and ICIQ scores were not available for all men at baseline.
PROMs data indicated that the allocated groups were comparable at baseline (see Chapter 3, Baseline level
of patient-reported outcomes of randomised participants).
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Results
Follow-up response rates were > 80% for all PROMs, without decline over time. Outcomes in the four
domains are presented in the following sections and in Table 1, with selected scores and items presented
graphically in Figures 13–16 (with time since randomisation on the x-axis, full measurement scale on the
y-axis and scores representing ‘better’ function/health towards the top). All outcomes are reported in full
in the online supplement of Donovan et al.30
Patient-reported outcome measure domains, scores and items
Domain A: urinary function and impact on quality of life (see Figure 13)
Incontinence
l Scores: ICIQ88 score (see Figure 13a), EPIC160 incontinence subscore (supplement) and ICSmaleSF
questionnaire incontinence score.89
l Items: EPIC pad use (see Figure 13b).
l QoL impact item: ICIQ impact of incontinence on QoL (see Figure 13c).
Lower urinary tract symptoms
l Scores: EPIC urinary summary (see Figure 13d), EPIC bother (supplement), EPIC obstruction/irritation
(supplement) and ICSmaleSF voiding score (see Figure 13e).
l Items: ICSmaleSF nocturia (see Figure 13g) and daytime frequency (supplement).
l QoL impact item: ICSmaleSF item on the impact of urinary symptoms on QoL (see Figure 13f).
Domain B: sexual function and impact on quality of life (see Figure 14)
Erectile dysfunction
l Items: EPIC item on erections firm enough for intercourse (see Figure 14a).
l QoL impact: EPIC item on problem with erectile dysfunction (see Figure 14b).
Overall sexual function
l Scores: EPIC sexual summary (supplement), sexual function (see Figure 14c) and sexual bother
(see Figure 14d).
l QoL impact: EPIC item on impact of sexual function on QoL (see Figure 14e).
Domain C: bowel function and impact on quality of life (see Figure 15)
l Scores: EPIC bowel summary (supplement), bowel function (see Figure 15a) and bowel bother
(see Figure 15b).
l Items: EPIC items on loose stools (see Figure 15c), faecal incontinence (see Figure 15d) and bloody
stools (see Figure 15e).
l QoL impact: EPIC item on impact of bowel habits on QoL (see Figure 15f).
Domain D: health-related quality of life (see Figure 16)
l Generic health status: SF-1293 physical health (see Figure 16a) and mental health (see Figure 16b).
l HADS92 mean anxiety score, mean depression score, percentage of potentially significant clinical cases
of anxiety (see Figure 16c) and depression (see Figure 16d).
l Cancer-related QoL: EORTC-QLQ C30.91
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Domain A: urinary function and quality-of-life impact
All measures of urinary incontinence showed that there was greater impact in the RP group at 6 months,
with some recovery, but urinary incontinence remained worse in the RP group than in the RT and AM
groups at every time point (Figure 13a–c; all p < 0.001). Urinary incontinence rates were similar and little
affected in the RT and AM groups, with a little worsening discernible in the AM group over time as surgery
was taken up. Pad use increased from 1% at baseline to 47% in the RP group, compared with 4% in the
AM group and 5% in the RT group at 6 months. By year 6, 18% of men in the RP group used pads,
compared with 10% in the AM group and 3% in the RT group (see Figure 13b). There was a greater
impact on urinary incontinence-related QoL in the RP group for 2 years, but this improved to become
similar to that in the AM and RT groups (see Figure 13c). A similar pattern was shown for LUTS including
urinary incontinence (see Figure 13d and f ). Voiding LUTS were a little worse in the RT group at 6 months
but then returned to close to baseline levels and similar to those in the RP and AM groups (see Figure 13e).
Urinary frequency remained similar across the groups, with nocturia increasing in all groups at 6 months,
particularly in the RT group, but recovering and returning closest to baseline in the RP group (see Figure 13g).
Domain B: sexual function and quality-of-life impact (including erectile function)
Erectile function reduced for all men at 6 months, with clear differences between the groups (Figure 14a;
p < 0.001). At baseline, 67% of all men reported erections firm enough for intercourse, but by 6 months
this reduced to 50% in the AM group, 24% in the RT group and 11% in the RP group. Erectile function
remained worse in the RP group at all time points, with some recovery over 2 years but then further
decline to 15% at 6 years, compared with recovery followed by decline to 29% in the RT group and a
gradual year-on-year decline in the AM group (40% at year 3 to 28% by year 6). Very similar patterns of
impact across the groups and over time were seen in the other measures of sexual function, bother and
QoL impact of erectile dysfunction and sexual function (see Figure 14b–e).
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FIGURE 13 Impact on urinary function (including urinary incontinence) and QoL. (a) ICIQ incontinence score;
(b) EPIC item (one or more pads per day); (c) ICIQ incontinence problem; (d) EPIC urinary score; (e) ICSmaleSF
Voiding Scale; (f) ICSmaleSF QoL item; and (g) ICSmaleSF nocturia item. (continued )
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FIGURE 13 Impact on urinary function (including urinary incontinence) and QoL. (a) ICIQ incontinence score;
(b) EPIC item (one or more pads per day); (c) ICIQ incontinence problem; (d) EPIC urinary score; (e) ICSmaleSF
Voiding Scale; (f) ICSmaleSF QoL item; and (g) ICSmaleSF nocturia item. (continued )
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FIGURE 13 Impact on urinary function (including urinary incontinence) and QoL. (a) ICIQ incontinence score;
(b) EPIC item (one or more pads per day); (c) ICIQ incontinence problem; (d) EPIC urinary score; (e) ICSmaleSF
Voiding Scale; (f) ICSmaleSF QoL item; and (g) ICSmaleSF nocturia item.
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FIGURE 14 Impact on sexual function (including erectile function) and QoL. (a) EPIC item (erection firmness);
(b) EPIC problem with erectile dysfunction; (c) EPIC sexual function score; (d) EPIC sexual bother score; and
(e) EPIC sexual QoL. (continued )
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Domain C: bowel function and quality-of-life impact
Bowel function and bother, and the impact of bowel habits on QoL were unchanged in the RP and AM
groups, but worse in the RT group, particularly at 6 months (Figure 15a, b and f). Faecal incontinence and
loose stools were similar across the groups (see Figure 15c and d), but bloody stools were experienced
more in the RT group from year 2 onwards (see Figure 15e; p < 0.001). Bowel bother and QoL impact
scores were a little worse in the RT group than in the other groups.
Domain D: health-related quality of life
There was no evidence of differences between the groups according to physical and mental health
subscores in the generic health measure SF-12, anxiety or depression measured by the HADS or any of the
symptom or function scales of the EORTC-QLQ C30 at year 5 (Figure 16a–d).
Conclusions
As described elsewhere in this report, the ProtecT RCT showed similar very high survival rates following all
three allocated treatments but higher rates of metastases and disease progression in the AM group than
in the radical treatment groups (metastases per 100 person-years: AM 0.63, RP 0.24, RT 0.30; p = 0.004;
and disease progression per 100 person-years: AM 2.29, RP 0.89, RT 0.90; p < 0.001). In this context,
understanding the profiles and levels of impact of the treatments on men’s lives becomes even more
crucial for decision-making. ProtecT PROMs matched key domains recommended by international
groups,155,161 and followed reporting guidelines,159 to provide definitive and unbiased comparisons of the
impacts following standardised protocols for RP, RT and AM management strategies in the PSA era.
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FIGURE 14 Impact on sexual function (including erectile function) and QoL. (a) EPIC item (erection firmness);
(b) EPIC problem with erectile dysfunction; (c) EPIC sexual function score; (d) EPIC sexual bother score; and
(e) EPIC sexual QoL.
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FIGURE 15 Impact on bowel function and QoL. (a) EPIC bowel function score; (b) EPIC bowel bother score;
(c) EPIC item (loose stools); (d) EPIC item (faecal incontinence); (e) EPIC item (bloody stools); and (f) EPIC item
(bowel habits). (continued )
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FIGURE 15 Impact on bowel function and QoL. (a) EPIC bowel function score; (b) EPIC bowel bother score;
(c) EPIC item (loose stools); (d) EPIC item (faecal incontinence); (e) EPIC item (bloody stools); and (f) EPIC item
(bowel habits).
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FIGURE 16 Impact on health-related QoL. (a) SF-12 physical health score; (b) SF-12 mental health score; (c) HADS
anxiety; and (d) HADS depression. (continued )
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These ProtecT study findings definitively clarified the distinct impacts of prostate cancer treatments on
urinary, sexual and bowel function and condition-specific QoL. RP’s impact on urinary incontinence and
sexual function, particularly erectile function, was most severe at 6 months and although there was some
recovery, it was worse than in the other groups over 6 years; there was no change in bowel function and
some improvement in voiding LUTS. At 6 months, the impact of RT with neoadjuvant hormones on sexual
function, particularly erectile function, was nearly as severe as RP and there was worse bowel function and
LUTS than with either RP or AM, but there was gradual recovery, and, after 2 years, RT’s sexual and urinary
impacts, including erectile function and urinary incontinence, were much less than for RP, and bowel
function (apart from worsening bloody stools) was similar to AM and RP. In the AM group, impacts
accumulated over time with ageing and the addition of radical treatments, with sexual and urinary function
(including erectile function and urinary incontinence) gradually worsening year on year; bowel function
was unchanged.
In terms of numbers needed to treat, treating four men with RP or eight men with RT rather than AM
would cause one additional case of erectile dysfunction at 2 years; treating five men with RP or 143 men
with RT rather than AM would cause one additional case of urinary incontinence at 2 years. By the end of
follow-up at 6 years, urinary and sexual function had stabilised in the RT group after recovering for 2 or
3 years, and with the steady decline evident in the AM group, outcomes became similar for AM and RT,
but remained worse in the RP group. These profiles of functional impact were mirrored in the sexual,
urinary and bowel QoL items, with some evidence of accommodation to changes over time. No effects
were seen on generic health status (mental or physical) or anxiety or depression in any group at any time,
or in cancer-related QoL at 5 years.
The paucity of published data and the lack of consistency and variability in timing of measurements severely
constrained the capacity to compare ProtecT findings directly with other RCTs or major studies of treatments
at the time of publication. Direct comparisons were only possible for two specific (EPIC) items: erectile
function and pad use. These showed that ProtecT findings were similar to the SPCG-4 and PIVOT studies
in relation to erectile function in the RP and AM/watchful waiting groups.79,158,162 Slightly worse results in
observational cohorts7,11,163,164 would probably be related to age or selection biases. ProtecT results for pad
use were considerably better than those from SPCG-4 for RP and watchful waiting, and broadly comparable
to PIVOT’s watchful waiting; RT outcomes were similar at all time points in the observational cohorts.30
Broadly comparable results were also found for bowel function and LUTS following RT155,163 and voiding
after RP. EPIC scores were similar in other studies.164,165 Further studies also found no differences in generic
health or psychological/QoL assessments.154,158,166
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FIGURE 16 Impact on health-related QoL. (a) SF-12 physical health score; (b) SF-12 mental health score; (c) HADS
anxiety; and (d) HADS depression.
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In terms of limitations, aspects of the ProtecT treatment policies may have affected some PROM scores.
For example, the assessment at 6 months post randomisation will have captured the impact of neoadjuvant
androgen suppression on sexual function at 6 months among those in the RT group. It was anticipated
that the different treatments in ProtecT would lead to variation in the acceptance of allocation, and so the
immediate receipt of RP by 68% and RT by 73% in those allocated groups may have attenuated some
PROM comparisons. The take-up rate of AM was higher (89%), but because an integral part of the policy
was the opportunity for reassessment and change of management, triggers including PSA level rise or
evidence of progression led to increasing numbers of men receiving RP or RT over time. The rate of change
was similar to many other AS programmes, but impacts from radical treatments combined with increased
disease progression may have contributed to the gradual worsening of PROMs over time in the AM group.
The AM findings also indicate a gradual decline in sexual and urinary function over time that would have
occurred to some degree in the other groups.
The interventions in ProtecT remain the three most common contemporary types of treatments, but there
have been considerable developments in treatment techniques since the study began, including the
introduction of robot-assisted and laparoscopic surgery and brachytherapy or IMRT, and protocols for AS
that exclude many of those included in ProtecT and using different strategies for monitoring and triggering
change of management. Two large observational cohort studies were established in 2011–13 in the USA to
evaluate short-term oncological outcomes and PROMs, explicitly expecting to show better results for PROMs
with these newer treatment technologies.55,56 The findings from these cohorts were remarkably consistent
with those from ProtecT in terms of overall rates of symptoms and adverse effects. These findings, alongside
randomised evidence from ProtecT, confirmed that all options carry risks of adverse effects that affect QoL,
with each treatment option having a particular pattern in the short term: urinary incontinence and sexual
dysfunction worst after surgery, followed by some recovery but persistent difficulties for some men; bowel
problems worst after radiotherapy; and sexual dysfunction mostly related to neoadjuvant ADT. Even with
AS, although adverse effects of interventions can be initially avoided, there is a natural decline in urinary
and sexual function symptoms over time, and the adverse effects of radical treatments will be experienced
when those treatments are received.41
In the ProtecT RP group, 324 men received open retropubic procedures, with 23 receiving laparoscopic
and 25 receiving robotic-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy (19 were not specified), and most were nerve
sparing (205 bilateral, 53 unilateral and 12 unspecified). In the two cohort studies above, most patients
received minimally invasive surgery, and so these findings, combined with those of ProtecT, add to the
evidence from the very short-term follow-up of a randomised trial of open surgery compared with
robot-assisted surgery, also showing no evidence of differences in PROMs between open and
minimally-invasive procedures.47
There were strengths and limitations in the design and conduct of the ProtecT PROMs study. Strengths
included the use of validated PROMs, well-balanced baseline data, high response rates and concordance
between measures across the range of domains expected to be affected by treatments for localised
prostate cancer. In addition, there was a high rate of randomisation of eligible participants – 62%
(compared with 14.6% in PIVOT, for example) – here because of integrated recruitment research and
enhanced team-working. The wider generalisability of ProtecT is assured by its PSA testing phase being a
population-based programme embedded in a screening RCT – the CAP, which was recently published.36,95
An important limitation was that only a small number of men of non-white ethnicity were included,
although this reflected the population in the recruitment areas.15 Other limitations relate to changes in
diagnostic and treatment strategies since the study’s inception, and that populations with regular PSA
testing might be different from this predominantly untested population, although on biopsy, compared
with other PSA era treatment or screening RCTs, ProtecT had similar or higher numbers of participants
with stage T1 (76%) and a Gleason score of 6 points (77%).
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The ITT analysis undertaken as part of the ProtecT trial reflected important aspects for policy implementation;
in future publications, we will present PROMs according to treatment received, and investigate reasons for
management change in the AM group to further inform decision-making.
The ProtecT RCT has provided data that clarify the comparative impact of the major contemporary
treatment options for localised PSA-detected prostate cancer on urinary, sexual and bowel function and
QoL, including rates of recovery and outcomes up to 6 years after treatment allocation. Longer-term
follow-up is needed to document the changes in PROMs and oncological outcomes that will emerge from
the originally randomised groups. Although the current findings do not yet provide a complete picture,
men making decisions about treatments for newly diagnosed localised prostate cancer or contemplating
PSA testing can use these profiles of impact for decision-making with clinicians. As indicated above, the
longer-term impacts of treatments are unknown. Follow-up for a further 5 to 10 years is required to fully
inform the balance between the shorter-term impacts of treatments shown here and the longer course of
prostate cancer progression, death from prostate cancer or competing causes and QoL impacts that may
emerge in the longer term from these treatments or from the sequelae of treatments for metastatic
or progressing prostate cancer. However, the NIHR HTA programme declined to support longer-term
follow-up in ProtecT using PROMs. Although we have attempted to seek funding from other sources,
as of March 2018 no such support has been found.
Optimal measurement of urinary incontinence and lower urinary tract
symptoms after treatment for prostate cancer
Urinary incontinence and other LUTS can be assessed following treatment for prostate cancer with several
different questionnaires. In this substudy, we compared their effectiveness and aimed to identify the most
suitable questionnaire or questions to be recommended for use in research and clinical practice in future.
Methods
Urinary incontinence and its impact on QoL were assessed by the ICIQ score and QoL item, the EPIC
50-item urinary incontinence subscore and item on pad use, and the ICSmaleSF questionnaire urinary
incontinence score. LUTS and their impact on QoL were assessed by the ICSmaleSF questionnaire voiding
score and individual symptoms of frequency, nocturia and a QoL item, and with the EPIC urinary summary,
bother and obstruction/irritation subscores. The PROMs were compared with each other.
Results
Response rates were higher than 85% for all questionnaires and did not decline over time.
All measures of urinary incontinence (ICIQ, ICSmaleSF urinary incontinence and EPIC urinary incontinence
scores and EPIC item on pad use) showed that surgery had the greatest negative effect at 6 months, and
that urinary incontinence remained worse in the surgery group than in the radiotherapy and AM groups
at all time points over 6 years (p < 0.001 for each measure) (Figure 17). There was little difference in
urinary incontinence between the radiotherapy and AM groups over 6 years. Only the ICIQ measure had a
specific item assessing the QoL impact of urinary incontinence. This showed that men in the surgery group
experienced most impact at 6 and 12 months after randomisation; after 24 months, the QoL impact of
urinary incontinence recovered and became similar to the other groups, although the profiles were
different (p < 0.001).
The ICSmaleSF voiding score showed differences between the groups (p < 0.001), with worse voiding
symptoms in the RT group at 6 months, returning to be similar to the other groups from 12 months onwards
(Figure 18). The EPIC obstruction/irritative subscore did not detect these differences (p = 0.77). The ICSmaleSF
illustrated differences between the groups for nocturia (p < 0.001), with radiotherapy worse at 6 months,
but no differences in daytime frequency (p = 0.47). The distinct effect of voiding difficulties on QoL was
unclear, however, as the question in both measures – EPIC urinary bother and ICSmaleSF QoL score –
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FIGURE 17 Measuring urinary incontinence. (a) ICIQ incontinence score; (b) EPIC urinary incontinence; (c) ICSmaleSF
incontinence; and (d) EPIC item (one or more pads per day).
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FIGURE 18 Measuring LUTS and impact on QoL. (a) ICSmaleSF voiding; (b) EPIC urinary summary score;
(c) EPIC urinary irritative score; (d) ICSmaleSF nocturia item; (e) ICSmaleSF effect of urinary symptoms on QoL;
and (f) EPIC urinary bother score. (continued )
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referred to the impact of all urinary symptoms including urinary incontinence. The profiles from these
scores, as well as the EPIC urinary summary score, were very similar to the profiles related to urinary
incontinence. The EPIC urinary bother subscore was not clearly different between the groups (p = 0.095).
Conclusion
The EPIC, ICIQ and ICSmaleSF measures produced very similar profiles for the effects of treatments on urinary
incontinence. Although the magnitude of differences was a little different between the measures, they were
equally effective at measuring the effects of treatments on levels of urinary incontinence. However, the only
measure that assessed the impact of urinary incontinence on QoL was the ICIQ questionnaire.
The ICSmaleSF and EPIC measures did not concur over the assessment of LUTS. The main EPIC scores
(urinary summary and bother) included items on urinary incontinence, and so their profiles conflated
urinary incontinence with other LUTS. The EPIC measure also did not have a specific voiding score, as its
subscore assessed obstructive and irritative symptoms combined (dysuria, haematuria, weak stream and
frequency). ICSmaleSF had separate voiding and incontinence scores, as well as specific items for nocturia
and frequency, which it recommends reporting separately. ICSmaleSF did not include items on dysuria or
haematuria in its assessment. EPIC and ICSmaleSF both conflated urinary incontinence and LUTS in their
QoL impact item/scores.
Thus, there are clear similarities between measures in their assessment of urinary incontinence, and so any
of these validated PROMs could be used: ICIQ, EPIC or ICSmaleSF. However, the assessment of QoL related
to urinary incontinence is only assessed by the ICIQ, so this should be included in studies wishing to assess
this. For the assessment of LUTS, the measures have differences that need to be taken into account when
deciding which measure to use and in interpreting the results. The EPIC and ICSmaleSF questionnaires
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FIGURE 18 Measuring LUTS and impact on QoL. (a) ICSmaleSF voiding; (b) EPIC urinary summary score;
(c) EPIC urinary irritative score; (d) ICSmaleSF nocturia item; (e) ICSmaleSF effect of urinary symptoms on QoL;
and (f) EPIC urinary bother score.
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include different LUTS in their assessments of voiding, urinary incontinence and obstruction/irritation.
Care needs to be taken when using scores as different measures include different items within similarly
named scores. Particular issues arise for the assessment of voiding or storage symptoms, which are likely to
become important for men undergoing AM/AS programmes or radiotherapy. In this situation, ICSmaleSF
offers a specific voiding score and items.
Quality of life associated with the experience of urinary incontinence
after treatment for prostate cancer
As indicated previously, ProtecT and many cohort studies have concluded that overall QoL, in terms
of physical, social or emotional well-being, is not affected by surgery, radiotherapy or AM for localised
prostate cancer. However, each treatment is associated with a particular set of side effects that can affect
specific aspects of QoL. For example, erectile dysfunction is a relatively common side effect of radical
treatment (surgery or radiotherapy), and raised levels of bother or problem are found when comparing
groups on specific QoL measures [see Domain B: sexual function and quality-of-life impact (including
erectile function)]. Urinary incontinence is a less common side effect of surgery, but this is also associated
with raised levels of specific bother on specific QoL measures (see Figure 14).
Methods
The aim of this substudy was to investigate this seeming contradiction by examining levels of general QoL
(physical and mental health, anxiety and depression) among men reporting urinary incontinence or erectile
dysfunction following treatment in ProtecT, compared with those not reporting these symptoms. Urinary
incontinence was assessed by the EPIC items on absorbent pad use and erectile dysfunction by the firmness of
erections for intercourse item. Physical and mental health were assessed by two domains of the SF-12 generic
health measure. Anxiety and depression were assessed by the HADS. Study questionnaires were completed at
baseline before the diagnosis was known, at 6 and 12 months after randomisation and annually thereafter.
PROMs were scored and analysed as recommended by their authors. Means and standard deviations (SDs)
were calculated for the HADS and SF-12, with p-values testing the null hypothesis of equal population means
across groups without the symptom or with the symptom at 6 months, or with the symptom at 6, 12 and
24 months, assessed over the duration of the study (6 years).
Results
There were 133 men (13%) with urinary incontinence who needed to use pads at 6 months and 62 men
(6%) who needed to use pads at 6, 12 and 24 months, compared with 845 (81%) who did not use pads for
urinary incontinence. Men who needed to use pads for urinary incontinence had higher depression scores
than those who did not need to use pads at all time points, with scores highest of all for those who needed
to use pads for longer. There was strong evidence that depression scores were worse in those using pads at
6 and 12 months (p < 0.001). The pattern for anxiety scores was somewhat similar. The highest anxiety scores
were evident among men needing to use pads for longer, with those using pads at only 6 months having
scores more similar to those not needing pads. There was some evidence that anxiety scores were particularly
worse for those using pads at 6 and 12 months (p = 0.02 at 6 months and p = 0.03 at 12 months).
The impact of urinary incontinence (pad use) on depression and physical health is shown in Appendix 1,
Figures 30 and 31, and the impact of erectile dysfunction on depression and physical health is shown in
Appendix 1, Figures 32 and 33.
The SF-12 scores for physical health were different at only 6 months, when there was slightly worse
physical health in those who needed pads compared with those who did not (p < 0.001). After this,
physical health was similar between the groups. Reflecting the HADS scores above, SF-12 scores for mental
health were worse among those needing pads at 6 months (p = 0.005), with some weaker evidence of
worse mental health at 12 months among those needing pads longer term (p = 0.07).
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There were 278 men (27%) who had erectile dysfunction at 6 months and 454 (44%) who had erectile
dysfunction at 6, 12 and 24 months, compared with 289 (28%) who did not report erectile dysfunction.
HADS depression and anxiety scores were much higher in men reporting longer-term erectile dysfunction
than in those with erectile dysfunction at only 6 months or with no erectile dysfunction. For depression, this
evidence was very strong (p < 0.001 at each time point); it was slightly less strong for anxiety (at p = 0.001
to p = 0.07). Depression and anxiety levels did not decline over time among those with long-term erectile
dysfunction, but there was some evidence that those who recovered function after 6 months experienced
less anxiety and depression. These patterns were mirrored in the SF-12 mental health scores. Perhaps more
surprisingly, the experience of erectile dysfunction at 6 months or longer term was associated with a small
reduction in physical functioning, and this was maintained for 6 years (p < 0.001).
Conclusions
High levels of erectile dysfunction were experienced by men who underwent treatment for localised
prostate cancer and, for those with these symptoms, this was associated with worse physical and mental
health, including anxiety and depression. Erectile dysfunction continued to have a small but measurable
impact on these aspects of general QoL for the duration of the study (6 years). Urinary incontinence
affected a smaller number of men, but had a clear impact on anxiety, depression and physical and mental
health at 6 months. This impact on physical and overall mental health reduced after 6 months, but urinary
incontinence continued to be associated with slightly higher levels of depression and anxiety over time.
Therefore, although it has been found that treatments for localised prostate cancer do not affect overall
QoL on average across the treatment groups in ITT analyses, men experiencing erectile dysfunction or
urinary incontinence had worse physical and mental health, particularly anxiety and depression, than men
without these side effects in a secondary analysis. Men undergoing treatment should be made aware of
the likelihood of these symptoms and their potential impact, and may need additional support when they
experience them.
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Chapter 5 Economic evaluation: the cost-
effectiveness of treatments in the ProtecT trial
Parts of this chapter are reproduced or adapted from Noble et al.
167 This is an Open Access article
distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license,
which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided
the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The text includes
minor additions and formatting changes to the original text.
Introduction
The aim of this within-trial economic evaluation is to establish the cost-effectiveness of the three treatment
strategies (3D-conformal radiation therapy with neoadjuvant ADT, RP and AM) in men with PSA-detected
localised prostate cancer in the UK at a median of 10 years’ follow-up from a NHS perspective.
Methods
Perspective
The primary economic evaluation is from a NHS perspective. A preliminary analysis of a cross-sectional survey
of the ProtecT men (years 1–5) in which Personal Social Services costs in the form of home care were
obtained showed that home care was not a main cost driver; therefore, a NHS perspective was chosen.
Time horizon
The economic evaluation compared the costs and outcomes of each group from randomisation until the
closure of the ProtecT study database (November 2015): a median of 10 years’ follow-up.
Identification of relevant resource use
The scope of the economic evaluation was defined as the main NHS resources used relating to prostate
cancer and the three treatments and their follow-up. Data were collected on the use of hospital inpatient,
outpatient, clinic and GP services for the initial trial interventions and associated long-term follow-up.
Measurement and valuation of relevant resource use
Resource use information in relation to the initial treatments given and any subsequent RP or radiotherapy
was recorded by trial research nurses onto study-specific pro formas. For surgery, information was recorded
in relation to the pre-operative assessments, the actual operation itself and complications. For radiotherapy,
information was recorded in relation to the pre-treatment planning of radiotherapy and relating to the
actual delivery of the radiotherapy including number of fractions given. For AM, all visits for the duration of
the time the patient was on the AM treatment were recorded.
Information on all follow-up outpatient visits, inpatient stays and accident and emergency attendance, and,
from April 2005, primary care attendances, was recorded onto research follow-up schedules, which were
completed by research nurses using information from appointments with the patient and their medical
records at 12 months from randomisation and then annually thereafter. Telephone appointments were
held with men unable to attend the hospital and participants were given an annual resource use log to aid
recollection of events at appointments.
To ensure completeness of resource use, initial treatment pro formas and annual schedules were compared,
duplicated data were dropped and then the combined sources of data were used. In addition, the mainly
administrative trial clinical centres database, which contained some clinical information, was used for validation
purposes to ensure that all prostate cancer treatments were recorded and took place post randomisation.
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In order to value the initial treatments, in relation to surgery, information relating to the type of procedure
conducted and any complications incurred was used to assign a Healthcare Resource Group (HRG) 4 code
(these are groups of events that consume similar levels of resources). This was then valued using the UK
NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015.168
In relation to radiotherapy treatment, the neoadjuvant deprivation and hormone injections were valued for
primary care delivery using the BNF.169 Hormone injections delivered in secondary care were valued using
the UK NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015.168 Pre-treatment planning, including scans, was assigned a
HRG4 code, as were the fractions used for each dose of radiotherapy. These were valued using the NHS
Reference Costs 2014 to 2015.168
The AM visits were valued using the average time for a face-to-face or telephone consultation given in the
AM schedules and the cost of a nurse team leader (including qualifications) based on national estimates.170
All other inpatient stays and day cases were assigned HRG codes; initially, the text cited in the questionnaires
as the reason for admission was used to map the event to Office of Population Censuses and Surveys
Classification of Interventions and Procedures (OPCS-4) codes. The HRG4+ 2014/15 Reference Costs Grouper
Code to Group v1.0 workbook171 was then used to allocate the HRG codes. NHS Reference Costs 2014 to
2015168 were applied to the HRGs on a fixed consultant episode basis. Day-case costs were assigned when
the patient did not stay in hospital overnight. In the absence of information to identify whether the admission
was elective or non-elective, stays were assigned elective inpatient costs.
All outpatient visits were valued using the Department of Health and Social Care reference costs relevant
to the specialty.168
Outpatient procedures were allocated HRG codes. The ProtecT annual research follow-up was valued at
half the cost of an outpatient visit to account for both the clinical and research element of this visit.
Appendix 1, Table 27, gives further details of how the resources were measured, coded and valued. All
costs were valued in 2014/15 Great British pounds. Data cleaning and coding was conducted prior to the
unblinding of the health economist. A number of assumptions were made in relation to missing resource
use-data, which are given in Table 11.
Measurement and valuation of outcomes
The outcome for the economic analysis as recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE) is the quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) at a median of 10 years following randomisation
into the trial. The utility values for each year that the participant could have been a trial participant were
estimated from the EQ-5D-3L health status questionnaire and the associated published societal utility
tariffs.172 The EQ-5D-3L was completed at baseline (at the confirmatory biopsy), 6 months and 12 months
following randomisation and annually thereafter. Participants who had died were assigned a zero utility
value for the remaining years that they could have been trial participants (i.e. from time of death until the
closure date of the database). The total number of QALYs for each participant was calculated using the
area under the curve approach. For men who had missing EQ-5D-3L scores in the year prior to the year of
death but available for the preceding year, the area under the curve methodology used the preceding
year’s EQ-5D-3L score. Where a EQ-5D-3L time point was missing and the adjacent year’s values, other
than death, were available, the mean of the adjacent year’s values was used for the analysis.
Analysis
The analysis was conducted on an ITT basis comparing the three treatment groups as randomised,
considering prostate cancer or its treatment-related NHS costs in relation to the QALY. Total mean
adjusted costs and outcomes were discounted at 3.5% as recommended by NICE.173 All analyses were
conducted in Stata version 14.1.
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The total number of times each item of resource use was used was calculated for each participant.
Participants who had died were assigned zero resource use for the remaining years that they could have
been trial participants (i.e. from time of death until the closure date of the database). The total mean
resource use by resource use category and by trial group was then calculated.
The cost of each item of resource use was calculated as the resource use (e.g. number of GP visits)
multiplied by its relevant unit cost (e.g. cost of GP visit). The costs for each aspect of resource use were
summed annually, across time and by resource use category for each participant.
Seemingly unrelated regressions, which control for the correlation between costs and QALYs, were used
to estimate total adjusted mean costs and QALYs. Adjustments were made for study centre and the
minimisation variables of the randomisation process: age at baseline, Gleason score (< 7, 7 or 8–10 points)
and the mean of the baseline and first biopsy PSA test results together (< 6.0, 6.0–9.9 or > 9.9 ng/ml).
QALYs were also adjusted for baseline EQ-5D-3L result.174 The adjusted mean costs of the three treatment
groups were compared with the adjusted mean QALYs to assess if any of the treatments were dominated
(i.e. less effective and more expensive than one or both of the other two treatments). Incremental adjusted
mean costs and QALYs, bias-corrected and accelerated CIs (to account for non-normal distributions) and
incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) were estimated for non-dominated treatments using seemingly
unrelated regression and non-parametric bootstrapping (5000 model iterations). Regression outputs were
used to estimate parametrically the net monetary benefit (NMB) statistic and associated CIs at a willingness
to pay of £20,000 per QALY.
Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves (CEACs) were generated to explore uncertainty.175 The CEAC
graphs the probability that each trial group is the cost-effective option at a range of willingness to pay
TABLE 11 Resource use missing data assumptions
Resource Assumptions made in relation to missing resource use data
Delivery of hormones For participants, where hormones were recorded but no method of
delivery was given, the first injection was assumed to be delivered
in outpatients. From the second injection onwards, the hormones
were assumed to be delivered in primary care and the number of
appointments was determined by the number of hormone injections
Hormones delivered in primary care If the medication name was missing from the radiotherapy schedule,
goserelin (Zoladex®, AstraZeneca) was assumed (most common), and if
the frequency was missing, monthly was assumed (from ProtecT protocol).
Hormones from follow-up schedule data were costed as Zoladex injections.
If there were more than four injections per annum, a monthly injection
regime was assumed, otherwise a 3-monthly injection regime was assumed
Radiotherapy delivery Where number of fractions was missing, it was assumed that
participants who had protocol radiotherapy had protocol number of
fractions (37 fractions). Participants who had salvage radiotherapy but
a missing number of fractions following clinician opinion were
assumed to have 20 fractions
Inpatients stays, day cases (no overnight stay),
outpatient procedures and consultations
If nothing was recorded for these sections, it was assumed following
consultation with research nurses that no events occurred. If the
number of outpatient visits was missing, one visit was assumed as
most research nurses questioned believed that this would have been
the case. For all events in which there was not enough information in
the text to map onto a HRG code, these were allocated on the basis
of the diagnosis. If type of inpatient admission was absent, it was
assumed to be an elective admission. If type of outpatient specialty
was missing, a urology specialty code was used
Adapted from Noble et al.167 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for
commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table
includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original.
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thresholds. A willingness to pay threshold is defined as the maximum that society would be willing to pay
for an improvement in health, measured by the QALY. The CEAC was calculated as follows: NMB values
were calculated for each participant at willingness to pay per QALY thresholds from £0 to £100,000 at
£1000 intervals; 5000 bootstrap model iterations of the adjusted linear regression models of NMBs were
performed. At each threshold, bootstrapped NMBs were compared between groups to calculate the
proportion of times each group had the highest NMB. CEACs were plotted to present the probability that
each trial group is the most cost-effective compared with the other two groups at a range of monetary values.
Sensitivity analyses
One-way sensitivity analyses in which the value of one of the variables was changed, and the analysis
rerun, and scenario sensitivity analyses in which the values of more than one of the variables were
changed simultaneously and the analysis rerun, were used to account for any methodological uncertainty
or assumptions made during the course of the study and analysis.
One-way sensitivity analyses
Given the long period of follow-up, multiple imputation on total costs and total QALYs would have led to
a great loss of information. The first four sensitivity analyses were therefore conducted to explore the
effect of missing data:
1. The imputed mean QALYs for those who had one time point missing was replaced with a QALY
score 10% lower than this mean score to take into account the possibility that non-completion of
questionnaires resulted from illness and treatment.
2. An analysis excluding the cases in which the QALY had been imputed.
3. To examine the impact of not capturing information on primary care visits until 2005, the analysis was
rerun for those participants who received their first annual follow-up following this date.
4. To examine whether or not administrative censoring affected the results, the analysis was rerun on the
first 6 years of follow-up, the time point at which no administrative censoring had taken place. The
analysis was run again on the first 6 years adjusting for the information appointment date. The results
of these two analyses were compared.
5. During the feasibility period of the study, initial follow-up was not as robust as for the main trial;
the men recruited during this period were therefore excluded from this sensitivity analysis.
6. The appropriate discount rate for economic evaluations in health care is the subject of debate
internationally, and varies between jurisdictions. For this reason, the impact of a 1.5% discount rate
on both costs and benefits was explored.
7. It was sometimes difficult to distinguish between a day-case procedure and an outpatient procedure.
All day cases were therefore costed as outpatient procedures in the sensitivity analysis.
8. Prostate cancer-related resource use was used for this analysis; however, unrelated resource use was also
recorded. There was some discrepancy over whether a transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) was
or was not related to the AM treatment. The increased surveillance of these men could have meant that
more LUTS may have been identified, which could have meant that more TURPs were conducted. In the
base-case analysis, all TURPS were included, but they were excluded from this sensitivity analysis.
9. In economic evaluations, research-based appointments are not usually costed. Following discussion
with the trial research nurses, it was discovered that clinical follow-up also took place in annual
research follow-up appointments. In the base-case analysis, these appointments were costed as half
an outpatient visit. In the sensitivity analysis, these appointments were excluded.
10. The trial research nurses were asked to record all non-admission secondary care attendances in one section
of the pro forma. It was discovered through discussion with the nurses that some nurses at certain times
only recorded clinician follow-up in that section, and any outpatient procedures were recorded elsewhere
in the pro forma. Although the main procedures (e.g. bone scans, biopsies, MRI and computerised
tomography) were accounted for, other procedures (e.g. cystoscopy) may not have been included by some
nurses in the outpatient section and were not included in the base-case analysis. This sensitivity analysis
therefore includes the costs of all other procedures recorded elsewhere in the pro forma.
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Scenario analyses
1. A high-cost option, whereby all trial participants without catheters were costed as day cases, an
outpatient visit cost was assigned for extracting blood for PSA tests, all procedures recorded in only the
follow-up schedules were costed as the highest complications and comorbidities split, annual research
follow-up appointments were costed as an outpatient visit and initial and salvage radiotherapy planning
were costed using technical support.
2. A current initial treatment option, whereby radiotherapy was costed as IMRT and RP was costed as a
robotic RP.
Results and discussion
Resource use data [given the assumptions in relation to missing data (see Table 11)] were obtained for
1556 men (95%), and QALY data, given the assumptions made, were obtained for 1132 men (69%)
randomised into the ProtecT study. The total adjusted cost and QALY data are based on 1101 out of
1643 men (67%).
In terms of resources used (Table 12), the treatment groups, as expected, varied by resources related to the
individual treatment. Men in the RT group had more outpatient visits and fewer inpatient stays than men in
the other two groups, and more primary care resources were used in the AM group (this group also had more
biopsies and MRI scans). Resources relating to treatment complications related to initial treatments received
and progression varied by group. More men in the RP group had inpatient stays related to infection and
urinary sphincter procedures, more men in the RT group had colonoscopies, sigmoidoscopies and chemotherapy
and men in the AM group had more bone scans and TURPs.
TABLE 12 Total unadjusted mean resource use and cost, by treatment group
Resource
Treatment group
AM (n= 513) RT (n= 516) RP (n= 527)
Mean
number
of unitsa
Mean
cost (£)
SD of
mean
cost (£)
Mean
number
of unitsa
Mean
cost (£)
SD of
mean
cost (£)
Mean
number
of unitsa
Mean
cost (£)
SD of
mean
cost (£)
Hospital outpatients visits
Procedure-driven appointments
Protocol
radiotherapy
7.772 846 1608 28.374 3090 1665 3.691 402 1190
Non-protocol
radiotherapy
1.008 133 631 0.374 49 377 1.863 245 835
CT scan 0.287 26 53 0.882 81 56 0.216 20 52
Radiotherapy
preparation
0.269 169 279 0.800 503 252 0.194 122 249
TRUS 0.353 19 33 0.291 16 30 0.292 16 30
Trial without
a catheter
0.172 24 57 0.091 13 43 0.526 73 73
Bone scan 0.279 56 176 0.112 23 97 0.127 26 102
MRI scan 0.199 27 59 0.126 17 53 0.112 15 45
TRUS-guided
biopsy
0.156 35 83 0.068 15 113 0.042 9 47
Chemotherapy 0.035 58 663 0.087 145 1570 0.030 50 844
Other procedures 0.499 60 250 0.318 57 346 0.336 55 569
continued
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TABLE 12 Total unadjusted mean resource use and cost, by treatment group (continued )
Resource
Treatment group
AM (n= 513) RT (n= 516) RP (n= 527)
Mean
number
of unitsa
Mean
cost (£)
SD of
mean
cost (£)
Mean
number
of unitsa
Mean
cost (£)
SD of
mean
cost (£)
Mean
number
of unitsa
Mean
cost (£)
SD of
mean
cost (£)
Specialty-driven appointments
Urology 8.992 868 787 9.564 913 795 11.636 1122 810
Oncology 1.076 156 463 2.764 400 646 1.313 190 536
Uro-oncology 0.624 80 205 1.072 137 235 0.803 102 199
Other specialitiesb 16.563 912 519 4.791 374 577 3.981 260 493
Total outpatient
cost
3469 2754 5832 3106 2707 2748
Hospital day-case stays: top 10 reasons
Flexible cystoscopy 0.111 51 165 0.064 29 119 0.076 35 142
Colonoscopy 0.041 21 126 0.066 34 185 0.015 8 63
TWOC 0.043 16 83 0.006 2 29 0.051 19 92
Sigmoidoscopy 0.012 5 46 0.045 19 100 0.017 7 81
Rigid cystoscopy 0.031 27 160 0.012 10 107 0.038 33 189
TRUS-guided
biopsy
0.047 25 117 0.010 5 52 0.008 4 46
Education 0.021 10 70 0.010 4 52 0.021 9 75
Chemotherapy 0.006 13 285 0.010 21 390 0.027 57 936
Urodynamics 0.006 2 25 0.006 2 25 0.017 6 43
Brachytherapy 0.010 10 97 0.006 6 75 0.006 6 75
Other day-case
reasons
0.142 99 427 0.118 81 417 0.156 119 505
Total day-case
cost
277 689 214 715 303 1299
Hospital inpatient stays: top 10 reasons
Prostatectomy 0.246 1332 2380 0.107 578 1709 0.769 4013 2347
Infection 0.019 31 278 0.016 42 721 0.044 76 509
TURP 0.051 142 667 0.017 44 333 0.004 21 379
Brachytherapy 0.033 61 347 0.017 32 240 0.017 31 237
Bladder neck
procedure
0.010 18 213 0.014 30 278 0.021 44 443
Insertion of
urinary sphincter
0.014 129 1238 0.008 70 796 0.023 206 1464
Pain 0.008 17 243 0.008 10 115 0.015 28 323
Urinary retention 0.014 17 143 0.006 7 94 0.011 14 131
Rigid cystoscopy 0.002 3 60 0.014 19 158 0.011 16 168
Blood transfusion 0.018 18 255 0.000 0 0 0.004 4 90
Other inpatient
reasons
0.152 434 2298 0.083 235 1458 0.176 403 2316
Total inpatient
cost
2202 3956 1068 2854 4855 4055
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In terms of annual mean unadjusted costs (Table 13 and Figure 19), over half of the radical groups’ costs
from the first 12 years were within the first year (£4910 and £4707 for RP and radiotherapy, respectively).
The total mean adjusted cost for the RP group (£7519, 95% CI £7099 to £7940) was slightly higher than
for the RT group (£7361, 95% CI £6938 to £7783), and both radical groups were more expensive than
the AM group (£5913, 95% CI £5494 to £6332) (Table 14).
The total number of adjusted mean QALYs for radiotherapy (7.093 QALYs, 95% CI 6.914 to 7.273 QALYs)
was higher than that of AM (6.976 QALYs, 95% CI 6.976 to 7.154 QALYs) and RP (6.909 QALYs, 95% CI
6.731 to 7.087 QALYs). The difference between the RT group and those allocated to AM equates to an
extra 43 days, and between the RT and RP groups, this equates to an extra 67 days of perfect health for
men over a median 10-year period. (see Table 14).
The RT group dominated the RP group in that it was slightly more expensive and less effective. The RP
group was also dominated by AM; therefore, it is unlikely that RP would be the cost-effective option.
TABLE 12 Total unadjusted mean resource use and cost, by treatment group (continued )
Resource
Treatment group
AM (n= 513) RT (n= 516) RP (n= 527)
Mean
number
of unitsa
Mean
cost (£)
SD of
mean
cost (£)
Mean
number
of unitsa
Mean
cost (£)
SD of
mean
cost (£)
Mean
number
of unitsa
Mean
cost (£)
SD of
mean
cost (£)
General practice visitsc by health-care professional
GP 0.815 36 79 0.928 41 86 1.087 48 92
General practice
nurse
0.908 13 38 0.661 10 34 0.685 10 36
Other 0.049 1 5 0.074 1 9 0.121 2 16
General practice visitsa by reason
PSA test 27.407 435 142 20.911 332 140 20.799 330 138
Hormone delivery 1.973 44 146 4.236 94 87 0.850 19 87
Total general
practice cost
528 243 477 205 409 231
Medications
Cyproterone
acetate daysd
0.228 1 5 0.374 1 7 0.159 0 4
Hormone
injections
2.476 277 770 3.963 331 515 1.197 154 606
Total medication
cost
277 770 332 515 154 606
CT, computerised tomography; TWOC, trial without catheter.
a Units refer as appropriate to number of outpatient appointments, number of day-case visits, number of inpatient stays,
number of general practice visits, number of medications and number of days.
b Includes accident and emergency visits that did not lead to a procedure costed by the HRG.
c The general practice visits grouped by health-care professionals were for reasons other than PSA tests and hormone delivery.
d Assuming a daily dose of 200 mg.
Reproduced from Noble et al.167 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for
commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table
includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original.
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This leaves the choice between radiotherapy (slightly more beneficial but more expensive) and AM (slightly
less beneficial but less expensive). The ICER comparing radiotherapy with AM was therefore calculated as
£12,310 per QALY. The CEACs (Figure 20) show that, at the NICE threshold of £20,000 per QALY, at a
median 10-year follow-up, the probabilities that each group is the cost-effective option are 58% (radiotherapy);
32% (AM) and 10% (RP). At the £30,000-per-QALY threshold, the figures are 64% (radiotherapy),
23% (AM) and 13% (RP).
TABLE 13 Mean unadjusted costs per year of follow-up, by treatment group
Year
Treatment group
AM RT RP
n
Mean
cost (£)
SD of mean
cost (£) n
Mean
cost (£)
SD of mean
cost (£) n
Mean
cost (£)
SD of mean
cost (£)
1 513 1155 2075 516 4707 2053 527 4910 2593
2 513 660 1309 516 465 817 527 530 1045
3 513 670 1470 516 350 606 527 493 1322
4 513 714 1662 516 346 712 527 474 1799
5 513 765 1680 516 356 1031 527 436 1393
6 513 710 2405 516 435 1608 527 354 1093
7 510 574 1376 514 233 593 521 347 1076
8 445 570 1436 451 420 1740 450 261 866
9 356 466 1205 363 239 584 362 321 1211
10 273 481 1317 270 296 878 279 272 845
11 180 467 1220 184 406 1226 189 298 1150
12 123 478 1519 122 301 1063 128 258 836
13 75 611 1357 69 636 3349 74 496 1492
14 36 519 1648 38 262 404 37 489 1517
15 13 582 1436 12 636 839 14 127 183
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FIGURE 19 Mean unadjusted costs per year of follow-up, by treatment group.
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TABLE 14 Cost-effectiveness results
Allocation arm na
Adjustedb costs (£),
mean (95% CI)
Adjustedb QALYs,
mean (95% CI) Comparison
Incremental costs (£)
(95% CIc)
Incremental QALYs
(95% CIc) ICER (£/QALY)d
NMB (£) at £20,000/
QALY (95% CI)
AM 370 5913
(5494 to 6332)
6.976
(6.798 to 7.154)
RT 364 7361
(6938 to 7783)
7.093
(6.914 to 7.273)
RT vs. AM 1448 (803 to 2061) 0.118
(–0.141 to 0.368)
12,310 904
(–4181 to 5990)
RPe 367 7519
(7099 to 7940)
6.909
(6.731 to 7.087)
RP vs. RT 159 (–410 to 747) –0.184
(–0.431 to 0.073)
RT dominates RP –3847
(–8940 to 1245)
a Including only 1101 participants for whom we have complete cost and QALY information.
b Adjusted for the minimisation variables of the randomisation process: study centre, age at baseline, Gleason score (2–6, 7, 8–10 points) and PSA level at baseline. QALYs were also
adjusted for baseline EQ-5D-3L.
c Bias-corrected and accelerated CI based on 5000 bootstrap replications.
d The ICER cannot be estimated directly from the incremental costs and QALYs because of rounding.
e RP was also dominated by AM.
Reproduced from Noble et al.167 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to
distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table includes
minor additions and formatting changes to the original.
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The sensitivity analyses (Table 15) showed some uncertainty in the results. The results differed when the
QALY data were not imputed (ICER for RT vs. AM = £27,673), when only including participants following
the introduction of primary care data collection (ICER for RT vs. AM = £27,009), when excluding men
recruited during the feasibility period (ICER for RT vs. AM = £20,195) and for the current treatment cost
scenario (ICER for RT vs. AM = £22,519), although all analyses indicated that radiotherapy would still be
cost-effective at the upper NICE willingness-to-pay threshold of £30,000 per QALY.
Including only data for the first 6 years showed that AM was the most cost-effective treatment at this time
point (6 years). Controlling for the date of the information appointment did not affect the results.
The sensitivity analyses also showed that, apart from the current treatment cost scenario, the RP group
was always dominated by the RT group. It was also dominated by the AM group, apart from the analyses
using the first 6 years of data, in which, although the RP group was more costly, it was also more effective.
The cost-effectiveness analysis of the ProtecT treatment trial showed that at a median of 10 years’ follow-up
the AM group was the least costly group and the RT group was the most cost-effective group at the NICE
threshold of £20,000 per QALY. There does remain some uncertainty in relation to this result given that
there was some uncertainty within the sensitivity analyses and that the probability that the RT group was
the cost-effective option at this threshold was only 58%.
The RP group, with the exception of the ‘current treatment costs’ sensitivity analysis scenario, was dominated
throughout in that it was slightly more expensive (£7519 vs. £7361) and less effective (7.09 vs. 6.91 QALYs)
than the RT group. The cost difference between these two groups was only £159, but the QALY difference
was equivalent to a reduction of 67 days in perfect health.
Strengths
This use of individual patient data and the study’s longevity are its core strengths. The use of medical
record review in conjunction with a participant visit meant that secondary care missing data were kept
to a minimum and are likely to be missing completely at random; missingness did not differ by group.
Limitations
Primary care resource use was not recorded at the beginning of the trial; thus, an appropriate primary care
delivery cost was applied to hormone injections prior to radiotherapy and to each PSA test. All other missing
primary care data were assumed to be missing completely at random as there was no reason to believe that
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FIGURE 20 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves displaying the probability that each treatment is cost-effective at
different willingness-to-pay thresholds, based on the primary analysis. Reproduced from Noble et al.167 This is an
Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0)
license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided
the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The figure includes minor
additions and formatting changes to the original.
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TABLE 15 Sensitivity and scenario analyses
Allocation
arm na
Adjustedb costs (£),
mean (95% CI)
Adjustedb QALYs,
mean (95% CI) Comparison
Incremental costs (£)
(95% CIc)
Incremental QALYs
(95% CIc) ICER (£/QALY)d
Incremental NMB (£) at
£20,000/QALY (95% CI)
Sensitivity analysis 1: imputed QALYs assumed to be 10% lower
AM 370 5913 (5494 to 6332) 6.957 (6.780 to 7.134)
RT 364 7361 (6938 to 7783) 7.073 (6.895 to 7.252) RT vs. AM 1448 (771 to 2065) 0.117 (–0.130 to 0.375) 12,397 888 (–4177 to 5953)
RP 367 7519 (7099 to 7940) 6.889 (6.712 to 7.067) RP vs. RT 159 (–417 to 727) –0.184 (–0.433 to 0.068) RT dominates RP –3838 (–8910 to 1234)
Sensitivity analysis 2: no imputed QALY data
AM 284 5861 (5366 to 6355) 6.808 (6.613 to 7.002)
RT 273 7384 (6879 to 7889) 6.863 (6.664 to 7.061) RT vs. AM 1523.34 (709 to 2225) 0.055 (–0.242 to 0.341) 27,673 –422 (–6028 to 5183)
RP 276 7478 (6975 to 7981) 6.751 (6.553 to 6.949) RP vs. RT 94.32 (–566 to 765) –0.112 (–0.391 to 0.164) RT dominated RP –2327 (–7982 to 3327)
Sensitivity analysis 3: including only participants recruited following the introduction of primary care data
AM 274 5672 (5169 to 6175) 6.417 (6.248 to 6.586)
RT 244 7122 (6588 to 7656) 6.471 (6.292 to 6.650) RT vs. AM 1450 (694 to 2143) 0.054 (–0.189 to 0.303) 27,009 –376 (–5351 to 4599)
RP 269 7691 (7182 to 8199) 6.363 (6.193 to 6.534) RP vs. RT 569 (–122 to 1277) –0.107 (–0.341 to 0.119) RT dominates RP –2714 (–7707 to 2279)
Sensitivity analysis 4a: only including data from the first 6 years
AM 393 4464 (4128 to 4801) 4.798 (4.724 to 4.872)
RT 383 6481 (6140 to 6822) 4.835 (4.760 to 4.910) RT vs. AM 2017 (1479 to 2461) 0.037 (–0.073 to 0.144) 54,283 –1274 (–3472 to 924)
RP 388 6769 (6431 to 7108) 4.823 (4.749 to 4.897) RP vs. RT 288 (–141 to 720) –0.012 (–0.108 to 0.088) RT dominates RP –524 (–2728 to 1679)
Sensitivity analysis 4b: only including data from the first 6 years, controlling for the information appointment date
AM 393 4466 (4131 to 4801) 4.797 (4.724 to 4.871)
RT 383 6488 (6148 to 6828) 4.834 (4.759 to 4.908) RT vs. AM 2022 (1469 to 2465) 0.036 (–0.065 to 0.144) 55,860 –1298 (–3487 to 891)
RP 388 6761 (6424 to 7099) 4.824 (4.750 to 4.899) RP vs. RT 273 (–154 to 712) –0.009 (–0.108 to 0.093) RT dominates RP –454 (–2649 to 1741)
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TABLE 15 Sensitivity and scenario analyses (continued )
Allocation
arm na
Adjustedb costs (£),
mean (95% CI)
Adjustedb QALYs,
mean (95% CI) Comparison
Incremental costs (£)
(95% CIc)
Incremental QALYs
(95% CIc) ICER (£/QALY)d
Incremental NMB (£) at
£20,000/QALY (95% CI)
Sensitivity analysis 5: excluding men recruited during the feasibility period
AM 350 5854 (5423 to 6285) 6.816 (6.644 to 6.987)
RT 334 7285 (6844 to 7727) 6.887 (6.711 to 7.062) RT vs. AM 1431 (793 to 2056) 0.071 (–0.169 to 0.317) 20,195 –14 (–4943 to 4915)
RP 347 7568 (7134 to 8001) 6.766 (6.594 to 6.938) RP vs. RT 282 (324 to 839) –0.120 (–0.367 to 0.116) RT dominates RP –2692 (–7629 to 2246)
Sensitivity analysis 6: discount rates of 1.5% for costs and QALYs
AM 370 6345 (5889 to 6801) 7.560 (7.356 to 7.765)
RT 364 7618 (7158 to 8077) 7.696 (7.490 to 7.903) RT vs. AM 1273 (563 to 1933) 0.136 (–0.154 to 0.432) 9358 1447 (–4388 to 7283)
RP 367 7745 (7287 to 8202) 7.476 (7.270 to 7.681) RP vs. RT 127 (–471 to 738) –0.221 (–0.515 to 0.069) RT dominates RP –4541 (–10,383 to 1302)
Sensitivity analysis 7: day cases costed as outpatients
AM 370 5774 (5375 to 6173) 6.976 (6.798 to 7.154)
RT 364 7247 (6845 to 7650) 7.094 (6.915 to 7.273) RT vs. AM 1473 (810 to 2059) 0.118 (–0.153 to 0.368) 12,531 878 (–4204 to 5961)
RP 367 7375 (6974 to 7776) 6.909 (6.730 to 7.087) RP vs. RT 128 (–422 to 647) –0.185 (–0.430 to 0.068) RT dominates RP –3830 (–8919 to 1260)
Sensitivity analysis 8: excluding TURPs
AM 370 5814 (5396 to 6232) 6.976 (6.798 to 7.154)
RT 364 7323 (6901 to 7745) 7.094 (6.915 to 7.273) RT vs. AM 1509 (834 to 2106) 0.118 (–0.143 to 0.374) 12,829 843 (–4243 to 5930)
RP 367 7520 (7100 to 7940) 6.909 (6.730 to 7.087) RP vs. RT 197 (–373 to 767) –0.185 (–0.445 to 0.055) RT dominates RP –3899 (–8992 to 1195)
Sensitivity analysis 9: excluding annual/research follow-ups
AM 370 5893 (5475 to 6312) 6.976 (6.798 to 7.154)
RT 364 7330 (6908 to 7752) 7.094 (6.915 to 7.273) RT vs. AM 1436 (790 to 2046) 0.118 (–0.137 to 0.370) 12,215 915 (–4170 to 6001)
RP 367 7495 (7075 to 7915) 6.909 (6.730 to 7.087) RP vs. RT 165 (–402 to 745) –0.185 (–0.439 to 0.059) RT dominates RP –3867 (–8960 to 1225)
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Allocation
arm na
Adjustedb costs (£),
mean (95% CI)
Adjustedb QALYs,
mean (95% CI) Comparison
Incremental costs (£)
(95% CIc)
Incremental QALYs
(95% CIc) ICER (£/QALY)d
Incremental NMB (£) at
£20,000/QALY (95% CI)
Sensitivity analysis 10: including data from the procedures section of the annual follow-up schedule
AM 370 5946 (5526 to 6367) 6.976 (6.798 to 7.154)
RT 364 7391 (6967 to 7815) 7.094 (6.915 to 7.273) RT vs. AM 1445 (798 to 2035) 0.118 (–0.142 to 0.369) 12,284 907 (–4178 to 5993)
RP 367 7552 (7130 to 7975) 6.909 (6.730 to 7.087) RP vs. RT 161 (–413 to 744) –0.185 (–0.429 to 0.069) RT dominates RP –3863 (–8955 to 1229)
Scenario analysis 1: outpatient TWOCs costed as day cases, outpatient, non-consultant-led visits for PSAs, inpatient procedures costed at highest complications and
comorbidities split, annual/research follow-ups costed at full cost, protocol radiotherapy preparation includes technical support
AM 370 8525 (7905 to 9145) 6.976 (6.798 to 7.154)
RT 364 9343 (8718 to 9969) 7.094 (6.914 to 7.273) RT vs. AM 818 (–118 to 1670) 0.117 (–0.122 to 0.368) 6967 1531 (–3569 to 6630)
RP 367 9905 (9282 to 10,528) 6.909 (6.730 to 7.087) RP vs. RT 561 (–296 to 1405) –0.185 (–0.437 to 0.063) RT dominates RP –4263 (–9369 to 843)
Scenario analysis 2: current treatment costs – protocol radiotherapy costed as IMRT and radical prostatectomies costed as robotic RP
AM 370 6828 (6363 to 7292) 6.976 (6.798 to 7.154)
RP 367 9417 (8951 to 9884) 6.909 (6.730 to 7.087) RP vs. AM 2590 (1941 to 3247) –0.068 (–0.327 to 0.195) AM dominates RP –3940 (9023 to 1144)
RT 364 9476 (9007 to 9944) 7.094 (6.915 to 7.273) RT vs. AM 2648 (1943 to 3312) 0.118 (–0.137 to 0.374) 22,519 –296 (–5391 to 4799)
a Including only participants for whom we have complete cost and QALY information.
b Adjusted for the minimisation variables of the randomisation process: study centre, age at baseline, Gleason score (2–6, 7, 8–10 points) and PSA level at baseline. QALYs were also
adjusted for baseline EQ-5D-3L.
c Bias-corrected and accelerated CI based on 5000 bootstrap replications.
d ICERs cannot be estimated directly from the incremental costs and QALYs because of rounding.
Adapted from Noble et al.167 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to
distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table includes
minor additions and formatting changes to the original.
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7
primary care costs collected from the annual schedules would differentially differ by group over the trial’s
duration. Sensitivity analysis 3, which only included participants who were asked about primary care visits,
showed that the RT group was cost-effective only at the higher, £30,000-per-QALY, threshold; however,
this could be indicative of a shorter period of follow-up in keeping with other sensitivity analyses.
There were missing data in the follow-up pro formas, and reasonable assumptions, often following
discussions with nurses and clinicians, were used to impute these data.
There was the potential for incomplete EQ-5D-3L data not to be missing at random, resulting from
non-completion of questionnaires due to illness and treatment. Reducing the mean QALY score by 10%
for those participants who had mean imputed QALY scores for 1 year of the trial did not affect the overall
result (sensitivity analysis 1).
Future work
During this long-term study, different and potentially more expensive treatments (e.g. robotic prostatectomies,
IMRT and brachytherapy) have become more prevalent. The most recent costs that allowed for the coding
of HRGs onto NHS Reference Costs were used,168 and a sensitivity analysis in which prostatectomies were
costed as robotic and radiotherapy was coded as IMRT showed the initial results to be robust; however,
future modelling using these data will allow for other treatments to be compared.
Although a NHS perspective is of most interest to decision-makers, patient costs are still important.
A cross-sectional analysis that aimed to capture participant costs was carried out at two different time
points of the ProtecT study. Future work will include analyses using these data as well as information in
relation to indirect patient costs in terms of time off work and time lost for other activities, which was
collected in the annual self-completed questionnaires administered to the participants.
Conclusion
At a median 10-year follow-up, AM is the least costly of the three treatment groups. Surgery was dominated
by both RT and AM in that it was more expensive and less effective than RT and AM. The ICER comparing
the RT group with the AM group was £12,310 per QALY, but there is uncertainty in relation to this result as
there is only a 58% chance that the RT group is the cost-effective option at the NICE threshold of £20,000
per QALY.
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Chapter 6 Integrated qualitative research
Introduction and design
Following the successful embedding of the ProtecT feasibility study within a qualitative (ethnographic) study
of recruitment, qualitative research was integrated throughout the main trial. The qualitative research used
a combination of single and serial (repeated) in-depth qualitative interviews to conduct in-depth cross-sectional
and longitudinal qualitative research into men’s experiences of screening, diagnosis, treatment and trial
participation, with an emphasis on longitudinal data collection to capture how men’s experiences evolved
over time during the 5- to 15-year follow-up period. This design allowed targeted insight into key points
on the patient pathway through PSA testing, biopsy and diagnosis and into participants’ experiences of
treatment side effects over the long term.176
The aims were to investigate, in dedicated qualitative studies, participants’ experiences in the following
key areas:
l PSA testing, including reasons for accepting or refusing a PSA test
l diagnostic testing, particularly the standardised protocol of 10-core TRUS-guided biopsies
l recruitment to the treatment trial
l outcomes from each of the three study treatments (AM, surgery and radiotherapy) from the point of
randomisation or choice of option and longitudinally throughout the follow-up period of up to 14 years
l taking part in the ProtecT study [also incorporating ProtecT’s version of patient and public involvement
(PPI)].
The following sections report on the sampling of the participants interviewed in the qualitative research
and the major methods used.
Sampling of core participants
In the original study design, it was the intention to recruit and follow a core set of around 50 men from the
time of initial attendance at the PSA testing clinic, through diagnosis and treatment, participation in the
treatment RCT or having chosen a treatment, and then regularly over time through to the end of follow-up.
However, out of 39 men initially recruited at the time of PSA testing, only seven were later diagnosed with
prostate cancer, so the strategy was inefficient. A new recruitment strategy was therefore initiated in 2007
to establish a pool of patients for recruitment among those who had accepted the random treatment
allocation or who had chosen a treatment and agreed to be followed up. Purposive sampling was used to
include men across the range of ages, cancer risk statuses and socioeconomic backgrounds, whether they
accepted randomisation or chose a treatment and from several of the clinical centres. Fifty-nine men who
fitted this sampling frame were sent written information about the qualitative interview study, followed by a
telephone call to establish willingness to participate. Two men refused, four did not respond and six were
ineligible owing to treatment received outside the study or too much time elapsing since treatment started.
In total, 47 participants (alongside the seven recruited prior to diagnosis) were thus recruited to the core
qualitative interview study and were interviewed several times over a period of up to 14 years (Table 16).
As we were unsure whether or not we would capture enough experiences of adverse treatment outcomes
with this sample size, the core group was then enriched with a sample of 11 participants identified by study
nurses as having reported side effects related to one of the radical treatments or having changed management
from AM, and these participants were asked to consent to participate in a single interview (see Table 16).
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TABLE 16 Characteristics of core interview study participants (n= 65)
Characteristics
Number of participants
Accepted random allocation Chose own treatment
A: participants recruited pre diagnosis (n = 7) n = 2 n = 5
Age at referral (years)
50–59 1 2
60–69 1 3
Social class
Managerial/professional 0 3
Other 2 2
Study centre
1 1 2
2 0 0
3 1 2
4 0 0
8 0 1
Cancer status: grade and stage
Low risk 1 4
Intermediate risk 1 1
Primary treatment group
RT 0 1
AM 2 3
B: serial interview study participants recruited post
diagnosis (n = 47) n = 31 n = 16
Age at referral (years)
50–59 10 3
60–69 21 13
Social class
Managerial/professional 14 6
Other 16 9
Missing 1 1
Study centre
2 7 2
3 18 12
4 6 2
Cancer status: grade and stage
Low risk 19 12
Intermediate risk 12 4
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Overall, 88 men were invited to take part in the core qualitative interview study and a total of 65 participants
were recruited and had one or more interviews. The characteristics of those interviewed are shown in
Table 16. Approval for all qualitative data collection and analysis was obtained from the UK East Midlands
(formerly Trent) Multicentre Research Ethics Committee (reference number 01/4/025).
Methods of data collection and analysis
Interviews were conducted either face to face in the location chosen by participants (e.g. home, hospital clinic
or university premises) or by telephone if participants preferred or if distance made telephone interviews more
practical and participants agreed. Interviews were semistructured, following a topic guide that was individually
structured for men according to primary treatment received and derived from a review of existing literature
on experiences and beliefs about prostate cancer diagnosis and treatments (see Appendix 2 for an overview
of topics covered). Interviewers also encouraged men to introduce topics of relevance to their own personal
experience and topic guides were revised during data collection to include issues raised by the participants.
TABLE 16 Characteristics of core interview study participants (n= 65) (continued )
Characteristics
Number of participants
Accepted random allocation Chose own treatment
Primary treatment group
RP 10 7
RT 11 4
AM 10 5
C: participants with adverse experiences taking part in a
single interview (n = 11) n = 4 n = 7
Age at referral (years)
50–59 2 2
60–69 2 5
Social class
Managerial/professional 1 3
Other 3 4
Study centre
2 0 2
4 2 4
6 2 0
9 0 1
Cancer status: grade and stage
Low risk 2 6
Intermediate risk 2 1
Primary treatment group
RP 1 0
RT 2 0
AM 1 7
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The main method of analysis was the thematic approach, applying the principles of constant comparison
to all data.177,178 Findings were developed iteratively and adjusted as new data were added. All interviews
were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were read and re-read to code data and identify
emerging themes. A subset of interviews in each analysis was coded in detail by at least two researchers.
Coding and emerging themes were then discussed and differences in interpretation compared and resolved
to enhance the credibility of the findings. Data collection and analysis proceeded iteratively and purposive
sampling was used to identify further cases to test emerging hypotheses (e.g. men experiencing negative
effects following treatments and men changing from AM to radical treatments). Qualitative data-analysis
software (NVivo 10; QSR International, Warrington, UK) was used to organise the large numbers of data
collected.
Qualitative studies
In the sections that follow, each of the studies itemised previously (apart from recruitment) is described in
terms of the specific background, particular methods employed and participants included, major findings
and conclusions.
Experiences of prostate-specific antigen testing
Background
Prostate-specific antigen testing remains controversial, with the most recent study showing no benefits of
PSA screening on mortality over 10 years’ follow-up.36 The European Association of Urology Guidelines179
and the UK National Screening Committee through the Prostate Cancer Risk Management Programme180
recommend that men who request a PSA test are given full information about the relative risks and benefits
of screening to enable them to make an informed choice. An understanding of men’s beliefs and experiences
about prostate cancer screening and their reasons for attending or not attending screening are needed to
inform optimum support services to support decision-making by patients.181
Methods in the ProtecT study
Men consenting to or refusing PSA testing in the ProtecT study were invited to take part in a single
interview study investigating men’s decision-making about whether or not to undergo PSA testing.116
Interviews were undertaken with men accepting a PSA test or not responding to the invitation for PSA
testing. Interviews were conducted face to face or by telephone by Dr Kerry Avery (University of Bristol,
ProtecT study group) and lasted for a mean of 34 minutes (range 7–70 minutes) (Table 17).
Men consenting to take part as core participants in the serial interview study were also invited to recount
their reasons for responding to the invitation to take part in the study, whether at the time of the prostate
check clinic (n = 7), following random allocation to a treatment (n = 31) or after choosing treatment (n = 16).
The data relevant to this topic were combined.
TABLE 17 Characteristics of participants in the single interview study exploring men’s experiences of PSA testing
Parameter Accepting PSA test Not responding to PSA test invite
Number interviewed (number invited) 14 (16) 7 (8)
Mean age (years) 61.5 59.5
Mean PSA level (ng/ml) 1.1 –
Number of centres 3 1
Reprinted from European Urology 53(6), Avery et al.,116 Decision-making about PSA testing and prostate biopsies: a qualitative
study embedded in a primary care randomised trial, pp. 1186–93, © 2008, with permission from Elsevier.
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Results
Men who declined the invitation to attend for the PSA test believed that a test was not needed and justified
this belief with the view that they mostly perceived themselves to be at low risk of prostate cancer or in
good health. Some also believed that prostate cancer was not life-threatening, had been advised against
a PSA test (in some cases by a medical practitioner) or considered the PSA test not to be sufficiently
accurate. In contrast, those who accepted the invitation to attend for PSA testing reported that they had
done so because they felt that they had nothing to lose because they expected a clear result as they were
in good health or lacked symptoms. Attenders indicated that a friend or family member had recommended
that they attend, in some cases because of a family history of prostate cancer or previous PSA.116
In conclusion, most men in both groups perceived themselves to be at low risk of having prostate cancer,
which was accurate in that 3% were eventually diagnosed.
Experiences of prostate biopsy
Background
Men’s views and experiences of undergoing the standardised 10-core TRUS-guided prostate biopsies were
investigated in ProtecT. Previous research, including in ERSPC, suggested that sextant (six-core) prostate
biopsy carried a risk of sepsis, pain, bleeding and, rarely, death.182,183 There was evidence of variation in
practice in the use of local anaesthesia during prostate biopsy.184,185
The experience of pain or other side effects during or after the biopsy procedure was poorly investigated.
Two studies suggested that around 18–19% of men refused to undergo repeat biopsy.185,186 Limited
qualitative research found that although most men reported biopsy to be uncomfortable rather than
painful, some found it acutely stressful, exhausting or painful.187 It was suggested in one study that pain
was influenced by psychosocial factors.188
Methods in ProtecT
Experiences of diagnostic testing were explored in two substudies to supplement the quantitative data
generated in the Prostate Biopsy Effects (ProBE) study.189 In the first study, men were purposively sampled
to include those agreeing (n = 24) or refusing (n = 13) to undergo prostate biopsy in ProtecT from a range
of study centres (Table 18).116
In the second study, men taking part in the quantitative ProBE study189 were invited to participate in a single
interview (n = 33), and a subset of men was sampled specifically to contribute their experience of post-biopsy
infection (n = 5). These interviews were also supplemented with information about biopsy from the 47 men
taking part in serial in-depth interviews (Table 19).
TABLE 18 Numbers of participants interviewed about undergoing biopsy
Characteristics
Accepted biopsy
Refused biopsyNegative biopsy Prostate cancer diagnosis
Number interviewed (number invited) 13 (17) 11 (13) 13 (18)
Mean age (years) 64.6 61.6 63.0
Mean PSA level (ng/ml) 6.5 5.1 4.8
Number of centres 7 6 8
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Results
The findings showed that most patients tolerated prostate biopsy reasonably well. However, as many as
one-quarter reported problematic side effects (such as pain and bleeding) and anxiety. Side effects were
more likely to be perceived as being problematic if experiences were not in line with expectations derived
from the information provided in preparation for biopsy. Where men were not sufficiently prepared for the
experience or severity of side effects following biopsy, they responded by contacting health professionals
and asking for reassurance. They also expressed frustration that they were not adequately prepared for
these side effects.
The number of patients who refused biopsy when offered it was relatively small. However, those who did
refuse tended to do so because they perceived themselves to be at low risk of having cancer, or because
they were anxious about the test. The perception of low risk was often associated with not having urinary
symptoms.
Conclusions
Both substudies of the experience of biopsy concluded that men were insufficiently informed about the
biopsy procedure, its relationship with urinary symptoms and the potential incidence and severity of side
effects.116,190 These qualitative findings were combined with quantitative data from the ProBE189 to propose
an updated and evidence-based set of information for men undergoing prostate biopsy to support more
informed decision-making about whether or not to attend for a biopsy, what to expect and how to respond
to side effects.190
TABLE 19 Participants in the ProBE study
Characteristics
Participants
ProBE
ProtecT (n= 47) All (n= 85)No infection (n= 33) Infection (n= 5)
Mean age at time of first biopsy
(years)
64.3 60.8 63.5 63.6
Ethnicity (n)
White 33 5 46 84
Other 0 0 1 1
Centres from which men were
sampled (n)
8 2 3 8
Biopsy result (n)
Benign 12 1 0 13
Localised prostate cancer 12 4 47 63
Advanced prostate cancer 9 0 0 9
Interview type (n)
Telephone 18 5 0 23
Face to face 15 0 47 62
Reproduced with permission from Wade et al.190. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this
work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Experiences of outcome
Background
Secondary outcomes in the ProtecT trial included disease progression, treatment complications, urinary,
bowel and sexual function symptoms and impact on QoL, psychological status and general health status.
The study design also included qualitative assessment of these outcomes through in-depth interviews,
with sampling of participants across the randomised groups and of those choosing a treatment. When the
ProtecT main study started data collection in 2001, the literature reporting men’s views and experiences of
undergoing testing, diagnosis and treatment for localised prostate cancer was extremely limited. The little
research that had been conducted was usually in small cross-sectional studies within a short time of
treatment; for example, there were small qualitative studies of men’s short-term experiences of surgery191,192
or radiotherapy.193
As the strategy of active monitoring/surveillance was only initiated in the late 1990s, at the time of the
start of the ProtecT study, studies of this option have only been published in recent years. Some have
focused on levels of anxiety and depression, with some suggesting increased levels of distress,45,194 but
others, including a systematic review, reported not finding adverse effects on QoL measures.157,195,196
Qualitative research, again cross-sectional and small scale, revealed that men adopted coping strategies
to deal with the uncertainty inherent in a monitoring/surveillance protocol by blocking off the diagnosis
or rationalising the level of threat posed or engaging in lifestyle change as a method to counter the
cancer.188,197,198 Therefore, in relation to all outcomes from treatment options, previous qualitative studies
were mostly restricted to short-term effects, usually without comparisons or long-term follow-up. In
ProtecT, we were able to sample across all treatment options and explore experiences related to each of
the treatments.
In a further study to evaluate the management of AM, the views of 22 of the core participants in the
qualitative serial interview study were combined with data from 11 urologists and 23 nurses delivering
ProtecT trial AM and 20 men, with prostate cancer managed in urology clinics elsewhere in the UK, with
in-depth interviews with urologists and three specialist nurses working in these clinics.199
Methods in ProtecT
Experiences of following AM were explored with 20 men included in the core group of patients who were
seen over a period of up to 14 years, supplemented with five more who were identified by study nurses
as having changed management to a radical treatment. The characteristics of the men sampled across
centres, ages, cancer risk groups and who were randomised to or chose AM are given in Table 20.
Sixteen men recruited to the core serial interview study received radiotherapy treatment, and their
experiences of neoadjuvant ADT and RT were explored over a period of up to 8 years post treatment.
The characteristics of these men are given in Table 21.
There were 20 men who were recruited to the core serial interview study who underwent RP (see Table 21).
Their experiences were explored over a period of up to 8 years. Two men who were recruited following
adverse experiences of surgery were interviewed on one occasion and their data were included in this
analysis (one was randomly allocated to surgery and the other chose surgery).
Findings: active monitoring
Men in the core serial interview group took part in up to six interviews over 14 years about their experiences
of being assigned to or choosing AM, following the monitoring protocol and decision-making around any
change to radical treatments. Their characteristics are summarised in Table 22. A manuscript is under
preparation considering the multiplicity of issues for this group; in the manuscript we present the key findings.
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TABLE 20 Characteristics of participants in the AM group
Characteristics
AM group
Randomly
allocated Men choosing Total
Participants in the core serial interview study N = 12 N = 8 N = 20
Age (years) (n)
50–59 2 1 3
60–69 10 7 17
Social class (n)
Managerial/professional 5 4 9
Other 7 3 10
Missing – 1 1
Study centre (n)
1 1 1 2
2 3 0 3
3 6 7 13
4 2 0 2
Grade and stage (n)
Gleason 6, T1 9 6 15
Other 3 2 5
Characteristics of men who changed to a
radical treatment N = 5 N = 4 N = 9
Number of interviews while on AM, median (range) 3 (2–6) 2/3 (1–5) 2 (1–6)
Time (years, months) in follow-up before radical
treatment, median (range)
6, 5 (4, 1 to 13, 9) 2, 11 (0, 9 to 8, 11) 4, 1 (0, 9 to 13, 5)
Treatment (n)
Prostatectomy 1 1 2
Radiotherapy 4 3 5
Number of interviews post treatment (range) 0–3 1–5 0–5
Total time (years, months) in follow-up at 10-year
median follow-up, median (range)
7, 9 (7, 4 to 15, 1) 13, 0 (7, 02 to 15, 6) 1, 7 (7, 2 to 15, 4)
Characteristics of men who remained on AM N = 7 N = 4 N = 11
Number of interviews while on AM (median) 3 3 3
Total time (years, months) in follow-up at 10-year
median follow-up, median (range)
7, 6 (6, 8 to 7, 9) 7, 3 (7, 2 to 7, 5) 7, 5 (6, 8 to 7, 9)
Men who changed from AM to a radical
treatment N = 1 N = 4 N = 5
Time in (years, months) follow-up before active
treatment, median (range)
7, 12 3, 6 (2, 10 to 5, 4) 4, 11 (2, 10 to 7, 11)
Treatment (n)
Prostatectomy 1 1 2
Radiotherapy – 3 3
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TABLE 21 Characteristics of participants interviewed to investigate experiences of radiotherapy with neoadjuvant
hormonal suppression
Characteristics
Study participants (n)
Accepted random allocation (N= 11) Chose treatment (N= 5)
Age at referral (years)
50–69 4 1
60–69 7 4
Social class
Managerial/professional 6 1
Other 5 4
Study centre
1 0 1
2 3 1
3 5 2
4 3 1
Grade and stage
Gleason 6, T1 7 3
Other 4 2
Number of interviews
2 0 1
3 11 4
TABLE 22 Characteristics of men interviewed to evaluate experiences of nurse-led AM in ProtecT
Characteristics
Men receiving nurse-led AM within
ProtecT (N= 22)a
Men receiving usual AS protocol outside
ProtecT (N= 20)
Mean age at time of first
interview (years)
64.7 65.0
Ethnicity (n)
White 21 20
Other 1 0
Treatment decision-making (n)
Random allocation 12 NA
Chose treatment 10 20
Interview (n)
Face to face 33a 0
Telephone 49 20
NA, not applicable.
a ProtecT participants took part in more than one interview in which nurse-led AM was discussed.
Notes
Adapted with permission from Wade et al.103 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this
work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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All participants were aware of the uncertainties inherent in following an AM protocol, namely uncertainty
surrounding cancer progression and whether or not monitoring would prove effective in prompting timely
curative treatment if needed and desired. They experienced a key contradiction following this pathway:
feeling well (many were symptom free) yet with a potentially life-threatening cancer. They employed a
range of strategies to minimise the impact of living with these uncertainties and contradictions: seeking to
assert control over the disease and the monitoring process, seeking reassurance from health professionals
and their wider social networks and contextualising/normalising their prostate cancer. Each PSA test or
review in the early stages of participation brought potential anticipation that radical treatment might be
needed, and although over time this threat reduced, it did not disappear. Trust was invested in health
professionals to maintain the delicate balance between anxiety and reassurance, and to recommend
remaining on AM or changing to a radical treatment. The information exchanged in review appointments
and the attitudes of clinical staff were pivotal in enabling men to maintain this delicate balance.
Patient-reported outcomes reported in questionnaires showed no evidence of greater anxiety among men
randomised to AM than among those randomised to RP or RT at any time up to 6 years.30 The qualitative
research revealed that there was anxiety associated with the uncertainties of living with prostate cancer
while on AM but it varied between men, fluctuated over time and was mostly temporary and successfully
managed. In this study, men acknowledged uncertainties and most described some anxiety, but their
strategies helped to maintain anxiety levels within tolerable limits. Over time, anxiety lessened to some
degree as confidence in AM increased or reassurance was gained from trusted health professionals who
advised whether to continue or change treatment.
ProtecT trial participants valued nurse-led AM within the study for its flexibility, its accessibility and the
continuity of the service.103 They felt confident about the quality of care. ProtecT consultant urologists and
nurses also valued the nurse-led service highly, identifying continuity of care and potential resource savings
as key attributes. Clinicians and patients outside the ProtecT trial believed that nurse-led AM could relieve
pressure on urology clinics without compromising patient care.
Findings: radiotherapy
Sixteen participants in the core serial interview study recounted their experiences of following the ProtecT
radiotherapy protocol, which involved 3 to 6 months of neoadjuvant ADT (hormone therapy) and external
beam conformal radiotherapy delivered every weekday over a period of several weeks. Most men took
part in three interviews. A manuscript detailing experiences is in preparation, and so only the key findings
are presented here.
Men reported impacts on urinary, bowel and sexual function similar to those shown in the patient-reported
questionnaires (see Chapter 4). Men considered the possibility that some loss of function was the consequence
of normal ageing, and so it was difficult for them to separate out what was the effect of normal ageing and
what was the effect of hormone therapy/radiotherapy, especially with regard to fatigue and sexual function.
Although some experienced socially embarrassing side effects (urinary and bowel urgency, breast enlargement
and hot flushes), most were able to accommodate these over the long term without significant changes to
their lifestyle. On the whole, men did not seek help to regain sexual function and many reported prioritising
recovery from the prostate cancer and being disease free over sexual function.
Findings: surgery
Eighteen participants in the core serial interview study and one man recruited to take part in a single
interview following adverse experiences post surgery were asked about their experiences following surgery.
A manuscript including experiences is in preparation, and so only the key findings are presented here.
The main concern of men post surgery was urinary control. Several men reported surprise at the degree
of incontinence experienced in the immediate period following removal of the catheter, although for most
men the level of control improved to a level that allowed them to be able to function normally. A small
number experienced significant problems that had a major impact on daily life over the longer term, with
two men considering whether or not to opt to have a further procedure to implant an artificial sphincter.
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An important issue for men experiencing major difficulties with urinary continence was coping with the
unknown trajectory of future function. They had not known in advance of surgery what level of function
they would experience post surgery, and then post surgery it was also unclear what level of function
would be regained.
Those who had difficulties with urinary control explained that this overshadowed other issues, such as
sexual difficulties. Those who regained urinary control became more concerned about sexual function
difficulties. Contextual issues (e.g. whether or not a man was in a relationship) affected men’s levels of
concern about sexual function. Men who were not in relationships expressed more concern about loss
of sexual function than those who were in stable relationships.
Conclusions
Appointments with health professionals (primarily nurses, supported by urologists and oncologists as
required) to review PSA levels and disease progression were critical for the management of men in the
AM group. These appointments enabled and supported men to achieve their particular balance between
uncertainty and reassurance, and staying on AM or changing to a radical treatment. The information
exchanged in review appointments and the attitudes of clinical staff were crucial in maintaining this
delicate balance. The ProtecT AM service protocol is available for implementation.190
Men undergoing radical treatments felt that they could have been better informed, particularly about the
timing of when hormone or radiotherapy started and finished, and also, particularly for surgery patients,
about the levels of impairment they might face and for how long it would last. Work is continuing to ensure
that the ProtecT outcome data will now be presented to support decision-making.
Experiences of participation in the ProtecT study
Background
It is now standard practice to integrate PPI in trial design, conduct, reporting and dissemination. At the time
that the ProtecT study was designed, PPI was not generally integrated in trial designs. In this study, PPI has
not been added in the now standard way but was integrated into the design and conduct from the outset
using qualitative research methods. It has been highlighted many times as an exemplar of PPI.200–202 Men who
declined randomisation in the feasibility study explained in interviews how the study should be organised,
and we incorporated these into the design: the conservative study group was called ‘active monitoring’
rather than ‘watchful waiting’, there were three rather than two groups and nurses were the primary
recruiters and reviewers of men’s progress. The participants in the core serial interview study have formed
a PPI-like ‘sounding board’ to give views about possible changes to the study, such as e-mail contact would
not be acceptable, questionnaires needed to be shorter and that they highly valued the study and contact
with research nurses during the follow-up process.
Experiences of trial participation
Men’s experiences of trial participation were collected throughout the study and contributed to
improvement of recruitment processes, questionnaire revision and the evaluation of nurse-led AM.
Patient and public involvement consultation in 2016
A PPI consultation was conducted when the median 10-year follow-up outcomes were published.54 The
aim of the PPI consultation was to ask men in ProtecT what information they thought should be provided
to patients newly diagnosed with localised prostate cancer regarding possible treatments in order to
support better-informed treatment decisions. The aim was to establish what information men are likely to
want and how best to present this information.
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This consultation involved ProtecT study participants and men with prostate cancer outside the study.
Two patient advisory groups (PAGs) were convened in June 2017, comprising:
l nine ProtecT participants and three female partners
l two men (who were not ProtecT study participants) from the NIHR Bristol Nutrition Biomedical Research
Unit (BRU) prostate cancer PPI group – a well-established local group.
The ProtecT study results newsletter (originally sent to all ProtecT study participants in September 2016)
was given to PAG participants to read in advance. Group meetings began with a short presentation
summarising the ProtecT study and its key findings. PAG participants then commented on study findings,
presented as profiles relating to each treatment. For example, for men aged 60–69 years, profiles showed
the risks of experiencing treatment harms (erectile dysfunction, urinary incontinence or bloody stools) and
risk of cancer spread and risk of death from prostate cancer or other causes according to allocation group.
We asked group participants to comment on how helpful these tables might be to men, in particular for
men making decisions regarding treatment for newly diagnosed localised prostate cancer. We asked group
participants for their views on what information should be included and how best to present it.
All participants found the study findings reassuring, particularly the number of ProtecT study participants
alive 10 years after their prostate cancer diagnosis. One man was concerned that these positive findings
might lead to complacency about the threat posed by prostate cancer. Both groups believed that awareness
of prostate cancer had grown over the previous 10 years, partly because of media and charity campaigns.
Some participants suggested that the impact of treatment side effects needed to be clearer, for example
that findings need to be backed up by ‘facts and figures’ and that more information was needed on the
impact across ethnic groups. One of the BRU PAG participants felt that it was important to recognise that
prostate cancer was not exclusively an ‘old man’s disease’. Participants argued that it was important to
be aware that individuals will interpret findings from their own perspective, for example thinking of 1 in
100 men in their own age group. They suggested that messages from the ProtecT study should make clear
that findings only included men with localised prostate cancer and referred only to men between the ages
of 50 and 69 years at diagnosis. They thought that showing findings relevant to a particular age group
(e.g. men aged 50–59 years) would be more helpful than showing findings for all ProtecT participants
overall. They agreed that headline findings should make clear that the same favourable survival rates were
found for all three treatment groups. Participants discussed their understanding of the terminology used in
the reports of study findings, in particular the use of the terms ‘cancer growth’ and ‘cancer spread’ to refer
to cancer progression and cancer metastases. Most participants generally understood these terms and
found them acceptable. One man who worked with a prostate cancer support group felt more comfortable
with the terms ‘progression’ and ‘metastases’, whereas several felt that using all of the terms was useful.
Some were uncertain regarding whether or not when prostate cancer spread it always spread to the bones.
The numbers in the study experiencing cancer growth and spread were thought to be clear, but use of a
diagram to illustrate growth within and spread beyond the prostate gland was found to be very helpful.
Some participants found that use of the word ‘bothersome’ in relation to the impact of treatment side
effects diminished their experiences: ‘I think the problems you have after surgery are slightly more than
bothersome’. They felt that it would be sufficient to state that side effects experienced were different
between groups and to give numbers. One participant described ‘risk’ as an emotive word. Men observed
that referring to ‘increased risk’ with regard to cancer growth and spread was unhelpful if not accompanied
by numbers giving the difference in risk, for example stating that the risk was ‘doubled with AM and the
original risk is 1%, you’ve [only] got a 2% chance’. Others argued that the figures ‘speak for themselves’.
Participants highlighted that there had been changes in treatments and technology, such as the development
of robotic surgery. Group members argued that this had an impact on the way that men interpreted the
findings of ProtecT and the way that they considered future treatment choices for men diagnosed with
localised prostate cancer, and so they thought that information in relation to these changes would be needed.
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The PAG participants were also asked to indicate what they felt was the best way of providing information
to men diagnosed with localised prostate cancer to support treatment decision-making. They varied
considerably in their views on the format and content of the outcome profiles. Some argued that profiles
were helpful, that it was important to have ‘facts and figures’ about possible side effects to help men
with treatment decision-making and that presenting data on side effects ‘brings home quite dramatically
what the key problems are’. They were reassured about the credibility of the data presented as data came
from the ProtecT study, which was perceived as a trusted source. Others felt that there was ‘too much’
information, with one of the patients’ partners commenting that they would ‘immediately switch off,
because numbers mean nothing to me’ and that a ‘picture’ would be better.
Participants commented on the presentation of side effects. One man argued that it was important to
include the need for pads as this represented a significant ‘lifestyle change’ and also to include data on
erectile dysfunction, but noted the lack of information on psychological impact.
In terms of the delivery of information, some participants felt that although written profiles were helpful,
it was important that any such information was presented by a qualified health professional, such as a
clinical nurse consultant, who could talk through the data and answer questions. Men could then make
an ‘informed choice’. One participant explained that he would rather ‘leave it to the expert’ to give him
advice on the best treatment for him, ‘not look at a sheet of figures’.
They considered that the timing of information-giving was important, with men likely to be very anxious
following diagnosis and finding it difficult to retain information: ‘at the beginning, too much – information
overload’.
The PAG participants were shown existing examples of information that used visual representations to
convey messages and they were asked to comment on the formats. One BRU group member commented
that using symbols such as smiley faces would be more appropriate for conveying information to children
or people with learning difficulties. Some group members found it difficult to comment on examples that
were not relevant to their own experience; others felt that cancer progression could be usefully explained
using visual aids. There was a recognition that people have ‘different ways of absorbing data’ so that ‘a
graph like this might be good for some people, straight pictures for others and others might like a good
description’ and that any presentation of information should cover all of these options.
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Chapter 7 Epidemiological and translational
research
Biorepository
As described previously, ProtecT is the active intervention group of the CAP screening study and is
itself a randomised trial of treatment. Within ProtecT, we have tissue [formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded
(FFPE) material] and blood samples [plasma, serum and germline deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)] from
2500 patients with prostate cancer, blood from 60,000 controls, plus full demographic, lifestyle, dietary
and epidemiologic data. One of the reasons why ProtecT is important is that the PSA history is so well
documented, that men were recruited in the community and that treatment decisions were based on
randomisation. Consequently, and uniquely, the future use of the ProtecT biorepository will allow
investigation of whether or not a given biomarker (or biomarkers) could predict response to a particular
treatment and better outcomes (fewer deaths and/or fewer men treated). This differs from a usual cohort
study, which can only predict outcome within a given treatment plan.42,203
Risk stratification of prostate cancer: the unmet need
Accurate stratification of risk at the time of diagnosis is problematic for several reasons. There may be
staging errors on MRI, biopsies may not always provide a reliable estimate of the risk of the cancer132–134,204–207
and PSA is not a reliable marker of metastasis, particularly at levels below 20 ng/ml. We need better methods
of stratifying risk of prostate cancer, particularly for men at low and intermediate risk, so that we can advise
men about appropriate treatment. As noted in earlier chapters, such methods will rely on well-annotated
biorepositories derived from RCTs to provide samples for development and validation of biomarkers. Even
for men at high risk, we cannot accurately identify those who require multimodal treatment, although some
men benefit from early docetaxel (Taxotere®, Sanofi-Aventis) treatment.208
Recent translational integrative genomic studies demonstrate that prostate cancer can be categorised
into subgroups209,210 that may respond to therapy in different ways. Our contention is that the ProtecT
biorepository addresses the unmet need of providing samples with the right context and annotation to
allow better biomarkers to be developed.
ProtecT is the largest RCT on the management of localised prostate cancer that compares surgery, radiotherapy
and active monitoring/surveillance, which was designed using robust epidemiological and statistical approaches.
ProtecT is unique because it has randomised men recruited from the community between three treatments and
because it has generated a bioresource from asymptomatic, community-based men whose prostate cancer
was diagnosed following PSA testing and whose PSA history is fully understood and documented. In the UK
generally, opportunistic PSA testing is uncommon (≈8% of all men of that age).38 As a consequence of
randomisation, ProtecT differs from cohort studies used to develop and test biomarkers. A cohort study
might allow analyses to show that a marker predicts mortality and outcome within treatment groups.
However, ProtecT would allow investigation of the more important question of whether or not using that
marker (or markers) to determine if a particular treatment would have led to better outcomes (fewer deaths
and/or fewer men treated). It should provide precision genomic or protein biomarkers to assist men and
their clinical advisors to choose the best individualised approach to management.
In addition, within ProtecT we have large numbers of community-based cancer-free controls who also add
significant value to the repository. These controls have been flagged with the Office for National Statistics
(ONS) to determine their cause of death and with the NHS Digital to determine details of any cancer
diagnosis and treatment via the appropriate cancer registries. We estimate that ≈5% of these 60,000 men
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(≈3000) will eventually be diagnosed with prostate cancer, particularly those with a PSA level of between
1 µg/l and 3 µg/l. At the time of writing, 1391 of these men had been diagnosed with prostate cancer
(126 had an initial PSA level of < 1 µg/l, 780 had an initial PSA level of 1–3 µg/l and 485 had an initial PSA
level of > 3 µg/l but a negative biopsy) and 97 of them had died and had prostate cancer reported as the
immediate or underlying cause of death (16 had an initial PSA level of < 1 µg/l, 62 had an initial PSA level
of 1–3 µg/l and 19 had an initial PSA level of > 3 µg/l but a negative biopsy). Over 80% of this cohort of
control men who later developed prostate cancer have baseline blood samples that are included in our
biorepository.
Advanced cases of prostate cancer excluded from the ProtecT trial
A further 479 men in ProtecT were diagnosed with locally advanced prostate cancer and so were excluded
from the randomised treatment trial. This is reported in more detail later in this chapter. These advanced
cases are very important because these men were diagnosed months or years earlier than they would have
been without PSA testing, being asymptomatic at the time of diagnosis. They were thus able to receive
treatment earlier than those presenting with clinical symptoms. To our knowledge, no other trials have
published data on such men. Figure 21 shows the outcome of this important group over 10 years,
compared with a comparison group of patients with locally advanced prostate cancer from the National
Cancer Registration Office (Eastern Office). Over 300 of these men have samples in the ProtecT
biorepository.
What fluid samples do we have?
The following minimum samples were collected at baseline venepuncture, with up to 50 ml of blood taken
and samples being stored at the University of Oxford:
l × 1 whole blood for germline DNA (≈2.5 ml)
l × 1 serum sample (≈4 ml)
l × 2 plasma (× 2 EDTA and × 2 heparin plasma) (≈4 ml each)
l urine for proteins and cells (50 ml) – the majority taken only during follow-up.
As noted above, baseline samples (whole blood, two plasma samples and one serum sample) were obtained
for over 3000 cases in ProtecT (including the excluded men and those with advanced prostate cancer). For
baseline samples, three of the four tubes still required aliquoting (serum × 1, plasma × 2) as most of the whole
blood in the samples that were stored in Cambridge [by Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA)] had
been converted already to germline DNA. For the 3000 cases, there are about 9000 tubes of samples.
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FIGURE 21 Survival in ‘advanced’ cases compared with a matched cohort from the Anglia Cancer Registry.211
3A prostate cancer specific survival. ACN, Anglia Cancer Network.
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For the 60,000 control men, ≈14,000 men have had whole blood converted to germline DNA, and there
are 180,000 tubes of serum and plasma samples. There are four baseline samples on 1000 additional
control men who subsequently developed prostate cancer during the 10-year follow-up period. In ProtecT,
we have additional follow-up serial sample sets on the majority of men (with an average of five serial
sample sets in ProtecT men; ≈37,000 plasma and serum samples over a 10-year period), which have been
collected. There are also 13,500 follow-up urine samples for ProtecT cases.
In ProtecT, 2694 individual men with prostate cancer donated baseline samples that have been aliquoted.
A further 417 men who donated baseline samples remain to be aliquoted. Over 8000 tubes from participants
with prostate cancer and 13,000 tubes from control participants have been aliquoted. Germline DNA has
been extracted from ProtecT cases (2505 men) and controls (13,844 men), and aliquoted into 96 well plates.
Method of processing of samples
The sample processing laboratory incorporates automated liquid-handling robots, a –80 °C freezer store
and liquid nitrogen storage. Barcoded, standardised input serum and plasma samples are thawed as per
relevant SOPs and aliquoted into final working volumes by sample-formatting robots. Each sample is
barcoded with a unique Cryo-Safe number and automatically logged by the sample-formatting robot into
the Prostate Cancer: Mechanisms of Progression and Treatment (ProMPT) sample tracking database so that
there is a full audit trail from venepuncture at clinic to use in the laboratory. Whole-blood samples are
frozen and stored in vacutainers until they are required for extraction (Figure 22).
The availability of the samples is coded by a ‘traffic light system’ according to value and amount:
l red (≤ 10 tubes of 110 µl)
l amber (11–20 tubes of 110 µl)
l green (≥ 21 tubes of 110 µl).
Quality control and standard operating procedures for stored materials
Each stage of sample collection, processing and storage is standardised and quality assured by an internal
quality management system encompassing all relevant quality documentation, such as policies, SOPs, risk
assessment and COSHH (Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations). Audits of the sample
collection are carried out to a predetermined schedule. In Oxford, samples derived from blood or urine
are kept in cryogenic (–80 °C) freezers. Each freezer is supported by an around-the-clock temperature
monitoring and reporting system, and the facility has an automatic switch system generator that is capable
of running for 72 hours in the event of power failure. Biorepository staff are on hand 365 days a year to
attend emergency freezer call-outs and there are dedicated emergency freezers available for the transfer
of samples from failed units. In Cambridge, the samples are stored by Thermo Fisher Scientific at the
Bishop’s Stortford site, but these are then transferred to Oxford in the near future. Thermo Fisher Scientific
is the leading provider of biospecimen storage and biobanking services, storing over hundreds of millions
of samples in more than 20 global repositories. Thermo Fisher Scientific complies with current Good
Manufacturing Practices (cGMPs), Good Tissue Practices (GTPs) and Good Laboratory Practices (cGLPs).
Cold storage units in the biorepository are monitored at all times. The quality assurance department
certifies the temperature probes to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable
standards every 6 months to ensure correct temperature readings. Thermo Fisher Scientific also meet US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requirements for temperature compliance and has data to show that
materials have been maintained at appropriate temperatures. Should the temperature of any unit deviate
from its acceptable range, the monitoring system will automatically notify repository personnel or on-call
staff, day or night. The exterior perimeters are typically monitored by video cameras. The facilities are
protected from fire by sprinkler systems that automatically call the local fire station on activation.
Tissue resource
Our collaboration includes strong and long-standing input from the pathology subgroup of ProtecT (chaired
initially by Dr Mary Robinson, now by Dr Jon Oxley). There was also strong input from two histopathologists
in Oxford and Cambridge (Dr Clare Verrill and Dr Anne Warren). The FFPE histopathological material is
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being centralised. The material from the FFPE material from the RP samples can be used for both tissue
microarrays and extracting DNA. We have developed methods for processing fresh tissue from radical
samples, which has already been shown to be of great use in terms of next-generation sequencing
approaches that have led to high-impact papers. This has been fully described previously,212,213 and is shown
in brief in Figure 23. This careful approach has allowed multiple samples to be taken from each prostate
and allowed preservations of margins for routine pathological assessment as well as appropriate tissue for
the extraction of nucleic acids. These have been used in recent high-impact publications.209,210
FIGURE 23 Tissue sampling from fresh RP specimens. The prostate is shown intact (A) and inked (B). It was then sliced
using a parallel-blade device (C). Multiple punch biopsies were removed and the sites of the punched cores marked on
a ‘map’ diagram (D and E), leaving margins intact. The holes in the transverse slice were inked, using two coloured inks
in a random pattern that was recorded on the map to enable easy identification. The cylindrical cores of tissue were
placed onto individual, pre-numbered foil squares and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen before transferring immediately
to pre-cooled vials and stored at −80 °C (F). The fresh slice and other portions were pinned onto a cork board to avoid
warping during subsequent fixation (G). Republished with permission of Wiley Periodicals, Inc., fromMethod for
sampling tissue for research which preserves pathological data in radical prostatectomy, Warren et al.,212 Volume 73,
edition 2, © 2012; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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Data-sharing policies and Material Transfer Agreements
The biorepository contains demographic, clinical, specimen and scientific data. Even though the final data
set will be stripped of personal identifiers prior to release for sharing, we believe that there remains the
possibility of deductive disclosure of patients with unusual characteristics. Thus, we will make the data
and associated documentation available to users only under a data-sharing agreement that provides for
(1) a commitment to using the data only for research purposes and not to identify any individual participant,
(2) a commitment to securing the data using appropriate computer technology and (3) a commitment to
destroying or returning the data after analyses are completed.
Applications for accessing samples from the biorepository will be assessed by an independent scientific
advisory group. Once the samples have been analysed, investigators will be required to upload the data
into the ProMPT/ProtecT database. This will include genomic data or other high-throughput data. Such
data will be made available to other academic investigators.
Studies of men with advanced disease and excluded men
We have published two recent papers on men with advanced disease who were excluded from the main
trial.95,211 The abstract and summary of the findings of the men with advanced disease are given in this
section; Figures 24–26 show the outcomes at 10 years.
ProtecT trial advanced
cases
(O = 513)
21 men with incomplete
outcome data were
excluded
Anglia cancer network
controls
(O = 3978)
Unmatched cases
(O = 492)
versus
versus
Unmatched controls 
(O = 3978)
Matched cases
(O = 401)
Matched controls
(O = 401)
Cases with primary
treatment data
(O = 432)
Cases with PSA
follow-up
(O = 352)
Primary analysis
(KM and Cox survival regression analysis)
Primary analysis
(KM survival analysis)
Secondary analysis
(KM survival analysis)
Secondary analysis
(KM survival analysis)
Controls with primary
treatment data
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FIGURE 24 Diagram of patient flow through the study of the men with advanced disease. KM, Kaplan–Meier.
Reproduced with permission from Johnston et al.211 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) license. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/.
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Abstract
Reproduced from Johnston et al.211 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) license. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/.
Background: Early detection and treatment of asymptomatic men with advanced and high-risk prostate
cancer (PCa) may improve survival rates.
Objective: To determine outcomes for men diagnosed with advanced PCa following prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) testing who were excluded from the ProtecT randomised trial.
Design, setting, and participants: Mortality was compared for 492 men followed up for a median of
7.4 yr to a contemporaneous cohort of men from the UK Anglia Cancer Network (ACN) and with a matched
subset from the ACN. Outcome measurements and statistical analysis: PCa-specific and all-cause mortality
were compared using Kaplan–Meier analysis and Cox’s proportional hazards regression.
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FIGURE 25 (a) Prostate cancer-specific survival and (b) overall survival according to primary treatment groups among
ProtecT cases. Reproduced with permission from Johnston et al.211 This is an Open Access article distributed in
accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) license. See: http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
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Results and limitations: Of the 492 men excluded from the ProtecT cohort, 37 (8%) had metastases (N1,
M0 = 5, M1 = 32) and 305 had locally advanced disease (62%). The median PSA was 17 mg/l. Treatments
included radical prostatectomy (RP; n = 54; 11%), radiotherapy (RT; n = 245; 50%), androgen deprivation
therapy (ADT; n = 122; 25%), other treatments (n = 11; 2%), and unknown (n = 60; 12%). There were
49 PCa-specific deaths (10%), of whom 14 men had received radical treatment (5%); and 129 all-cause
deaths (26%). In matched ProtecT and ACN cohorts, 37 (9%) and 64 (16%), respectively, died of PCa,
while 89 (22%) and 103 (26%) died of all causes. ProtecT men had a 45% lower risk of death from PCa
compared to matched cases (hazard ratio 0.55, 95% confidence interval 0.38–0.83; p = 0.0037), but
mortality was similar in those treated radically. The non-randomised design is a limitation.
Conclusions: Men with PSA-detected advanced PCa excluded from ProtecT and treated radically had low
rates of PCa death at 7.4-yr follow-up. Among men who underwent nonradical treatment, the ProtecT
group had a lower rate of PCa death. Early detection through PSA testing, leadtime bias, and group
heterogeneity are possible factors in this finding. Patient summary: Prostate cancer that has spread outside
the prostate gland without causing symptoms can be detected via prostate-specific antigen testing and
treated, leading to low rates of death from this disease.
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FIGURE 26 Kaplan–Meier plots of (a) prostate cancer-specific survival and (b) overall survival among matched
ProtecT cases and ACN controls. ACN, Anglia Cancer Network. Reproduced with permission from Johnston et al.211
This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
(CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) license. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
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Death from prostate cancer occurred in two (4%) of the RP and 12 (5%) of the RT group (HR 0.95, 95% CI
0.22–4.12; p = 0.94). Death from all causes occurred in four (7%) of the RP and 37 (15%) of the RT group
(HR 0.69, 95% CI 0.29–1.67; p = 0.41). A significantly greater proportion of the ADT group died from
prostate cancer (n = 27, 22%) and all causes (n = 49, 40%) compared to men treated with radical therapy
(p < 0.0001). RP = radical prostatectomy; RT = radical radiotherapy; ADT = androgen deprivation therapy;
HR = hazard ratio; CI = confidence interval.
By the end of the study, 37 matched cases (9%) and 64 controls (16%) died from prostate cancer. Death
from all causes occurred in 89 cases (22%) and 103 controls (26%). HR = hazard ratio; CI = confidence
interval.
In summary then, this paper has added significantly to our understanding about what happens following a
single round of PSA testing in a community which essentially had not previously been exposed to such
testing. The advanced men have done extremely well from this early detection and achieved good
survival rates.
Comprehensive cohort
Another recent paper reviewed the whole cohort of men.95 The abstract is presented here and has
been reproduced from Donovan et al.95 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) license. See: http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
Objectives: Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) deliver robust internally valid evidence but generalizability is
often neglected. Design features built into the ProtecT RCT of treatments for localised prostate cancer
(PCa) provided insights into its generalizability.
Study Design and Setting: Population-based cluster-randomisation created a prospective study of PSA-
testing and a comprehensive-cohort study including groups choosing treatment or excluded from the RCT,
as well as those randomised. Baseline information assessed selection and response during RCT conduct.
Results: The prospective study (82,430 men PSA-tested) represented healthy men likely to respond to a
screening invitation. The extended comprehensive-cohort comprised 1,643 randomised, 997 choosing
treatment, and 557 excluded with advanced cancer/comorbidities. Men choosing treatment were very
similar to randomised men except for having more professional/managerial occupations. Excluded men
were similar to the randomised socio-demographically but different clinically, representing less healthy men
with more advanced PCa.
Conclusion: The ProtecT RCT’s design features provided data to assess the representativeness of the
prospective cohort and generalizability of the RCT’s findings. Greater attention to collecting data at the
design stage of pragmatic trials would better support later judgements by clinicians/policy-makers about
the generalizability of RCT findings in clinical practice.
Figure 27 shows how the cohort was developed and how the excluded men and men with advanced
disease fit into the whole group.
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CAP trial
Cluster randomisation of general practices using Zelen design
CAP trial intervention arm:
ProtecT prospective study of
PSA testing
Invited to attend clinic appointment
(O = 228,966)
Non-responders
(O = 106,464)
Did not attend
(O = 16,104)
Refused to attend
(O = 5954)
Ineligible
(O = 7664)
Declined to participate
(O = 10,350)
Randomised in discontinued
two-arm study
(O = 24)
• Advanced prostate cancer, O = 267
• Excluded for other reasons, O = 290
Excluded from ProtecT trial
Declined prostate biopsy
(O = 1152)
No cancer (biopsy negative or
inconclusive)
(O = 4518)
Responded to invitation
(O = 122,502)
Attended appointment
(O = 100,444)
Received a PSA test
(O = 82,430)
Eligible (3 ≤ PSA < 20 ng/ml)
(O = 8566)
Received a prostate biopsy
(O = 7414)
Diagnosed with prostate cancer
(O = 2896)
ProtecT feasibility diagnoses
(O = 325)
Localised prostate cancer (eligible)
(O = 2664)
Randomised
(O = 1643)
Chose treatment (preference)
(O = 997)
CAP trial control arm:
usual practice
PSA level < 3 ng/ml 
(O = 73,538)
PSA level ≥ 20 ng/ml 
(O = 280)
No result 
(O = 46)
FIGURE 27 Description of the extended comprehensive cohort in ProtecT.
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Importantly, this paper highlighted the following points:
l Decisions taken when designing the ProtecT prostate cancer treatment and linked CAP screening RCTs
enabled the collection of data to assess the representativeness of the prospective study of PSA testing
and generalisability of the ProtecT RCT’s findings.
l Adding the extended comprehensive-cohort study comprising all participants diagnosed with prostate
cancer, including those who chose a treatment or were ineligible for the RCT, with advanced cancer or
comorbidities as well as those randomised in ProtecT, allowed the assessment of the generalisability of
the trial’s findings to patients diagnosed with prostate cancer in routine care.
l Aspects of the generalisability of pragmatic RCTs can be evaluated through initiatives in the design
phase, such as assessing factors associated with participation at various stages through a preceding
prospective study and/or collecting data from those choosing treatments or who were excluded from the
trial according to eligibility criteria, although these decisions will have time and resource implications.
l Including an innovatively extended comprehensive-cohort study of all men diagnosed with a condition
such as prostate cancer can enable assessment of important similarities and differences between the
randomised group and those who choose a treatment in standard practice or with aspects of advanced
cancer or comorbidities that preclude trial participation, thus providing insights about the RCT’s
applicability to patients in routine practice.
l Greater attention should be devoted at the design stage of pragmatic RCTs to ensure that appropriate
data are collected to support later judgements by clinicians and policy-makers about the generalisability
of the RCT’s findings to patients in routine clinical practice.
Genetic studies
These have been a very productive aspect of the ProtecT trial, in which whole blood was stored and germline
DNA was extracted. The collaboration with Professor Ros Eeles, Institute of Cancer Research, London, has
been a critical aspect of this.214–251
There have been over 40 publications (one cited 570 times and marked as a ‘highly cited paper’ by Web
of Science), with seven papers cited over 100 times each. Samples from the ProtecT trial participants have
significantly added to our knowledge about genetic predisposition for prostate cancer.
So far as germline genetics is concerned, a strong family history of prostate cancer roughly doubles the
risk in first-degree relatives. Previous studies have shown that there are a large number of moderate- to
high-risk loci, which predispose to prostate cancer development. Recent studies have identified common
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), which confer an increasing risk of prostate cancer with an increasing
number of risk alleles. There is some recent evidence that germline mutations in DNA repair genes [e.g.
BRCA1 (breast cancer gene 1) and BRCA2 (breast cancer gene 2)] predisposes to high risk and metastatic
prostate cancer. Over 100 SNPs have been found, which account for ≈33% of all genetic prostate cancer
risk.252 Rare, but high-risk, SNPs occur in HOXB13 (homeobox B13), BRCA1 and BRCA2. However, many of
the SNPs occur in intronic areas of the genome and may be more concerned with transcriptional regulation
than with structural changes in messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) and proteins. Other SNPs are found in
the promoter regions of genes, such as those in MSMB (beta-microseminoprotein) or PSP94 (prostate
Secretory protein of 94 amino acids), which results in altered tissue-specific regulation of a protein. In
addition, SNPs account for a significant impact on the expression and secretion of PSA, where it is thought
that ≈44% of the variation in serum PSA may be the result of genetic variation.
One important aspect of this has been the availability of DNA from men with low PSA levels as ‘extreme
controls’. As the outcomes of the ProtecT trial become available (along with the incidence and death rate
from prostate cancer in the control participants with low PSA levels), these studies will become more
meaningful in determining the impact of genetic predisposition on prostate cancer outcomes. It is true that
‘attribution bias’ resulting from prostate cancers only being diagnosed because of a raised PSA level is an
issue in the ProtecT trial.
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Biomarker studies
Biomarker measurement can include a number of different approaches, including the following:
l germline genetics, as discussed previously
l liquid protein and nucleic acid (circulating cell-free DNA) markers in blood and urine
l tissue-based biomarkers using nucleic acid extraction or protein immunohistochemistry
l imaging-based biomarkers.
Good reviews of the role of biomarkers in the diagnosis and management of prostate cancer have been
published in recent years.252–256 The studies using the ProtecT biorepository have thus far been productive,
with many of the papers resulting from a longstanding collaboration with Richard Martin and colleagues in
the University of Bristol.84,199,238–240,249,257–295
A theme of this work has been to look through the lens of Mendelian randomisation with a focus on
the insulin-like growth factor (IGF) axis, the vitamin D axis and also PSA variants. In brief, the top-cited
outcomes include:
l Vitamin B12 and (in cohort studies) folate were associated with increased prostate cancer risk.282
l Lower 25(OH)D (calcifediol) concentrations were associated with more-aggressive cancers (advanced
vs. localised cancers and high vs. low Gleason grades), but there was no evidence of an association with
overall prostate cancer risk.273
l Diabetes mellitus was associated with a reduced risk of prostate cancer (OR 0.78, 95% CI 0.61 to 0.99).
There was weak evidence that the inverse association was greater for well-differentiated cancers versus
poorly differentiated cancers (p = 0.07). These data add to the evidence of the association of diabetes
mellitus with prostate cancer in the PSA era.279
l The measurement of four kallikreins enhanced prostate cancer detection compared with PSA level and
age alone. Area under the curve (AUC) for the four kallikreins was 0.719 (95% CI 0.704 to 0.734)
vs. 0.634 (95% CI 0.617 to 0.651) (p < 0.001) for PSA level and age alone for any-grade cancer, and
0.820 (95% CI 0.802 to 0.838) vs. 0.738 (95% CI 0.716 to 0.761) for high-grade cancer. Using a
6% risk of high-grade cancer as an illustrative cut-off point, for 1000 biopsied men with PSA levels of
≥ 3.0 ng/ml, the model would reduce the need for biopsy in 428 men, detect 119 high-grade cancers
and delay diagnosis of 14 out of 133 high-grade cancers.258
l MSMB expression in benign and malignant prostate tissue was examined using immunohistochemistry
and compared with the rs10993994 genotype. MSMB levels in prostate tissue and urine were greatly
reduced in prostate cancer patients. Urinary MSMB was better than urinary PSA level at differentiating
men with prostate cancer at all Gleason grades. The high-risk allele was associated with heterogeneity
of MSMB staining and loss of MSMB in both tissue and urine in benign prostates.296
l Around 40% of the variability of PSA levels in the general population is accounted for by inherited
factors. We undertook a genome-wide association study and follow-up analysis using PSA information
from 15,757 Icelandic and 454 British men not diagnosed with prostate cancer. Overall, we detected
a genome-wide significant association between PSA levels and SNPs at six loci {5p15.33 [rs2736098],
10q11 [rs10993994], 10q26 [rs10788160], 12q24 [rs11067228], 17q12 [rs4430796] and 19q13.33
[rs17632542 (KLK3: I179T)]}, each with P(combined) < 3 × 10(–10). Among 3834 men who underwent
a biopsy of the prostate, the 10q26, 12q24 and 19q13.33 alleles that are associated with high PSA
levels are associated with higher probability of a negative biopsy (OR between 1.15 and 1.27). We
propose that a personalised PSA cut-off value, based on genotype, might be a promising addition to
decisions about whether or not to perform a prostate biopsy.297
l Raised levels of IGF-I and/or its molar ratio with insulin-like growth factor-binding protein-3 (IGFBP-3)
were associated with higher intakes of milk, dairy products, calcium, carbohydrate and polyunsaturated fat;
lower levels were associated with high vegetable consumption, particularly tomatoes. These patterns
support the possibility that IGFs may mediate some diet–cancer association.298
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l We used a population-based case-finding exercise using the PSA test to examine whether or not
associations between the IGF axis and cancer risk were apparent. A matched case–control study was
conducted with 7383 men (aged 50–70 years) receiving a PSA test as part of a case-finding exercise.
The risk of prostate cancer increased across quartiles of IGF-1 [highest vs. lowest quartile, OR 2.34,
95% CI 1.26 to 4.34; p(trend) = 0.02] and IGF-II [OR 1.78, 95% CI 0.94 to 3.15; p(trend) = 0.09].
Controlling for smoking history and IGFBP-3 strengthened associations with cancer for both IGF-1
[OR 3.00, 95% CI 1.50 to 6.01; p(trend) 0.005] and IGF-11 [OR 2.02, 95% CI 1.07 to 3.84; p(trend) = 0.04].
Associations between the IGFs and cancer risk were stronger for advanced cases. Our findings suggest
that both IGF-1 and IGF-11 are associated with an increased risk of screen-detected prostate cancer.299
Conclusion
The ProtecT trial participants form a unique cohort of men, recruited within a community setting where
PSA testing was rare. Because of the randomised trial element, the biorepository will offer unique insights
about the role of particular biomarkers in the response to particular methods of management. The fact that
we have a comprehensive cohort of men including those with more-advanced disease adds significantly to
the value of the sample collections.
Already, high-impact papers have resulted from the use of this repository and these will continue to be a
very important legacy for future studies of prostate cancer (see Appendix 3).
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Chapter 8 General conclusion
Design and objectives
The ProtecT RCT was supported by the NIHR HTA programme to evaluate the clinical effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of the three major treatment modalities for prostate cancer localised within the
prostate gland. No previous trials had compared surgery, radiotherapy and AM, and the two previous
published trials comparing surgery with outdated watchful waiting had produced conflicting results.
ProtecT was designed as a prospective cohort study of PSA testing, leading to the diagnosis of prostate
cancer, with an embedded randomised trial of treatments for men with clinically localised prostate cancer
and follow-up of all men diagnosed with prostate cancer (including those choosing a treatment or those
who were excluded because of advanced cancer or comorbidities) in a novel extended comprehensive
cohort design. A successful feasibility study embedded in a qualitative study of recruitment conducted
between 1999 and 2001 showed that men aged 50–69 years could be identified in general practices
and invited to attend a prostate check clinic appointment to discuss having a PSA test and potentially
participating in a RCT of treatment, and that sufficient numbers would attend and follow the diagnostic
pathway to support recruitment into the proposed main treatment trial.
Recruitment of participants to the main ProtecT prospective cohort study of PSA testing was itself embedded
as the intervention group of a larger trial of prostate cancer screening (the CAP, supported by Cancer
Research UK and the Department of Health and Social Care). In total, 911 general practices were randomised,
189,386 men were included in the intervention group (ProtecT) and 219,439 were included in the control
group (receiving usual NHS care).
In total, combining the ProtecT feasibility and main recruitment phases from 1999 to 2009, 228,966 men
aged between 50 and 69 years in nine UK clinical centres were invited to participate in ProtecT. Of these,
100,444 attended a prostate check appointment and were provided with information about the PSA
test and ProtecT treatment trial by a study nurse. A total of 82,430 men had a PSA test, 7414 received
prostate biopsies and 3221 received a diagnosis of prostate cancer and were followed up in the extended
comprehensive cohort. There were 2664 men with a diagnosis of clinically localised prostate cancer who
were eligible to take part in the ProtecT treatment trial, and 1643 agreed to be randomised (62% of
eligible patients). In the ProtecT trial, 545 participants were randomly assigned to AM, 553 to RP and
545 to radiotherapy. All measured sociodemographic, clinical and patient-reported measures were balanced
between the groups at baseline.
The aims of the ProtecT trial were to:
l evaluate the clinical effectiveness of the three options for men with clinically localised prostate cancer at
a median of 10 and 15 years of follow-up, including the primary outcome of prostate cancer-specific
mortality and secondary outcomes of all-cause mortality and the incidence of metastases and disease
progression
l evaluate the impact of the three options on patient-reported symptoms and QoL outcomes using
standardised and validated PROMs
l develop a comprehensive biorepository of biobanked material donated by patients for translational
research.
Analysis was by ITT. To ascertain cause of death accurately, summaries of anonymised medical records
were reviewed and categorised by members of the independent CoDE Committee, blinded to treatment
assignment.
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Conclusions from the ProtecT trial of treatments at a median of
10 years’ follow-up
Mortality from prostate cancer was very low, at 1%, in all three randomised groups. There were also no
differences in all-cause mortality between the groups. Disease progression and metastases were reduced
by approximately half in the surgery and radiotherapy groups compared with AM. PROMs analysis through
to 6 years showed that each group had particular profiles of side effects. Urinary incontinence and erectile
symptoms were worse in the surgery group, with some symptoms persisting through the 6 years. Erectile
symptoms and some bowel symptoms were experienced in the RT group. In the AM group, men who stayed
on AM avoided the side effects of radical treatments, but as around half had received radical treatment over
the median 10-year period, overall there was a year-on-year decline in the AM group in terms of urinary
and sexual function. Generic health status, anxiety and depression and cancer-related QoL were not
different between the groups.
The interventions in ProtecT remain the three most common contemporary modalities of prostate cancer
treatment, but there have been considerable developments in treatment techniques since the study began,
including the introduction of robot-assisted and laparoscopic surgery and brachytherapy or IMRT, and
protocols for AS that exclude many of those included in ProtecT and using different strategies for monitoring
and triggering change of management. However, the most recent large observational cohort studies
evaluating robot-assisted and laparoscopic surgery, brachytherapy, IMRT and more-stringent polices of AS,
as well as a small trial comparing open surgery with robot-assisted surgery, all found side effects with
remarkably similar patterns to those found in ProtecT, suggesting that the ProtecT results are generalisable
to contemporary treatments. Health economics analysis demonstrates that the total mean adjusted cost
for the surgery group was slightly higher than that for radiotherapy, and both radical groups were more
expensive than AM. The total adjusted mean QALYs were higher for the RT group than for the AM and
surgery groups. The RT group was thus slightly more expensive and less effective than the surgery group
and so it is unlikely that surgery would be the cost-effective option. Radiotherapy was slightly more
beneficial but more expensive, and AM was slightly less beneficial but less expensive. The CEAC showed
that, at the NICE threshold of £20,000 per QALY, at a median 10-year follow-up, the probabilities that each
group was the most cost-effective option were 58% (radiotherapy), 32% (AM) and 10% (RP).
Conclusions from substudies in ProtecT
Disease progression
Baseline clinicopathological features of men with localised prostate cancer within ProtecT differed in men
who developed disease progression compared with those with stable disease, but associations were not
strong enough to reliably predict progression in individuals. This indicates that methods of stratification
that are currently employed need to be refined with pre-biopsy imaging and targeted sampling, as well as
utilisation of validated genomic and other emerging biomarkers. These will, however, need to be evaluated
in new large-scale prospective early-detection programmes.
Qualitative research
The qualitative research integrated into the feasibility study and main recruitment enabled a nuanced
understanding of the recruitment process, and the information developed from that understanding and
the training and support given to research nurses and urologists enabled the ProtecT trial recruitment to be
completed successfully. The recruitment intervention was later developed into the QRI, now being applied
in 30 other RCTs with difficult recruitment challenges. Other qualitative research uses a combination of
single and serial (repeated) in-depth interviews to conduct cross-sectional and longitudinal research to
explore ProtecT study participants’ experiences of PSA testing, biopsy and outcomes following each of the
treatments. Most men taking part in PSA testing perceived themselves to be at low risk of having prostate
cancer. The studies of the experience of biopsy concluded that, in future, men needed to be better
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informed about the biopsy procedure, the relationship with urinary symptoms and the potential incidence
and severity of side effects, and a proposal for such information was developed and published.186
The longitudinal research captured how men’s experiences evolved over up to 14 years of follow-up.
Appointments with health professionals (primarily nurses, supported by urologists and oncologists as
required) to review PSA levels and disease progression were found to be critical for the management of
men in the AM group. These appointments enabled and supported men to achieve their particular balance
between uncertainty and reassurance and staying on AM or changing to a radical treatment. The ProtecT
AM service protocol is available for implementation. Men undergoing radical treatments felt that they
could have been better informed about the timing of hormone therapy or radiotherapy, the levels of
impairment they might face and for how long impairment might last after radical treatment. Work is
continuing to include ProtecT outcome data in materials provided to men to support decision-making.
Patient and public involvement
Patient and public involvement was not undertaken in the standard way in ProtecT, but the views and
opinions of men involved in the qualitative research have been integrated into the design and conduct
of the study from the outset. In addition, in 2016, a PPI consultation was undertaken with ProtecT patient
representatives and members of the public about the interpretation of the main ProtecT outcome findings.
This consultation provided a wealth of information about the type of information about prostate cancer
and its treatment that men would like to have access to for decision-making, including the timing of
provision and modes of presentation, which will feed into the materials being developed.
Translational research
The ProtecT trial participants were a unique cohort of men, recruited in a community setting where PSA
testing was rare. Tissue from biopsies and surgery specimens (FFPE material) were collected from 2500 men
with prostate cancer, and blood samples (plasma, serum and germline DNA) were also collected from
these men and from ≈60,000 men who underwent PSA testing but were below the threshold (‘controls’).
These samples have been carefully stored and 14,000 have had whole blood converted to germline DNA.
With full sociodemographic, lifestyle, dietary, clinical, genetic, epidemiological and outcomes data, the
ProtecT biorepository represents a key resource for future testing of biomarkers and screening and
treatment strategies.
Strengths and limitations
There are limitations to the analysis and interpretation of the results. The ProtecT trial was designed in the
late 1990s, when the standard diagnostic pathway was a combination of digital rectal examination, serum
PSA testing and TRUS-guided biopsies. It is now known that these methods lead to overdetection of
indolent prostate cancer and underdetection of significant disease compared with more modern imaging
techniques, such as mpMRI and targeted biopsies. There have also been changes in Gleason grading over
time, which may have resulted in an underestimate of the effectiveness of AM. The AM protocol in ProtecT
was less intensive than many contemporary AS regimes, although none of the current methods has been
validated and there is no consensus about optimal protocols. There were very few patients with high-risk
disease at baseline – although this would be expected from PSA testing – and those with advanced
prostate cancer who were excluded from the trial have been followed up observationally. There were only
a small number of men of non-white ethnicity, although the study group was representative of the source
population.
The main strengths of ProtecT were its size (with over 82,000 men tested and 1643 randomised); population
base (recruited from GP surgeries across nine cities in the UK); standardised diagnostic approach using a
consistent PSA threshold of 3.0 ng/ml and a minimum of 10-core biopsies; the high rate of randomisation of
eligible patients; the use of standardised treatment pathways; and the use of validated PROMs for a wide
range of generic and symptomatic impacts on QoL. All measured socioeconomic measures, clinical measures
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and PROMs were balanced at baseline between the allocated groups, and response rates were very high
for PROMs, at over 85% in all allocation groups and without discernible decline over 6 years of follow-up.
The trial was rated ‘good’ quality by the US Prostate Cancer Taskforce (on a scale where ‘good’ is the
highest grade).
Final overall conclusions
Screening for prostate cancer and prostate cancer management are important public health topics.
Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in men in the UK.300 In 2014, 46,610 new cases of prostate
cancer were diagnosed, and 11,287 men died from the disease that year, with approximately 330,000 men
living with the disease in the UK.300 Deaths from prostate cancer were higher than deaths from breast
cancer in the most recent figures.300
The ProtecT trial has shown that death from localised prostate cancer is low, at approximately 1% at a
median of 10 years of follow-up, irrespective of the treatment assigned. All-cause mortality was also low.
However, the rate of disease progression and metastases among men assigned to surgery or radiotherapy
was half of the rate among men in the AM group. The ProtecT trial has also clarified the comparative
impact of the major contemporary treatment options for localised prostate cancer on urinary, sexual and
bowel function and QoL, including rates of recovery and outcomes up to 6 years after treatment
allocation.
Longer-term follow-up is needed to document the changes in PROMs and oncological outcomes that
will emerge from the originally randomised groups. Although the current findings do not yet provide a
complete picture, men making decisions about treatments for newly diagnosed localised prostate cancer
or contemplating PSA testing can use the information from ProtecT for decision-making with clinicians.
More than 200 scientific publications have been produced from the study, some with very high impact,
to support clinicians, researchers and policy decision-makers. However, follow-up for a further 5 to 10 years
is required to fully inform the balance between the shorter-term impacts of treatments shown here and
the longer course of prostate cancer progression, death from prostate cancer or competing causes, and
QoL impacts that may emerge longer term from these treatments or from the sequelae of treatments for
metastatic or progressing prostate cancer. The NIHR HTA programme has supported the collection of data
to evaluate mortality and metastases up to the median 15-year follow-up, but not follow-up of PROMs.
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Appendix 1 Supplementary tables and figures
TABLE 23 Data collection schedule
Outcome
Time point
Recruitment Baseline (first biopsy) Post allocation (6 months then annually)
Demographics CRF – –
Prostate cancer mortality – – CRFa
Overall survival – – Death certificate
Metastasis – – CRF
Disease progression – – CRF
Treatment complications – – CRF
Resource use – – CRF
Symptoms Questionnaireb Questionnaire Questionnairec
QoL Questionnaire Questionnaire Questionnairec
Psychological status Questionnaire Questionnaire Questionnaire
Treatment experience Interviewd Interviewd Interviewd
a Notification by NHS Digital and note review by CAP staff to create vignette for endpoint committee.
b Not all measures collected at recruitment.
c EORTC-QLQ Q30 post allocation as cancer-specific measure.
d Sample of participants at several time points.
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FIGURE 28 Projected recruitment and actual accrual in ProtecT.
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FIGURE 29 Response rates for PROMs questionnaires and nurse-completed CRFs by years of follow-up for
randomised and treatment selection participants. (a) Percentage CRFs returned (bars) and numbers of alive
men (line) in follow-up; and (b) percentage questionnaires returned (bars) and numbers of alive men (line) in
follow-up.
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TABLE 24 Causes of death unrelated to prostate cancer over the 10-year median follow-up by treatment group,
ascertained by the CoDE Committee
Cause of death
Number of deaths
AM RP RT
Cardiovascular system 16 14 13
Digestive system 2 1 3
Musculoskeletal system 0 0 1
Nervous system 3 2 5
External causes 8 8 6
Neoplasms other than prostate cancer 22 25 23
Total deaths unrelated to prostate cancer 51 50 51
TABLE 25 Urinary function by randomised allocation
PROMs,a summary scores, symptoms
or QoL impact
Treatment group
AM (N= 545) RT (N= 545) RP (N= 553) Total (N= 1643)
ICIQ-UI minimum analysed/asked, n/N (%) 422/500 (84) 408/498 (82) 414/510 (81) 1244/1508 (82)
Incontinence score, mean (SD) 1.3 (2.5) 1.2 (2.0) 1.3 (2.4) 1.3 (2.3)
No incontinence, n (%) 305 (72) 280 (69) 288 (70) 873 (70)
Moderate QoL impact, n/N (%) 28/428 (7) 24/413 (6) 29/418 (7) 81/1259 (6)
Large QoL impact, n/N (%) 3/428 (1) 0/413 (0) 1/418 (< 1) 4/1259 (< 1)
EPIC minimum analysed/asked, n/N (%) 244/280 (87) 246/283 (87) 255/286 (89) 745/849 (88)
Urinary summary (SD) 93.0 (9.6) 93.2 (8.3) 91.9 (9.4) 92.7 (9.1)
Function score (SD) 95.6 (8.0) 94.7 (8.3) 94.8 (8.9) 95.1 (8.4)
Bother score (SD) 91.2 (12.3) 92.1 (10.3) 89.9 (12.2) 91.0 (11.7)
Incontinence score (SD) 93.5 (11.3) 92.8 (11.0) 92.8 (11.6) 93.0 (11.3)
Irritative/obstructive score (SD) 93.2 (9.5) 93.8 (7.9) 92.0 (9.9) 93.0 (9.2)
Pad use, n/N (%) 1/250 (< 1) 0/248 (0) 4/256 (2) 5/754 (1)
ICSmaleSF minimum analysed, n/N (%) 471/545 (86) 462/545 (85) 480/553 (87) 1413/1643 (86)
Incontinence score (SD) 1.9 (2.1) 1.8 (1.8) 1.8 (1.8) 1.8 (1.9)
Voiding score (SD) 3.4 (2.9) 3.1 (2.9) 3.3 (3.1) 3.3 (3.0)
Daytime frequency, n/N (%) 147/470 (31) 150/457 (33) 163/483 (34) 460/1410 (33)
Nocturia, n/N (%) 111/475 (23) 89/463 (19) 110/485 (23) 312/1423 (22)
Little urinary QoL impact, n/N (%) 109/475 (23) 99/466 (21) 115/486 (24) 323/1427 (23)
Somewhat/a lot QoL impact, n/N (%) 20/475 (4) 14/466 (3) 10/486 (2) 44/1427 (3)
ICIQ-UI, International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire Urinary Incontinence.
a Details of PROMs and their administration. The minimal important difference was not exceeded for any domain between
randomised groups.
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TABLE 26 Bowel and sexual function by randomised allocation
EPICa scores and symptoms
Treatment group
Total (N= 1643)AM (N= 545) RT (N= 545) RP (N= 553)
Bowel function
Minimum analysed/asked, n/N (%) 247/280 (88) 247/283 (87) 254/286 (89) 748/849 (88)
Summary score (SD) 92.8 (9.1) 94.8 (6.9) 93.1 (8.9) 93.6 (8.4)
Function score (SD) 91.6 (9.0) 92.9 (8.0) 91.4 (9.3) 92.0 (8.8)
Bother score (SD) 94.0 (11.8) 96.8 (7.1) 94.7 (10.3) 95.1 (10.0)
Bloody stools, n/N (%) 18/247 (7) 18/250 (7) 16/255 (6) 52/752 (7)
Loose stools, n/N (%) 43/249 (17) 39/250 (16) 36/255 (14) 118/754 (16)
Stool leakage, n/N (%) 10/249 (4) 3/250 (1) 10/255 (4) 23/754 (3)
Overall bowel problems: small, n/N (%) 32/249 (13) 18/247 (7) 35/255 (14) 85/751 (11)
Moderate/big bowel problems, n/N (%) 11/249 (4) 4/247 (2) 5/255 (2) 20/751 (3)
Sexual function
Minimum analysed/asked, n/N (%) 236/280 (84) 241/283 (85) 240/286 (84) 719/849 (85)
Summary score (SD) 60.3 (23.5) 63.6 (23.1) 61.4 (22.7) 61.8 (23.1)
Function score (SD) 53.5 (22.8) 55.7 (23.0) 54.4 (22.9) 54.5 (22.9)
Bother score (SD) 76.0 (30.5) 80.5 (29.2) 77.6 (28.9) 78.0 (29.5)
Erectile function, n/N (%) 79/243 (33) 78/247 (32) 84/245 (34) 241/735 (33)
Erectile problems: small, n/N (%) 70/239 (29) 55/245 (22) 63/247 (26) 188/731 (26)
Erectile problems: moderate/big, n/N (%) 39/239 (16) 39/245 (16) 40/247 (16) 118/731 (16)
Overall sexual function problem: small, n/N (%) 55/239 (23) 58/244 (24) 69/245 (28) 182/728 (25)
Moderate/big sexual function problems, n/N (%) 44/239 (18) 31/244 (13) 39/245 (16) 114/728 (16)
a Details of PROMs and their administration. The minimal important difference was not exceeded for any domain between
randomised groups.
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TABLE 27 Resource use measurement, coding and valuation
Resource
How it was
measured Pre-valuation coding and costing How it was valued
RP Number of
each type of
procedure
Standard open prostatectomies were
assigned a HRG4 code LB21A or LB21B
dependent on complications and
comorbidities, human keyhole
prostatectomies were assigned LB22Z
and robotic keyhole prostatectomies
were assigned LB69Z
NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015168
Outpatient
delivery of
hormones
Number of
appointments
For participants, where hormones were
recorded but no method of delivery was
given, the first depot was assigned a
non-consultant led (WF01A) and clinical
oncology outpatient specialty (800)
code2
NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015168
Primary care
delivery of
hormones
Number of
appointments
The proportions of injections recorded
that were delivered by GPs (26%) and
practice nurses (74%) were used to
create a weighted average cost
l Cost of a GP appointment3
l Cost of a practice nurse
appointment
Hormones
delivered in
primary care
Number of
injections
Zoladex injections were costed using
one 3.6-mg pre-filled disposable
injection for monthly injections and
using one 10.8 mg pre-filled disposable
injection for 3-monthly injections.
Leuprolide injections were costed using
one 3.75-mg pre-filled disposable
injection for monthly injections and
using one 11.25-mg pre-filled
disposable injection for 3-monthly
injections
BNF online (current price was valid for
2015 Dictionary of Medicines and
Devices)301
Pre-treatment
planning
Allocated
to each
radiotherapy
treatment
The HRG4 code SC51Z was used for
protocol radiotherapy and salvage
radiotherapy
NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015168
Radiotherapy
delivery
Number of
fractions
The HRG4 code SC22Z was used for
protocol radiotherapy and SC23Z for
salvage radiotherapy
NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015168
AM visits Number of visits The average time of a face-to-face and
telephone consultation were calculated
from the AM schedules
Cost of a nurse team leader per
minute of face-to-face contact4
Taking of blood
for PSA test
Number of PSA
tests
All PSA tests recorded in the clinical
centres’ databases were allocated a
weighted GP/nurse visit average cost
using the recorded proportion of blood
taken by GPs (4.7%) and practice
nurses, phlebotomists and other staff
(95.3%)
l Cost of a GP appointment
l Cost of practice nurse
appointment4
Other inpatient
stays and day
cases (no
overnight stay)
Number of each
type of procedure
Reasons for admission were mapped to
OPCS-4 codes. The HRG4+ 2014–15
Reference Costs Grouper Code to
Group v1.0 workbook171 was used to
allocate the HRG codes.5 Assumption
of no comorbidities or complications
made where a HRG split was made on
comorbidities or complications
Non-elective and elective inpatient
costs assigned for overnight stays;
day-case costs assigned,1 otherwise
NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015168
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TABLE 27 Resource use measurement, coding and valuation (continued )
Resource
How it was
measured Pre-valuation coding and costing How it was valued
Study annual
research/clinical
follow-up visit
Number of visits Half of the cost of an outpatient visit NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015168
Chemotherapy Number of visits Outpatient chemotherapy was valued
using an assumption of a 21-day cycle
of docetaxel and a weighted average
cost of chemotherapy delivery HRG4s
(SB12Z, SB13Z, SB14Z) plus a weighted
average cost of chemotherapy
procurement HRG4s (SB05Z, SB06Z,
SB07Z, SB08Z, SB09Z, SB010Z)
Inpatient/day-case chemotherapy was
valued assuming docetaxel using a
chemotherapy delivery HRG4 of SB12Z
and chemotherapy procurement HRG4
of SB08Z
NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015168
Other outpatient
consultations
Number of
outpatient
consultations for
each specialty
NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015168
Outpatient
procedures
Number of
each type of
procedure
Procedures were assigned a HRG4
code. An average outpatient procedure
HRG cost was created from all relevant
specialty outpatient procedure HRG
costs
NHS Reference Costs 2014 to 2015168
Other primary
care consultations
Number of
each type of
consultation
l Cost of a GP appointment3
l Cost of a practice nurse
appointment
Adapted from Noble et al.167 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for
commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table
includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original.
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Appendix 2 Topics: qualitative interviews
Introductions
Interviewer’s professional background, purpose and length of interview and explanation of how
confidentiality will be maintained.
First interviews explored
l Decision-making whether or not to participate in the ProtecT study.
l Experiences of the diagnostic process including reasons for responding to the study invitation and
experiences of biopsy.
l Impact of prostate cancer diagnosis at time of diagnosis and ongoing.
l Decision-making whether to accept random allocation to a treatment or to choose a treatment and
views on study treatments.
l Experiences of primary treatment received and changes over time.
l Experiences and views on trial processes including recruitment and follow-up.
Following interviews explored
l Experiences since last contact, positive and negative, prostate cancer related or not and including
secondary treatments received.
l Reflections on treatment decision-making and any changes in views with time/events.
l Decision-making whether to initiate radical treatment (for men following active monitoring).
l Experiences and views on trial processes of follow-up including study questionnaires, annual review
appointments and follow-up.
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FIGURE 34 Number of ProtecT publications vs. the rate of citation. The H index is shown where the lines cross
(44 papers had a citation count of 44 or more).
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